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The Davis Amendment and The Federal Radio Act of 1927:

Evaluating External Pressures in Policymaking

In March 1927, the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) undertook the task of sorting out the interference problems

and setting a regulatory agenda which would shape the nascent broadcasting business in the United States, a

business that was less than seven years old. Conceived by Congress as a hurried solution to the interference

problems of 1926, the Federal Radio Commission undertook the unenviable task of creating a new agency without

any resources allocated to it. Additionally, the full membership of the Commission was not ratified by the Senate

and it lost two of its members within the first year. It is not surprising to discover, therefore, that the work of the

Commission met with dissatisfaction among members of Congress, distrust by the public, and attempts to rifle

specific agendas through by large broadcasting and radio manufacturing interests.

The original legislation creating the Federal Radio Commission called for a one-year tenure for the agency, subject

to reauthorization by Congress. During the reauthorization hearings, Representative Ewin Davis (R) of Tennessee

charged the FRC was doing the bidding of the large broadcast interests and that the agency had failed to meet its

mandate to create service for all Americans.

Davis introduced an amendment to the reauthorization bill that declared all Americans were entitled to equality of

radio broadcasting service, both of transmission and reception. The amendment called for equitable allocation of

licenses, wavelengths, time, and station power to each of the states according to population within each zone. The

purpose of the amendment was to make the intentions of Congress clear to the members of the Federal Radio

Commission.

Before and after amendment's adoption, public relations campaigns both for and against the implementation of the

amendment's provisions heightened public awareness of both the Federal Radio Commission and the problems that

it faced. Posturing about the difficulty involved in trying to implement the equality of service provisions led the

Federal Radio Commission to become reactive to the influence of various members of Congress, to the pressures of

the electronics industry, and to the needs of smaller regional broadcasters. The reactive stance helped set the mode

of operation and the public posture for the Commission for the first years of its existence. The outcome of the

Commission's work between the years 1927 and 1933 resulted in the creation of a local/ regional broadcasting

service that relied heavily on a system of large and small broadcast stations that carried network provided,

commercially oriented radio programs designed primarily for commercial entertainment.

A reading of the trials and tribulations of an upstart federal bureaucracy might make for an interesting, even

nostalgic look at the birth of radio regulation, but one could question the importance of studying the adoption and
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implementation of the Davis Amendment now. Broadcasting historian Susan Douglas reminds us that we can look

at "old articles about radio fever as fanciful and misguided stories of little consequence, or we can take them

seriously, and analyze the connections they reveal between technology and ideology.' As the Federal Radio

Commission was being created there were powerful institutional forces seeking to influence the decisionmaking

process. Their roots were political, economic, technological, and social, and the interaction between those

influences produced a situation calling out for regulatory control. Congress responded with compromise legislation,

written broadly, allowing independent commissioners the freedom to develop a new systematic paradigm for

regulating broadcasting in the United States. However, In the End of Liberalism, Theodore Lowi writes that

compromise legislation which marked the beginnings of many regulatory agencies often called for unclear,

contradictory goals. Lowi found many regulatory statutes were void of meaningful guidelines beyond the abstract

requirements to serve the 'public interest:2 Did the vague, compromised language that created the Federal Radio

Commission make it impossible for a new structure of broadcasting to develop? Would the FRC Commissioners

have the ability to separate their regulatory responsibilities from their political responsibilities? Were the technical

limitations of the medium destined to define the solutions possible to the equalization clause?

Through an examination of the issues and problems that compelled the Federal Radio Commission to adopt certain

policy decisions that met the legislative requirements of the Davis Amendment, I hope to illuminate some of the

unintended consequences of deliberate legislative acts. The FRC began the regulation of wireless communication,

and today's industry is still bound in some ways to the regulatory stances carved out during these early days. For

example, the Federal Communications Commission is still bound by the regulatory procedures started by the FRC.

Could a study of the initial controversies illuminate our knowledge about the commission's expectations for

structuring the industry, along with the resultant outcomes for reducing interference? As a corollary, can we

discover any insights regarding the industry's expectations from the commission?

Karl Popper suggests that the study of linkages between intentions and outcomes can produce insights into why the

actions of historical actors who set out to accomplish one set of goals might produce unanticipated or contrary

results.3 Popper's suggestion holds promise for the study of broadcast regulation. For example, did the

Commission's desire to create a quick solution to meet the rigid requirements of the Davis Amendment contribute

to the notable reduction of nonprofit broadcast stations?' Was there a concern by the FRC or consulting engineers

that the new technical plan described in General Order 40 could only be met by commercial stations able to buy

expensive new equipment to meet a set of more stringent technical regulations? Such a proposition, though not

definitively accepted in the current literature, is not without possibility.5 Still, such a proposition opens a

speculative, but viable set of explanations as to why commercial broadcasting emerged during the earliest days of

radio and why a more public service orientation in radio did not surface until the creation of the FM band.
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Surprisingly, while some scholars have focused on either the history or the workings of the Federal Radio

Commission, few have focused on the significance of the external pressures on the Commission that may have

prevented it from resolving the interference and technical problems in its own way and within its own time frame.'

If we examine the interests, motivations, and behaviors in the institutional setting of the Federal Radio

Commission against the interdependent interests and motivations of Congress, the large broadcast trust, and the

National Association of Broadcasters, we may gain insights into the decisions and the decisionmaking process?

This paper will briefly outline the events that occurred before, during, and after the passage of the Davis

amendment, look at the interaction among the various players, and identify the interests they sought to further.

Finally, I will examine the decisionmaking process of the Commission in deciding how to implement the equality

of service requirements of the Davis Amendment.

I. The Federal Radio Commission. The First Year

According to the first Annual Report of the Federal Radio Commission, "a wholly new Federal body was called

into being to deal with a condition which had become almost hopelessly involved during the months following

.luly 3, 1926.° Congress had failed to create proper legislative oversight earlier in 1912 when it gave supervisory

responsibility to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor. This failure to provide proper regulatory oversight came

back to haunt Congress a decade later when Secretary Hoover found he lacked the authority to revoke station

licenses, assign power levels or times of operation.' Radio's growth was explosive.

Congress needed to do something fast; the question was 'what to do?' Lowi reminds us that regulation is only one

of several ways governments seek to control society and individual conduct. And since there are some specific

purposes that are best pursued through regulatory techniques, we should be able to observe a distinct set of political-

process consequences associated with this kind of government commitment.9 Scholars disagree as to why

legislators wanted an independent commission. There may have been some reluctance to trust the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor since Hoover was seen as closely aligned with large broadcast interests.'0 After consideration,

perhaps Congress decided that an independent regulatory commission could best deal with the seemingly intractable

interference problems that had developed as a result of the breakdown of the Radio Act of 1912." Or, perhaps

Congress was reluctant to adopt any of the earlier bills retaining the supervision of the Secretary of Commerce since

they failed to gain partisan support in Congress. However, when Attorney General Donovan declared the existing

regulation unconstitutional, the mounting interference crisis made radio reception almost impossible in many parts

of the country. Amid mounting complaints from the rapidly growing broadcasting industry and local constituents

who were eager to listen, legislators moved to create emergency legislation:2

Nal&
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Representative Wallace H. White (R- Maine) sponsored a bill in the sixty-ninth Congress giving authority to the

Secretary of Commerce to grant licenses, assign wave lengths, and allot time to broadcasters while Clearance C.

Dill (D-Washington) sponsored a bill in the Senate that created an independent five member commission to have

almost total control over broadcasting. Though both bills passed in their respective houses, the conference

committee was unable to reconcile the difference before adjournment of the first legislative session:3

Continuing public outcry about the deteriorating listening situation around the country forced legislators into

action. A compromise was reached early in the new year; the Radio Act of 1927 passed and was signed into law by

the President on February 23, 1927. The Act incorporated parts of both house and senate bills by creating a the

five-member commission on a temporary one-year basis to assign broadcast license and bring order to the chaos of

the airwaves. After the initial one-year period, licensing authority would revert back to the Secretary of Commerce,

while the FRC would act as a sort of Court of Appeals for broadcasters. According to the Act, certain non-policy

functions were to remain with the Commerce Department."

The Radio Act of 1927 gave the Commission authority to grant or deny licenses as would best serve the public

interest, assign frequencies, times of operation, and power output. Section 9 of the Act instructed the Commission

to remove inequalities in geographic distribution of broadcast facilities that had developed prior to the Act.

Congress succeeded in appointing three of the five commissioners, and The Outlook, a news magazine of the period,

claims that politics played a part in preventing several of the commissioners from gaining confirmation. At the end

of the legislative session the Federal Radio Commission was only partly filled and had no appropriations budget.

Other government agencies assisted with personnel and space as the Commission struggled to begin the task of

creating a new federal agency without resources:s

Documents of the early days of the Federal Radio Commission show that one of the first issues discussed was a

plan for frequency allocation and a timetable for implementation. This was necessary because section one of the act

automatically terminated all existing licenses:6 Following a precedent set by Secretary of Commerce Hoover, the

FRC held hearings in late March to solicit opinions from broadcasters. The focus of these discussions centered on

the issues of allocation and the engineering concerns surrounding the interference problem. McChessney notes that

these sessions were dominated by testimony of corporate-affiliated radio engineers:7

The outcomes of these discussions are reflected in the actions of the Commission and a plan they begin to

implement. For example, General Order 11(amcnded by General Order 13) issued on May 21, 1927 terminated all

licenses, required all stations to file applications concerning their current status, and made radio stations subject to

the provisions of the Radio Act of 1927. Included in the minutes for the meeting of May 21 is a statement that

recognizes that "no scheme of reallocation which does not at the very outset eliminate at least four hundred

broadcast stations can possibly put an end to interference."" This early declaration by the Commission suggests
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that the FRC recognized the need to clear broadcasting interference through attrition of stations, reallocation of

assignments, and reauthorization of power outputs. However, the actions of the FRC during this first year illustrate

a much more conservative body.I9 It may be that given the tenuous nature of the commissioners' appointments and

the lack of funding, the newly formed agency did not want to rock the boat. It may be that coercive actions from

Congress or industry made the Commission tread lightly, but during the first year few station licenses were

revoked.

Throughout much of 1927, the FRC acted less like a regulatory body and more like a technical agency. Documents

indicate the FRC moved congested stations to less congested spots (frequency assignments) on the radio dial rather

than reducing the number of licenses. A series of channel assignment changes made during this period helped

some; however, the overall problem of overcrowding and interference was not eliminated!' These early orders

moved various stations from one allocation to another to alleviate interference problems among 'local listeners.'

However, as the winter approached, rural areas still suffered from significant interference. General Order 19 provided

for the large scale transfer of station assignments to clear all frequencies between 600 KHZ and 1000 KHZ from

'heterodynes' (sic) and other interference.2I However, the intention of the Commission was to hold the industry in

status quo while the agency sought recognition and money from Congress to execute its charge. Testifying to an

oversight committee of the House, Commissioner Skyes stated,

(W)e concluded it was our responsibility under the law to first give a fair trial and see if it were possible to

let all of these stations live....(I)f we had denied 150 or 200 station licenses at that time, in my judgment

and in the judgment of the commission, we would have had so many law suits and possibly temporary

injunctions granted against us that practically the whole of the broadcast band would have been tied up....
22

Analysis of FRC General Orders and Minutes during its first year indicates that the Commission attempted to

resolve the various interference problems on an ad hoc basis.23 These attempts produced mixed results in the

various regions of the country. FRC rulings seemed to ignore their responsibilities under Section 9 of the Act and

instead ensconced commercial broadcast interests, particularly the large chain broadcasting stations and affiliates,24

Members of Congress charged the Commission with favoring large broadcasters from the East while discriminating

against the listeners in the South and West!' Commissioners vigorously denied the charges but when the new

Congress convened, oversight hearings and newspaper accounts of public reaction to the Federal Radio Commission

indicate that it had not succeeded in fulfilling its goals.26 A House report reflected the displeasure of its members:

The set-up in the broadcasting field which it was believed at the time the radio act was passed could be

worked out in a year's time had not been effected. We are confronted with the dilemma of continuing the

commission in authority for another year during which it is hoped the situation may be improved.27
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In hindsight, it appears that the Federal Radio Commission did not see that political problems would develop as a

result of its policy of maintaining the status quo in broadcasting while trying to resolve most interference questions

on a case-by-case basis. One could argue that without the legislative mandate of proper funding and a fully

confirmed commission, the FRC lacked the political clout to resolve the technical problems it was created to fix;

thus the commission argued that it tried to avoid legal challenges which might further prevent implementation of

the Act.2n Congress, on the other hand, recognized the dissatisfaction among its constituents very clearly and

sought to rectify the situation during the Commission's reauthorization process. Led by members from the south

and the west, Congress amended the FRC's reauthorization bill to correct broadcasting's geographical imbalance.

The Fight Over the Davis Amendment

The Seventieth Congress took no pity on its stepchild. Rosen says the two members most responsible for the

creation of the FRC fiercely attacked its lack of accomplishments. Clarence Dill chided the 'cowards and dullards'

for their inability to develop a plan to reduce broadcast stations while allowing themselves to succumb to the

influence of the radio trust. Representative White complained that the FRC policies had complicated the situation.

Both White and Dill echoed their colleagues by insisting that the only solution to the interference problem was the

elimination of some broadcast stations. Led by Representative Davis, Congressmen from under-represented regions

of the country protested that the FRC had failed to distribute facilities equally among the states.29

During an oversight hearing, Representative Davis served notice to Commissioner Sykes that he intended to change

language in the Act to remove any vagueness about the Commission's responsibility.

Mr. Kading: ....do you not think it would be very important to act upon the suggestion of the chairman of

preparing an amendment to be introduced in Congress clarifying the matter (interpreting equally of

service)?

Commissioner Sykes: Personally, I would be glad, of course, if Congress would clarify it. I would not

like to have to undertake to draw the amendment, though; I would have to leave that to you gentlemen.

Mr. Davis: In other words, your opinion is, naturally, even from the point of view of the commission

itself, it is highly important for whatever statutory provisions arc enacted for your guidance to be

unambiguous and about which there can be no controversy or conflict of opinion.

Commissioner Sykes: I would be delighted, Judge, to see it at my rest.

Mr. Davis: I want to state I am in thorough accord with that and, so far as I am concerned, will undertake

to effect that result.3°

With the introduction of the Davis Amendment to section 9 of the Act's reauthorization bill, a political debate

ensued over the precise meaning of the 'equality of service clause' and whether passage of the reauthorization with its
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inclusion would create a better radio service or hamstring the Commission in its work. Depending on what

interests one held, the amendment was designed to either destroy broadcasting or save it. There seemed to be little

middle ground. For example, Senator Dill said the language of the new bill made it unworkable and impracticable

and blamed the FRC for disregarding the equitable service provisions of the 1927 law!'

Industry leaders lobbied heavily against the amendment provisions. David Sarnoff, Vice-President of Radio

Corporation of America, stated, "(I)t is my hope that Congress will not pass a bill, the technical provisions of

which, to my mind cannot be of help either to the listening public or to broadcasting stations."32 Even members of

the Federal Radio Commission got into the fray. Commissioner Caldwell stated that the "rider would wreck our

present wonderful radio broadcasting structure" and claimed the amendment" is not practical and must be discarded

in the search for a way to reduce the number of stations." Meanwhile the New York Times speculated, "(W)ill the

Ides of March in 1928 go down in history as a turning point in 'radio'?"33

The heated debate crossed party lines making it difficult to assess relative support for the bill. Support for the bill

appeared to be tied to supporting regional constituent desires for either more radio service or for maintaining the

status quo. For example, Representative White, a powerful Republican from Maine aligned himself with

Representative Davis, a Democrat from Tennessee. House Democrat McKeon from Oklahoma stated that if the

"house failed to adopt the 'equitable distribution' provision he would offer a resolution call for an investigation of

the (radio) 'trust'."34 All of these congressmen had constituents who desired better local service. But, House

Democrat Emanuel Cellar from New York said, "the amendment which the committee made to the Senate bill, to

my mind, will put radio art into a straitjacket."" During February the FRC undertook several measures to appease

southern supporters of the Davis Amendment.36

Outside organizations with an interest in radio also lobbied Congress against adoption of the Amendment. The

New York Times covered the reauthorization bill extensively. At one point it described the political maneuvering in

Congress as if it were describing a battle scene:

Honors are even in the radio war being waged in Congress. Commissioner Caldwell opened the hostilities

with an attack on the Watson bill. A few days later Senator Dill raided the Commissioner's position.

Reinforcements in the form of Representative Davis, Tennessee, came to the Senator's aid. Just when it

seemed the Commissioner might be forced to beat a strategic retreat, the National Association of

Broadcasters, Inc. hurled its shock troops in the breach caused by Davis' flank attack on the

Commissioner's left while Senator Dill was hammering his front. It appears radio is in politics!''
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Despite the best efforts of the NAB, the radio 'trust' and members who opposed it, the reauthorization which

included the Davis Amendment's 'equitable distribution' requirements passed by a large margin on March 28,

1928.3' The clause amended Section 2 of the Radio Act to read:

....that the people of all zones.... are entitled to equality of radio broadcasting service, both of transmission

and of reception, and in order to provide said equality the licensing authority shall as nearly as possible

make and maintain an equal allocation of broadcasting licenses, of bands of frequency or wave lengths, of

periods of time for operation, and of station power, to each of said zones when and in so far as there are

applications therefor: and shall make a fair and equitable allocation of licenses, wave lengths, time for

operation, and station power to each of the States, The District of Columbia, the Territories and

possessions of the United States within each zone, according to population."

The FRC was directed to carry out the equality of service requirement "by granting or refusing licenses or renewals

of licenses." As if to make it clear that the Commission should do its bidding, Congress set all the

Commissioners' terms for expiration on February 23, 1929. The message from Congress seemed to be 'get it done

in a year or we'll get new commissioners.'

With all of the apparent opposition to the Davis Amendment why did this version of the reauthorization bill emerge

from committee and pass? Rosen suggests that it passed to appease Southerners who threatened to delay a vote on

the reauthorization legislation. It may be that some members worried that a defunct FRC would mean that the

United States would plunge into further broadcasting chaos without a regulatory body. Legislators did not want to

face that eventuality and since the Commission's authority had already expired, this appeasement may have been the

expedient political accommodation necessary to reinstate the FRC. Other members of Congress were concerned that

without passage of the reauthorization, administration of radio would revert back into the hands of the Department

of Commerce."

The Davis Amendment and the Allocation Plan

With the passage of the amendment, the Commission members now faced the problem of implementing a plan they

had publicly criticized. However, faced with the reality of the situation, the Commission had to formulate a plan to

meet the specific requirements of the amendment. Louis Caldwell, Chief Counsel of the Federal Radio

Commission, wrote, "(I)t would be hard to conceive of a more baffling problem than the one which Congress

imposed upon the Federal Radio Commission by the so-called Davis Amendment."41 Caldwell complained that

before the amendment the Act allowed the Commission a certain latitude in making its license distribution among

the different states; the flexibility was now gone because of the rigid requirements set forth by the new language.
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Nevertheless, faced with the specific requirements of the Davis Amendment, the FRC undertook steps to devise an

allocation policy that would bring station assignments into compliance with the newly amended Radio Act. There

was disagreement among the Commissioners as to the precise meaning of the amendment. The majority of the

commission construed it as requiring immediate reallocation of the broadcast band while Commissioner Robinson

claimed the amendment required the Commission to adopt a policy to be followed in the future where equalization

would be attained where ever possible. The commission also grappled with the question of whether the amendment

required an equality of the number of licensed stations without regard to division of time or whether two or more

stations dividing time could be balanced against one full time station in another zone:12 Each interpretation created a

problem for the FRC since each interpretation called for a different engineering calculus.

At the end of March a working group from the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) submitted a memorandum to the

Commission describing a plan for classifying the 90 broadcast channels into three groups of licenses. The plan

called for the creation of national, regional and local broadcasting services. Under this scheme licensees would be

apportioned equally to all five zones.° The study was reported out on April 6, 1928, when the Commission asked

radio engineers, under the supervision of Dr. J. H. Dellinger of the U. S. Bureau of Standards for their

recommendations to implement the allocation plan."

Also during this time the Federal Radio Commission began to solicit the expert opinion from members of the

Institute of Radio Engineers such as L. E. Whittemore, in addition to using experts at the U. S. Bureau of

Standards, Captain Guy Hill from the Army Signal Corps. and the other engineers from consultative or technical

groups.45 The obvious complications of the equalization clause required the Commission to attempt to become

more sophisticated in its approach to solving the radio interference problem. But, now the Commission found

itself facing increasing pressure from Congress.°

By April 1928, the initial plan proposed by the Institute of Radio Engineers was fleshed out. Briefly, the plan

created a zone-based allotment scheme for the 90 channels available in the standard broadcast band. It called for the

creation of 50 high powered stations that would operate on 'cleared channels.' Ten stations were to be assigned to

each zone of the country. Because these stations were assigned the sole use of the channel (clear channel) during the

nighttime, no heterodyne interference would occur and reception of these high powered stations would reach into the

furthest sections of rural America. The remaining 36 channels would be divided between stations that served the

regional and local needs of the various zones. Each zone would receive 10 of these secondary channels. Because

these secondary stations were lower in power, engineers believed it would be possible to assign more than one

station to each region of the country. 47

The Institute of Radio Engineer's plan did not meet with widespread approval from either Congress or the

broadcasting industry. There were two major problems with the plan. First, it called for a maximum of 340
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stations, a reduction of nearly 350 stations from the current allocation. Secondly, new higher powered clear channel

stations did not fit into the scheme envisioned by members of Congress seeking to appease their constituents.

Ewin Davis, author of the equalization amendment, lamented "the tentative plan is overloaded with so-called

national stations...." Later that April the National Association of Broadcasters, the Federal Radio Trades

Association and the Radio Manufacturers' Association proposed a wholly different interpretation of the Davis

Amendment. The NAB, fearing a reduction in the number of licenses, offered a plan that attempted to maintain the

status quo of assignments as much as possible. The National Electric Manufacturers' Association and other

broadcasting station groups also submitted various allocation plans to the Commission." No one plan seemed to

meet the specific requirements of the equal allocation clause. While the IRE's plan seemed to have the inside track

because it had the support of J. H. Dellinger, the New York Times reported members of the National Association of

Broadcasters were disenchanted with the proposal, calling it too theoretical. The NAB and NEMA also called for an

investigation of the agreements made by members of the radio trust."

Why was a logically designed plan, incorporating some of the best engineering theory of the day, unacceptable to

those with political or industry influence? There were major obstacles to implementing the engineers' proposed

solution. First, equalization would require the Commission either to target zones with more stations and reduce the

number of licenses in those zones, or increase the number of licenses in the zones that were under served thereby

increasing the number of stations and the interference level overall. The former plan would rile Congress by

eliminating many constituent radio stations. And, while the latter plan might be a political expedient, it would not

eliminate the interference problems that the FRC was created to resolve. In either case, there was also some concern

that whatever plan was adopted, the plan would permanently freeze the number of broadcasting stations.

Similarly, the equalization clause required making the number of licenses allotted to the various zones proportional

to the populations of the states within each zone. Thus it was possible that even though a zone may have the

correct number of licenses, once the FRC decided whether to increase or decrease the number of licenses, the zones

would have to redistribute those licenses among the states if their number did not reflect the correct population

ratios. Further, while the engineer group's scheme began to address one of the equalization requirements of the

Davis Amendment, the division of power allocations among the zones, their plan also needed to address station

power and time division within the zone and among the states based on population."

The FRC felt obligated to start the process of reducing the number of licenses in order to implement the new

allotment scheme.51 General Order No. 32, issued on May 25, 1928 asked for 164 broadcasting stations to show

cause why they should continue to be licensed. Most of these stations were located in highly populated states in

the East and Mid-West. No stations from the South were included in the Order. Over the summer a number of

licenses were disposed and other stations included in this group had their hours of operation or power sharply

curtailed.52 While the engineering staff under J. H. Dellinger grappled with the difficult problems posed by the
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equalization clause, the Commission provided an outwardly visible demonstration that it was dealing with the

questions of allocation and division of service by eliminating small and marginal broadcasters.53 Ready to avoid

controversy for its actions, the FRC issued two lengthy documents on August 23 and September 1, 1928 describing

the Commission's application of a vague public interest standard in reviewing the stations examined in General

Order 32.54

Hugh Slotten contends that the engineers' view became dominant because key members of the commission believed

that rancorous political debate would be avoided if the solution was based primarily on the use of technical reason.

Engineers interpreted the "public interest" standard as one that provided the best possible service based on

engineering standards and technical efficiency." Since Congress failed to define the meaning of public interest, the

technical definition could be construed as easily as any other definition. Supporting this thesis is the fact that some

Commission members argued that equalization and reallocation were fundamentally technical problems demanding

technological solutions. "

Slotten's thesis is enticing but not wholly supported by the engineering facts reported out in the Federal Radio

Commission's Annual Reports for 1928 through 1931. For example, the broadcast section of the FRC's annual

reports of 1930 and 1931 under C. B. Joilleff and V. Ford Greaves detail a much more complex matrix of

engineering data than previously included under J. H. Dellinger in General Order 40. Also, the Commission

abandoned the quota system that it applied in 1928. Starting with General Order No. 92 issued June 17, 1930, a

'unit system' of evaluation to determine equalization compliance was adopted that included information about type

of channel, power, hours of operation, and other considerations. The unit system provided a richer data set for

analysis, but it also provided some indication that true equalization would never be achieved."

IV. General Order 40 - Making Lemonade out of a Lemon

On August 30, 1928 the Federal Radio Commission issued General Order 40, a plan outlining a quota system for

the reallocation of broadcasting stations. Immediately the Commission began a public relations offensive to

convince politicians, broadcasters, and the public alike that the scheme was the best possible solution to meet the

equalization requirements specified in the Amendment." On September 4, 1928, Chief Engineer J. H. Dellinger

submitted a memorandum to engineers detailing the principles of the allocation plan. Three days later Dellinger

issued a second engineering analysis of the plan. The second analysis, made by John V. L. Hogan a well known

radio consulting engineer, supported Dellinger's engineering assertions. Hogan states, "I feel you and your

Commissioners are to be congratulated upon having withstood criticism until this time when you are prepared to

rearrange the broadcasters with the least possible disturbance of established services and the greatest improvement of

the status of listeners, consistent with the law."59
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Dellinger's memoranda and the supporting engineering opinions are significant for several reasons. First, they were

meant to reassure those broadcasters who survived the earlier round of cuts that the status quo would be maintained

as much as possible by providing a permanent, definite basis of station assignments for each zone and locality.

Thus, any station that survived the license hearings of the past summer would find an allocation on the allotment

table under General Order 40.60 Secondly, Dellinger outlined a strategy for implementing 40 high powered stations

on clear channels, a plan meant to bring greater listening choice to rural America while further entrenching the

interests of the radio trust. Third, the plan placed several blocks of regional and local services on different parts of

the dial to minimize inter-channel interference. This reallocation allowed larger metropolitan areas to have more

station assignments. Finally by using the 'borrowing' clause of the Davis Amendment, some Commissioners

hoped to keep licenses for stations in zones that were currently over quota by borrowing those frequencies from

other states in the same zone that were under quota. This maneuver was meant to placate broadcasters and audiences

in metropolitan areas who were used to having a diverse number of stations to choose from.6'

While the plan implemented guidelines specified in the report of the Institute of Radio Engineers generally, General

Order 40 specifically acknowledged the importance of meeting its political obligations as well adhering to the

Commission's earlier decision that no existing stations would be abolished as a result of the new allocation. To

reinforce the notion it was meeting its responsibilities as a regulatory arm of Congress, the FRC in its Second

Annual Report specifically outlined the outcome of license reductions as part of its attempt to meet the requirements

of the Davis Amendment. Documents of the Commission show that this strategy was developed in August before

the actual announcement of General Order 40.62

In implementing the equalization plan, the FRC needed to meet specific regulatory requirements in the Act allowing

stations an opportunity to appeal the frequency assignment change if they were displeased by their new frequency.

Such a move would reduce litigation and possible court challenges to the allocation scheme. The Commission

stated it would give stations an opportunity to examine the new assignments and challenge the potential changes,

thus all station licenses were extended until November 11,1928. The details of the plan were sent to broadcast

licensees on September 11th. In that memorandum, Acting Chairman Sykes tried to assure broadcasters that the

Order was a starting point, not a final solution. "(I)t is the desire of the Commission that any broadcasting station

which is dissatisfied with its assignment under the reallocation should have an opportunity to be heard and to

demonstrate that public interest, convenience or necessity would be served by a better assignment," he notes." In

addition to proffering good will for the new plan and hoping to head off a court challenge, the Commission wanted

to examine the effects of the reallocation which up to this point were only theorized on paper. A second temporary

licensing period was established to allow the engineering staff time to fix unforeseen problems after the stations

moved to their new frequency assignment. 64
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The Commission used several strategies to disseminate positive information about the equalization plan to the

general public. For example, the October issue of Congressional Digest was given over entirely to a discussion of

the problems of radio reallocation. On the day of the reallocation, Commissioner Orestes Caldwell issued a lengthy

statement to the public stressing several previously mentioned points that: 1) engineering experts created the plan,

2) small town and remote listeners would benefit greatly, 3) dissatisfied broadcasters could challenge the

assignment, and 4) some time would be required to evaluate the effects of the change.° At the same time,

Dellinger issued a press release attempting to explain the benefits of the plan to both general and technically

sophisticated readers. In the New York Herald Tribune, Dellinger suggested that listeners would find it helpful to

make lists of the old and new dial assignments side-by-side for easy comparison while in the Journal of the

Institute for Radio Engineers he analyzed the allocation scheme for the technically minded."

Outwardly the Commission appeared pleased with the response to reallocation although almost immediately

following the announcement of General Order 40, numerous complaints were filed with the Commission. Boasting

about the benefits of the new allocation scheme under General Order 40, Commissioner 0. H. Caldwell stated:

"Congress handed us a lemon and we have proceeded to make lemonade out of it."67 Immediately following the

issuance of the Commission's reallocation scheme, broadcasting stations began to protest the plan. Many

complained that the plan did not constitute an equalization as required by the Davis Amendment. The Commission

had to set several hundred cases for hearing. Meanwhile political pressure mounted in Congress at the same time

as various interest groups expressed displeasure with General Order 40. On November 22, 1928, a resolution passed

requiring the FRC to report back to the Senate on or before December 15, 1929 detailing the number of licenses,

power allocations, number of frequencies, and periods of time for operation among all five zones."

V. After Equalization: Analysis of the Commission's Choices

Analysis of the implementation of General Order 40 poses several problems for broadcast historians, and legal,

science or political policy analysts. Mark Gilderhaus reminds us that the historian displays a bias through the mere

choice of subject matter and Carl Becker observes that since the actual past is gone, the world of historical analysis

is an intangible world." What the historian chooses reflects what she/he thinks is important. Yet, public interest

theory, the basis upon which we provide assessment of regulatory success or failure, is predicated precisely on those

fault lines, e.g. on interpretive views of the events, legislative histories, the people circumscribing the agencies, and

the specific laws analyzed during specific time periods. Robert Brett Horwitz notes that within this perspective, the

public interest is assessed as either a theoretical standard or as a historical fact of the regulatory agency's birth.7'

The Federal Radio Commission's birth was a difficult one. It was the result of rancorous debate, inadequate

funding, and political manipulation. The Commission was created to deal with immediate and long-term structural
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problems. Thus, given the circumstances of the Commission's birth, the amazing growth of radio as a means of

communication and as a social institution, and the powerful lobbying interests of the radio trust and the NAB, the

implementation of the Davis Amendment provides significant material to analyze. Several different theoretical

frameworks provide potential for conceptualizing the importance of the events, for analyzing their long-term

significance, and for explaining the behavior of the regulating agency?' Public interest theory provides us with the

opportunity to view the events surrounding the implementation of the Davis Amendment as one of the resolution

between the conflict of the needs of private corporations and the needs of the general public. We could deduce this

based on the above stated history surrounding the passage of the Davis Amendment.

While applying public interest theory would allow the reader a historical understanding of those events, the

application of such an analysis fails to provide a richness of detail in defining the various influences played upon

the commission. For example, the growth of the radio industry during this period seems to fail to conform to the

mold of the small, individual producer as embodied in the Jeffersonian idealism of public interest theory. During

this time, radio was largely controlled by large industrialized companies such as RCA, Westinghouse, AT&T and

General Electric.

The application of the 'progressive' phase of public interest theory reflects the altered economic conditions created by

large corporations, situations not unlike the growth of radio during the period leading up to the formation of the

FRC, but the technical interference problems and the 'equalization' requirements of the Davis Amendment

effectively remove this means of analysis as a viable explanation for the promulgation of regulatory policy as

embodied in General Order 40. On the face of it, the specific actions of the FRC generally seem to support the

large radio interests as opposed to reflecting the work of an interventionist-type commission designed to protect

powerless consumers?' Thus, the FRC does not seem to act like the Federal Trade Commission. or other similar

regulatory agencies.

In "Four Systems of Policy, Politics and Choice," Theodore J. Lowi defines a model of capture theory that details

likely policy outcomes based on the influences and types of coercion applied in given circumstances. This kind of

analysis is useful because it allows one to look at the behavior of the actors and apply a schema to explain the

events or outcomes as a result of the application of coercion, policy directives and/ or politics upon the regulating

body. Figure 1.0 describes the four potential policies (and their political effects) that could be adopted by an

independent commission such as the Federal Radio Commission as a result of the various potential influences.

Under such a schema, if you looked at the policy it would be possible to guage the immediate influences upon that

policy or upon trying to change that policy. For instance distributive policy would be likely to influence individual

conduct as opposed the the environment of conduct throughout a whole segment of an industry or industrial sector.
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To apply this schema to the Federal Radio Commission, one could analyze the nature of radio licensing and assess

its potential benefit to the licensee. After doing so, it is possible to deduce the type of policies being applied to the

broadcasting industry. For example, one could analyze the effects of the application of federal policy with the onset

of radio licensing starting about 1912. The Wireless Act of 1912 provided for little regulatory oversight. Licensing

was primarily a record keeping function assigned to the Commerce Department. As can be seen in figure 1.0, early

licensing would be considered 'Distributive'. In this case government is giving away (or licensing) a property right.

The determinations made for a distributive policy type generally depends on individual conduct (e.g. is the

applicant a suitable license holder?). One would conclude that the likelihood of coercion upon the policymaker, the

giver of the license, is as remote as the likelihood of coercion by the government upon the licensee. Since the

Secretary of Commerce essentially granted radio licenses when the individual or party applied for one, we can see
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that in real life little coercion would have been applied. Why? Because no test was required for licensing and the

license was not a limited resource in 1912, little coercion would occur.

Using this schema to look at changes in the types of policy illustrates that the Federal Radio Commission actions

do not fall into the regulatory policy arena as easily as do other governmental agencies policies such as the Federal

Trade Commission or the Interstate Commerce Commission. Both the FTC and ICC were created to use

'regulatory policy' to eliminate unfair practices or reduce the problematic of poorly made or unsafe goods. Clearly

the FTC could apply coercion to firms through the use of 'cease and desist orders' and 'consent degrees'. Similarly,

the trust-busting ability of the FTC could move to decentralize and disaggregate large trusts.74 Applying Lowi's

schema illustrates the fact that there is a great likelihood of pressure or coercion applied to the regulatory agency

when large trusts attempt to maintain the status quo.

The plight of the Radio Commission appears somewhat different from traditional regulatory agencies, though, when

we attempt to plot the influences on it within this schema. The 1927 Federal Radio Commission found itself in a

different situation than the Secretary of Commerce did in 1912. For example, if the FRC attempted to use

'Regulatory' policy to break up the increasingly powerful radio trust, it was likely to face the threat of immediate

coercion from considerable lobby efforts of the powerful corporations involved in the radio trust. Worse yet,

because the FRC was not a permanently established independent regulatory commission, it found itself heavily

influenced by various 'Constituent' policy initiatives of Congress because it faced a yearly renewal. Many in

Congress were looking for the FRC to reapportion frequencies favorable to them; a bit of redistributive policy with

a constituent interest bent. Conversely other members of Congress from the East and Midwest looked to

maintaining the status quo. Still others looked for the agency to develop policies that would permit local stations

to transmit without the interference problems that plagued radio after 1926. There appeared to be no clear cut

constituent decision that would please the majority of Congress possible for the Commission to adopt. And,

educational leaders were interested in having the FRC develop redistributive policies that would create the necessary

conditions for the long-term growth of radio for educational and informational purposes. Other special interest

groups wanted to affect policy, too. Commercial interests wanted to maintain the current system of broadcasting

ensuring the growth of powerful radio networks.

The divergent set of interests provided too many countervailing pressures on the infant, unstable Federal Radio

Commission. As noted earlier, it was necessary for the Commission to respond to party pressures and interest

group pressures of various Congressional constituents, mindful that Congress had (1) failed to confirm several

commissioners who were friendly to Hoover, (2) failed to provide funds for the agency's operation, and (3)

anticipated that the commission would expire at the end of its term of appointment. A look at figure 1.1

illustrates some potential policy outcomes that might occur as a result of choosing specific goals or favoring the

influences of certain politics.
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Within the framework of this redrawn policy schema one can conclude that the Federal Radio Commission of 1927

is caught between several different factions. The traditional congressional needs versus special interests needs are

obvious. On one hand some congressional members, such as Ewin Davis from the South, are applying constituent

coercion on the commissioners and would like to see the Commission equalize the number of radio licenses

between the northern U. S. cities and southern cities. The pressures put on the Commission by the congressional

membership follows traditional logrolling behavior. Adoption of the Davis Amendment's equalization language

requires the FRC to act to meet the regional needs of the South and the West. Other congressmen, such as

Congressman Dill, wanted the Commission to redistribute the radio spectrum for special interests such as

alternative and educational users. One can see that different interests groups apply various forms of lobbying

pressure would try to force the Commission to move in a specific direction on this chart. In choosing a political

(4)
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solution, the Federal Radio Commission would be forced to favor one interest group at the expense of another

regardless of the decision it chooses.

The FRC was faced with potential influences outside of Congress as well. The radio trust and some members of

the NAB were at odds over potential regulatory policies for radio broadcasting. RCA, for example, was anxious to

contain the application of FRC policy that could hamper the sales of radio receivers since it held the patents on the

devices or circuits needed to build radios. Licensing fees as a means of paying for programs, such as those imposed

by Great Britain, were seen as a deterrent to the sale of radio receivers. And by 1927, the members of the radio trust

held the most powerful radio stations, developed chain broadcasting, and had the engineering expertise to improve

these stations quickly and dramatically.Th RCA opposed policies which disfavored large stations and its radio

network. Obversely smaller broadcasters were afraid the of the potential and power of the RCA trust. These

smaller National Association of Broadcasters members needed substantial revenues from advertising sales to build

and expand their program offerings and broadcast facilities. These different factions attempted to coerce the FRC

into adopting favorable policies to local or affiliated stations. While RCA would have favored a regulatory

commission to ensure high engineering standards and the elimination of smaller nuisance stations, smaller NAB

members would have favored a redistributive policy which required the delivery of programming at the local level.

The FRC tried to avoid upsetting the large station interests of the broadcasters and also tried to please the party or

regional constituents' interests of Congress at the same time.76 This strategy can be seen in the allocation scheme

devised for General Order 40. The best channels favored large broadcast interests through the creation of 'clear

channel' station allotments while the less powerful regional and local channel allotments could mollify many

listeners concerned about their favorite local affiliated stations!' Given those countervailing forces, the strategy for

implementing General Order 32 can be seen clearly. General Order 32 essentially reduced or eliminated marginal

stations, including educational and special interest or 'propaganda' stations as the FRC referred to them. As a result

of the FRC's general policies and the implementation of General Order 32, these stations found their power levels

slashed and their hours of operation sharply curtailed. Clearly the actions of the commission are traced along the

regulatory and redistributive trajectory; by reducing the influences of special interest groups such as educators and

religious groups, the commission eliminated some of the complexity and pressure of resolving the equalization

problem that faced them.

Lowi's taxonomy provides a useful way for using the historical record to assess the normative and empirical

implications of radio regulation. This analysis contradicts the notion that implementation of the Davis Amendment

would be best served using the very best engineering principles available. Looking at the outcomes, the

implementation of the equalization principles becomes an amalgamation of both constituent and redistributive

policies. For example, the intention to provide equalization of services to all regions of the country cuts across

constituent boundaries, as previously noted in section 3 of this paper. However, Davis' criticism of the radio
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commission for failing to reallocate power and frequency assignments of the large radio monopolies suggests the

FRC should respond to Congress' desire to apply constituent policies while Dill's criticism that the FRC had not

acted boldly enough suggests redistributive policies. Similarly Congress' refusal to confirm Commissioners

Caldwell and Bellows suggests that members of Congress were uneasy with the close relationship between those

two nominees and the powerful radio industry that was closely aligned with Herbert Hoover. These policy

assumptions indicate normative policy goals Congress would have considered in voting the legislation for

equalization up or down. However, along with normative assumptions were there Congressional concerns about

formative outcomes, too? Did members of Congress assume that the likelihood of coercion on these

Commissioners would be so great that they would do the bidding of the radio trust? Such a fear demonstrates one

of the classic problems associated with the public interest capture theory.

In capture theory any institution with sufficient political influence will attempt to manipulate the policies of the

agency. This may be too simplistic an explanation to understand the decisionmaking processes of the FRC. Any

specific policy the FRC developed to help only one segment of the industry, say the large radio trusts, would meet

the disapproval of those Congressmen who supported a different constituency, such as small, local stations.

Again, Lowi's model provides illustrations of how external influences can be drawn along policy lines. The Federal

Radio Commission was being pulled along several paths simultaneously. At the end of the first year, the

influences upon the commission did not diminish. With the addition of specific equalization requirements in the

Davis Amendment, the task that lay before the Commission was more complex politically and technically than

ever. The Federal Radio Commission needed to develop an initiative that would free it from the constraints of

developing a strategy for meeting the needs of just one of the four traditional sets of influences that are illustrated in

figure 1.1. Instead, the Commission decided to focus on a technological solution to the administrative dilemma of

having too many political interests clamoring for different policy solutions.

VI. General Order 40: Mixing Technology With Politics

Capture theory can be applied to scientific assessments as well as political influence peddling. Sheila Jasanoff

states that bias in scientific assessment is commonly the result of conscious deception by 'experts' or of uncritical

acceptance of the industry's viewpoint by agency officiate' Whatever regulations the Federal Radio Commission

decided to effect regarding the interference problem, it was faced with the reality that broadcasting had established an

important place in the social consciousness of America. McMahon notes that by the time Congress established the

Commission in 1927, advertising had become the dominant mode of financing despite listener preferences for

alternative ways to support radio programming:9 Clearly the broadcasting networks had programming that the

public wanted to listen to, and two members of the Commission had industry ties. But, it is the recommendations

of the Institute of Radio Engineers that essentially assured the continuance of the large broadcasters by setting up

the allocation scheme of several large, powerful clear channel stations in each zone of the country. In many cases
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these large stations were already owned or affiliated with the broadcasting networks, either NBC or the newly

formed Columbia Broadcasting System.

The decisionmaking process, at first blush, was seemingly based on engineering principles, but it appears to be

influenced by political and economic decisions, as well as engineering requirements. For example, during the first

years of the FRC, Alfred Goldsmith was both president of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the chief broadcast

engineer of RCA. Thus, the recommendations of the radio engineers presented to the Commission must have

reflected, at least to some degree, the beliefs of how to best deal with the interference problem from the perspective

of the special committee and RCA's chief engineer." Other members of the IRE committee set up to study the

implementation of the Davis Amendment included C. W. Horn of Westinghouse Electric, R. H. Marriot of

International News Corp., and L. E. Whittemore of the Bureau of Standards.

Several members of the Commission spoke against the acceptance of the recommendations of the engineers. On

August 17, 1928, Louis Caldwell, General Counsel, notes in a memorandum to the Commissioners,"

3 a. The small stations are not being treated well under the proposed reallocation: it is

foolish to think that they will be fooled into believing the contrary....

5. One manifest injustice in the proposed reallocation is the fact that on the whole all

the so-called trust stations receive the very best treatment (in some cases the same corporation

preserves two or three full-time assignments on the best channels) while the big independent

stations in the Middle West are forced to divide time.

7. As a matter of fact, even the proposed reallocation docs not come anywhere near

complying with the Davis Amendment, under the heading of equality in number of stations.

Also taking issue with the engineers' report, Commissioner Sam Pickard, of Zone 4, wrote, "I feel it is unfortunate

that my views on that subject (using the borrowing clause under equalization) are not shared by a majority of the

Commission.... My apprehension is that the present effort to approach the ideal.... abruptly limits the facilities of

this zone to a margin where stations, previously recognized as rendering worth while service by this Commission,

cannot exist.

Representative Ewin Davis, author of the amendment, also took exception to the engineers' allocation scheme

writing, "....even from the standpoint of getting the National Broadcasting Company chain programs to the various

sections of the country, there is no occasion for granting to such stations a monopoly of power or desirable and

cleared channels, not to speak of the fact that such an allocation would deprive stations broadcasting independent

programs of the share to which they are entitled...""
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Even after adoption of the allocation scheme various influential people spoke out about the adoption of a

commercially based systems as mapped out by the IRE and adopted by the Commission. Speaking to the

American Academy of Air Law in April, 1931, Bethuel Webster, Jr. former General Counsel to the Federal Radio

Commission stated":

One may praise many of the performances of the National Broadcasting, the Columbia

Broadcasting System, and originated by some of the chain and a few of the unaffiliated

stations, and at the same time deprecate legislative policy and administrative weakness

that permit the use of the ether under federal franchise for self-advertising stunts, for the

sale of quack medicine, and the exposition of religious or social creeds in which the

public generally has no interest.

Whether or not the recommendations of the Institute of Radio Engineers represented the very best solution to the

equalization clause conundrum embodied in the Davis Amendment is open to interpretation. Many debated the

implementation and the outcomes until the Commission finally abandoned enforcement of the Amendment in 1932.

The final outcome, an allotment scheme that provided radio stations of varying powers to serve the United States

worked substantially well until after the heyday of AM radio. What is at issue is whether the Federal Radio

Commission exercised due diligence in accepting the policy recommendations of a body that was biased in favor of

the industry that created it. One could argue that the FRC did not have the ability to proceed in such a technical

task since it did not establish its own engineering department until after the recommendations of the Institute of

Radio Engineers on August 17, 1928." But that criticism would not reflect the reality that John Dellinger, who

was chief engineer at the Bureau of Standards, oversaw the Commission's technical needs during the interim period

and ultimately became the chief engineer for the Commission. While Dellinger's title changed, his work

responsibilities did not.

Perhaps of greater importance are the questions that revolve around the way the Commission solicited and accepted

scientific advice. Members of the scientific community use a variety of boundary-defining strategies to establish

their authority and enhance their stature within scientific area and their professional circle. This behavior can be

traced in the relatively new, rapidly expanding field of electrical engineering. Engineers of the Institute of Radio

Engineers did this by building professional communities, defining and excluding nonmembers, competing for and

asserting primacy of knowledge, and asserting their authority against those who held divergent opinions. For

example, between 1915 and 1920 the Institute of Radio Engineers Board, under its secretary David Sarnoff,

attempted to influence policymakers to keep radio in the hands of private capital. That effort continued as RCA's

chief engineer Alfred Goldsmith succeeded Sarnoff as secretary and then as president of the IRE. McMahon states

that IRE's pronouncements confidently stated that "government interference always impedes technological creativity.

The Board's assertions left no room for exceptions." 86 Thus the I RE's policy pronouncements from 1915 through

1930 seemed to reinforce the agenda for corporate entities that ultimately became part of the RCA 'radio trust.'
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During the 1930's historian Charles Beard notes":

Few indeed are the duties of government in this age which can be discharged with the mere

equipment of historic morals and commonsense. Whenever, with respect to any significant

matter, Congress legislates, the Court interprets, and the President executes, they must have

something more than good intentions; they must command technical competence.

In this case, the building of a national broadcasting system really required significant regulation before the technical

knowledge existed on how to best build it and how best to regulate it. Perhaps McMahon provides the best

overview of the significance of the Institute of Radio Engineers' role in the technical dccisionmaking process when

he concludes that in addition to participating in the invention and development of radio, engineers made it feasible

for corporate leaders to achieve vast organizational and physical systems. They shaped both the bureaucratic context

in which they worked and, in part, the social uses of the technology they helped create."

Does the analysis of the political and technological implications of the Davis Amendment hold significance and

meaning for regulators and policymakers of today, particularly in areas where technology is rapidly changing the

environment to be regulated? In The Fifth Branch, Jasanoff says the notion that the scientific component of

dccisionmaking can be separated from the political and entrusted to independent experts has been discredited. To

prove useful, those making regulatory decisions need to be informed by an accurate knowledge of the internal

dynamics of both science and regulation. She cautions that however rhetorically appealing it may be, no simple

formula exists to allow for injecting expert opinion into public policy debate." This caution should be inscribed

for future communication policymakers to remember. Today, the pace of innovation of technology again calls to

question the ability of regulators to make adequate decisions about which technologies hold promise for consumers

and at what cost, what effects the implementation of new technology might be, and what impact these choices will

have on current broadcast and telecommunications institutions.

Regulation restricts users' choice of activities and outcomes through the institutional consolidation of legislative,

executive and judicial power in the single apparatus of independent commission. The mode of action can be

informal through the companion use of consultative bodies, the adjudication is flexible on a case-by-case basis, and

the rulemaking procedures can be formal defining the way participation in a proceeding will occur. Given the

ability of the institution to set rules, the complex interaction of influences on the regulatory process and the flexible

authority of the independent commission, scholars and consumers alike would be well advised to understand the

contingent and socially constructed character of regulatory dccisionmaking.
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1. Period Overview (1896-1927) - General reviews of the individuals, activities and technical
advances which characterized this era.

2. The Electric Telegraph (1860-1914) - The electric telegraph revolutionized long-distance
communication, replacing earlier semaphore communication lines. In addition to its primary
use for point-to-point messages, other applications were developed, including printing
telegraphs ("tickers") used for distributing stock quotes and news reports.

3. News and Entertainment by Telephone (1876-1925) - While the telegraph was mainly limited
to transmitting Morse Code and printed messages, the invention of the telephone made
distant audio communication possible. Although used mostly for private conversations, there
was also significant experimentation with providing home entertainment. In 1893 a
particularly sophisticated system, the Telefon Hirmondo, began operation in Budapest,
Hungary -- one of its off-shoots, the Telephone Herald of Newark, New Jersey, did not meet
with the same financial success.



4. Personal Communication by Wireless (1879-1922) - After Heinrich Hertz demonstrated the
existence of radio waves, some were enchanted by the idea that this remarkable scientific
advance could be used for personal, mobile communication. But it would take decades
before the technology would catch up with the idea.

5. Radio at Sea (1891-1916) - The first major use of radio was for navigation, where it greatly
reduced the isolation of ships, saving thousands of lives, even though for the first couple of
decades radio was generally limited to Morse Code transmissions. In particular, the 1912
sinking of the Titanic highlighted the value of radio to ocean vessels.

6. Early Radio Industry Development (1897-1914) - As with most innovations, radio began with
a series of incremental scientific discoveries and technical refinements, which eventually led
to the development of commercial applications. But profits were slow in coming, and for
many years the largest U.S. radio firms were better known for their fraudulent stock selling
practices than for their financial viability.

7. Pioneering U.S. Radio Activities (1897-1917) - Marconi's demonstration of a practical system
for generating and receiving long-range radio signals sparked interest worldwide. It also
resulted in numerous competing experimenters and companies throughout the industrialized
world, including a number of important figures in the U.S., led by Reginald Fessenden and
Lee DeForest.

8. Alternator-Transmitter Development (1891-1920) - Radio signals were originally produced by
spark transmitters, which were noisy and inefficient. So experimenters worked to develop
"continuous-wave" -- also known as "undamped" -- transmitters, whose signals went out on a
single frequency, and which could also transmit full-audio signals. One approach used to
generate continuous-wave signals was high-speed electrical alternators. By 1919,
international control of the Alexanderson alternator-transmitter was considered so important
that it triggered the formation of the Radio Corporation of America.

9. Arc-Transmitter Development (1904-1921) - A more compact-- although not quite as refined
-- method for generating continuous-wave radio signals was the arc-transmitter, initially
developed by Danish inventor Valdemar Poulsen. Because arc-transmitters were less
complicated than alternator-transmitters, a majority of the early experimental audio
transmissions would use this device.

10. Audion and Vacuum-tube Receiver Development (1907-1916) - Lee DeForest invented a
three-element vacuum-tube detector which he called an Audion, but initially it was so crude
and unreliable that it was little more than a curiosity. After a lull of a few years, more capable
scientists and engineers, led by AT&T's Dr. Harold Arnold, improved vacuum-tubes into
robust and powerful amplifiers, which would revolutionize radio reception.

11. Pre-War Vacuum-tube Transmitter Development (1914-1917) - AT&T initially developed
vacuum-tubes as amplifiers for long-distance telephone lines. However, this was only the
beginning of the device's versatility, as various scientists and inventors would develop
numerous innovations, including efficient continuous-wave transmitters, which would
eventually replace the earlier spark, arc, and alternator varieties.

12. Pioneering Amateurs (1900-1917) - Radio captured the imagination of thousands of ordinary
persons who wanted to experiment with this amazing new technology. Until late 1912 there
was no licencing or regulation of radio transmitters in the United States, so amateurs --
known informally as "hams" -- were free to set up stations wherever they wished. But with
the adoption of licencing, amateur operators faced a crisis, as most were now restricted to
transmitting on a wavelength of 200 meters (1500 kilohertz), which had a limited sending



range. They successfully organized to overcome this limitation, only to face a second hurdle
in April, 1917, when the U.S. government shut down all amateur stations, as the country
entered World War One.

13. Radio During World War One (1914-1919) - Civilian radio activities were suspended during
the war, as the radio industry was taken over by the government. Numerous military
applications were developed, including direct communication with airplanes. The war also
exposed thousands of service personnel to the on-going advances in radio technology, and
even saw a few experiments with broadcasting entertainment to the troops.

14. Expanded Audion and Vacuum-tube Development (1917-1924) - The wartime consolidation
of the radio industry under government control led to important advances in radio equipment
engineering and manufacturing, especially vacuum-tube technology. Still, some would look
toward the day when vacuum-tubes would be supplanted by something more efficient and
compact, although this was another development which would take decades to be realized.

15. Amateur Radio After World War One (1919-1924) - Although there was concern that
amateur radio stations would not be allowed to return to the airwaves after the war, in 1919
the wartime restrictions were ended. And the next few years would see tremendous strides,
as amateurs adopted vacuum-tube technology and began to explore transmitting on
shortwave frequencies, which resulted in significant increases in range and reliability.

16. Broadcasting After World War One (1918-1921) - Although still unfocused, scattered
broadcasting activities, taking advantage of the improvements in vacuum-tube equipment,
expanded when the radio industry returned to civilian control.

17. Big Business and Radio (1915-1922) - Once the radio industry finally became profitable,.
major corporations -- including the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, General
Electric, and Westinghouse -- moved into the field. Meanwhile, in 1919, due to pressure from
the U.S. government, American Marconi's assets were sold to General Electric, which used
them to form the Radio Corporation of America.

18. Broadcasting Becomes Widespread (1922-1923) - Led by Westinghouse's 1920 and 1921
establishment of four well-financed stations -- located in or near Pittsburgh, Boston, Chicago
and New York City -- there was a growing sense of excitement as broadcasting activities
became more organized. In December, 1921, the Department of Commerce issued
regulations formally establishing a broadcast service. Then, in early 1922, a "broadcasting
boom" occurred, as a sometimes chaotic mix of stations, sponsored by a wide range of
businesses, organizations and individuals, sprang up, numbering over 500 by the end of the
year.

19. The Development of Radio Networks (1919-1926) - The introduction of vacuum-tube
amplification for telephone lines allowed AT&T to experiment with sending speeches to
distant audiences that listened over loudspeakers. The next step would be to use the lines to
interconnect radio stations, and in December, 1921 a memo written by two AT&T engineers,
J. F. Bratney and H. C. Lauderback, outlined the establishment of a national radio network,
financially supported by advertising. General Electric, Westinghouse and RCA responded by
forming their own radio network, however, unable to match AT&T's progress, in 1926 they
bought out AT&T's network operations, which were reorganized to form the National
Broadcasting Company.

20. Financing Radio Broadcasting (1898-1927) - Soon after Marconi's groundbreaking
demonstrations, there was speculation about using radio signals to transmit information to
paying customers. However, there was no practical way to limit broadcasts to specific



receivers, so for a couple decades broadcasting activities were largely limited to experiments
plus a limited amount of public service transmissions by government stations. During the
"broadcasting boom" of 1922, most programming was commercial-free, and entertainers,
caught up in the excitement of this revolutionary new invention, performed for free.
Meanwhile, a few people wondered how to pay for all this. In early 1922, AT&T began
promoting the controversial idea of using advertising to finance programming. Initially AT&T
claimed its patent rights gave it a monopoly over radio advertising, but in a 1923 industry
settlement paved the way for other stations to begin to sell time. And eventually
advertising-supported private stations became the standard for U.S. broadcasting stations.

21. Fakes, Frauds, and Cranks (1866-1922) - Unfortunately, some "misunderstood geniuses"
are actually crazy, or dishonest, or both.
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national control of radio.
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David Sarnoff, 1964: "The computer will become the hub of a vast network of remote data stations and
information banks feeding into the machine at a transmission rate of a billion or more bits of information a
second. Laser channels will vastly increase both data capacity and the speeds with which it will be transmitted.
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Eventually, a global communications network handling voice, data and facsimile will instantly link man to
machine--or machine to machine--by land, air, underwater, and space circuits. [The computer] will affect
man's ways of thinking, his means of education, his relationship to his physical and social environment, and it
will alter his ways of living... [Before the end of this century, these forces] will coalesce into what
unquestionably will become the greatest adventure of the human mind."--from David Samoff by Eugene
Lyons, 1966.
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GROWTH OF RADIO INDUSTRY
RAPID IN PAST FOUR YEARS

Sale of Apparatus This Season Expected to Surpass All
Previous Records—Radio Business Compares Favor-
ably With Many Long - Established Industries

N
.... 2. 1„24. will be the fourth.

annlicrury of radio broadcast-

ing. On that date in 31120 KDKA

radiated the first program Into

the ether surrounding Pitts-

burgh. Since that time broadcasting has

deueloped rapidly. Today KDKA ha. •

short ways transmitter. halides its reg- 1
ular broadcasting equipment, which can

flash broadcasts to England. There the

waves from VCcatern Pennsylvania are

Intercepted. amplificd and rebroadcast

as that they can be heard In India or

Africa Ne well as throughout the British

Isles. A special concert of Spool. music

L. .metImes played In Pittsburgh for

lieteners In the Argentine. The relay.

station le then KFEX., Hastings, Neb.

EDE A's short waves are picked up and

reradlatvel on • higher wave length and

ormt acro. the Equator into the Per

South. Broadcseting. which .as once
confined to oho area of one city. I. now

nation•side and wilt very goodly be

Internal Ional.
Long•d.eienre record tranirmieslono

have becn reported by  al Mallon.

WHAZ. at Troy, K. T.. apparently holdi

U.. record. Concerts radiated by this

Mallon eere heard on four eureaselve

mornings In Incarg111. New Zealand. a

dietance of 10.377 miles. WJAZ haa been

heard in Samoa. 7.000 mule.; WLAC

readied Soviet Russia- 0.190 miles. and
WOT and WEAF both have been heard

in South Africa. a distance of 7.8110

mil.. Eleven American broadcasting
etutone were heard in England dating
U.. international testa last year. '
David Sarnoff. G. n.ral Manager of the

Radler Corporation of America. has Pre-
di.t.il met within the neat year the
tarmere In 1<onses end Missoort. ILI well
iaa the city dweller. might hear radio
programs teem Carla. London, South
Amerien end other parts of tha world.
.7nterostional broadcasting which a III
link up the furthermost corners of the
earth is eloper •t hand than the public
Imagine," .aid lir. Perna( when speak-
ing before • oweting of electrical deal-
ers. Greatly Increermel power of broad-
casting statione •ml more completely
developed rehrovirepling schemes. he
believer, will enabla programa to be
heard eimultaneouslY around tha earth's
surface.

Sal. Cohn. larreiseed.

As broadeaming has widened Its scope
and gained more follower., so ha. the
radio Industry developed. The radio
Duane.o hur grown In four year. to a
mica volume of S113.000.000 in 11123, and
the Copper and Brass Research Al1110-

dialers. after a curvet of the radio
astimsits that the buelne. of the radio
Industry for Medi will reach the /300,-
000.0130 mark. and within two or three

year, asks erlil orech the 57e10.000.000
mart.
A vacuum tube manufacturer estimates

that selai of tubes alone for the present
year will total In exc., of 350.000.0001
whtle one of thenaleading parts .nti-
tacturers estimates that •. much as
4300.000.000 will be 'pant for radio parts
and ,,to. Sale. of dry cell. and bat-
ted. Ere placed at tism00.000.
Sales of home radio equipment alone

for 1924 will reach a total of 0140.000000
to the United States. or double theme for
Int, and radio •udiencee. listening-in on
receiving seta to th. broadcast speeches.
lectures.. concerts and musical enter-
tainment. of ',afloat nor , are now es-
timated at .7000 eon p 

According to Roger W  Babson. the
radio industry- has grown no rapidly la
the past two or three years that It com-
pares favorably with malt), of the inn.
portent long-established induetrie.. The

value of the radio business la neatly
twice as great as that of the carpet and
rug busing.. For every dollar 'pant on
furniture, 33 cent, is rout on radio.
For every dollar iment on hoots and
ahem. 33 cents is spent on radio. Per
every dollar spent for musical Instru-
ment. et all Made. Including plum.-
graphs, piano.. organs. Sc.. 75 ruts Is
aunt for radio. The value of the 'radio
business amounts to nearly three-fourth.
of the jewelry bumble. aa a whole. In-
cludier clo-ke, watch., and novelties.
Said. of radio agiParatua are nearly

twice as large air all kinds of Sporting
goods.
The Immene growth o radio le 1.31-

catet In the report of the Radio Cor-
Poration of America far the Met year. 
Thebusiness of the company increased
from • gross income of about 1115.000.000
In 1922 to more than $30,000,000 In 1023.
The net Income Is reported to be 14311.-
.1 709 lo 1121. $2,g74,3713 In 1022 and 114.7111,-
774 In HMV Practically all of the LS-
crease in bush..e reulted from the sale
of rarefying aeta. Of the net Income of
the company only 11.3 par cent. increase
occurred In transoceanic telegraphy and
17 per cent in the marine traffic.
Current Morita of the corporation ea-

reed the liabilities by More then *LIM
I million dollars, and the 7 per cent. di.-
clond on the preferred stock has hum
made cumulative.

0.000 Radler eleartattarrro.

According to Alfred M. Caddell. Secre-
tary of the American Radio Association.
a Surrey WU% by that organiaatIon re-
veals that there are more than 3.000
manufacturers of radio supplies In the
United State, ranitteg front the mum.-
feeturere of complete set, and tubes to
roils and other pmts.
There are about 3,000 dletributers and

:TAW retailer.. Mors than 2.10.000 por-
ous are contureted directly or inotrectly
with the manufacture and distribution
of radio Empties. All told. It ha. beien

estimated that a la00.000.000 radio busi-
ness was due is the United Sthle• last

year, and 450.000.000 of this wu done la
vacuum tubas alone. Judging from the
volume ot using as done en far this year.
It Is calculated that the ltuathase will

aggregate 1300,000.000 for the year 11134.

Figure. of the Amadeus Sadie Abu-

elet,on show that there rteorcbalify be-

tween 3.500.000 and 5,000.000 tube sets

now In use. Probably 5.000,000 to 7.000.-
000 crystal nets are owned in this court-

There are now 337 broadcasting @ta-

ttoos In Um Uraltret Slates and claw to a

total of 1,000 broukarting station. in

the world; 15.000 amateur transmitters

In the United States and about I0.000

ship and shore commercial Mations. Eng-

land has 800.400 broadcast Ilateners.

Four year. CIO the radio Industry woo

not considered of sufficient Importance

to glee it aa Individual alualflostion in

the field of bushier. It an. grouped

under electrical products, along with
electrical toya. When broadcasting

started many hailed It as a fad. roday

It i. considered one of the first forty In-

dustries of the United States, and th•

•aire of radio equipment are not likely

to reach a saturation point for at least

Ion Yeara to come.
Busing. In radio eirolin luting Dm

past Summer has shown an Increase of

30 per cent., according to a report re-

cently issued by ths radio appa raw.

erection of the Associated Manufacturers
of Electrical Supplies. From present In-
dicationo mauler:aurora are anUcipat•
ing a Fall and Winter poseon that will

establish new recorda in lin grou vol-
ume of radio merchandise sold.

WHUN KISKA BROADCASTS TO TX! AROZNTINE
IIICDRA hos • shoot toatro mane eelas egetca. Ia emerseaan be...ems rt•Gob000l. pad attiortoo ALIInoo. and 00u..d tc
so..d rho blow four Mono •••oriallow of ti• nobs Cirad from Slot rinoideo at lealrio.• Mita, am..., u Ifot0000.
I, Poo.. Atmeetea. tiaotimaa, Rob.. totor000to PDR*, ZOO motor Sawa.. and Polars limo to Ar000ttoo.
who., Mho, are dolootod. atoPtinae •04 eaboomanata. loam. oboor• Platrobarotea moor too. oho., an.. owortal.
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RA D 0 MUSIC BROADCAST
PERFECTLY-
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. hints I,, Ilo•Ir infisne made suitor

iosstele fret the pheriograph ....Id never,

...reduce steer towel, itig burn, pro-1
to tiding from ti.e windows of r3d10

hat, the ram, way girt...
I.nd intrushortiran in milks. Tito 'noel.:

' from such borne has 1..ree 'Retort...1 ass.11

...le..si with n " tin " sound.
Thosc who erre In bomb with the

Crostorunb at Cergcnte 11.11 toe,
%Veda ' Wight threOgit slut, sletbersidd
of WigAi-' heard a cone.-et tl.at

• oaclusiv.• proef that end radios
ore cloirely 0111.4, The rich uf

1.11annInr• ettprane valor eneried through
the ether lone." with entire Ildellty.
ourfectly slid the Hertelm.
Mt. meek through air that Ilatoro•re
It. the .11d.11.. M eel alba as fee S.1111111i

llorldn were made a,. reel the. 010'
et* seated in the New 'York Carnegie

tra the op.neting room of WICAP• Is a
device which pleka up the found Jinn
from the ettadlo mid 1.11.0 from tattle

PVOIP lig Pei. Ono turn of a ...Itch end
the tothth• come* dire. t from 11.. inudio

•nal a second turn of the switch brings
the ,ssu.i.. In froin the other. it.. sr..-
ii the sopitelurtIon by radio that oti one
I en toll ohoilivr tI.. 11.14. In Lw-lot
picked tin by the vocciving set c if
tune. er. comllof •11.....1. fru,. ti.. . Mobilo
whew- IOW eetelialm•r rinse or iduie
In ti.. • microphone.

Radio Like Fishing.

•• duet ohs, IP Ow luro redle7 '

" ilk. flehlog," in th••

elloneblor.
a smoking tsr disetsielonii. II .111,1r1.41,

train. " I it.-1 ..11 the opt 0,111 of that

sport from this onetime. Ti,. fish

am the brondr....tInz elctions: tle

nig no.c tn.., forth,
ni,)•,,.1.1 IN .It., Ilir Hier. .•Xl...11r1,..

no. 1111Ckl, TO OW *toll Motion I letel
a 1.11.. unit tho &Moen.. ..f

an oas Lomunt si dIffloishr 1,1
keeping out of leiterfoerneo. A memp of

gT.toeh 
of Om • w.'loml ..nth tally up
.1 tile eft-I ti III- was*:

•• The diatom stetloos--that big TOM—
give ene n11 th. thiln ION b••••it
hook.) • that a lire.. flak would. fur

BUZZER
TEST

CRYSTAL SET

lostion In Yee... is rollinS •• Radiola.••
• Ida ruttier ken One and one-half kilo-

ttttit and itP..ifaete sun

It. 3:1; 1.. Lt•istern Standard

Symphony Concerts.

NI'mohonY 'concerti will be broad..

front Mallon Vt•IIY. achenoctaenr. N.

14untlriV •ftcrnnon• iii 4:311 ••clock dUr-
low April %SOY will operate on the
'hill-meter era.. Icrigth.

Programa Classed ea Advertising.

▪ Noweyeper Proprietors' Abseele-

ti..s. and the :Vocaliser, Societt in the

Witten lel,. have notified the Radio

Uroado.ling Company that no radto

would be tneertatt arttr }Nib.
Mil.nt p.1.1 for at nalpilar rates.

ihrevitstoly the newspapers printed as
news tho dmiy and 'sock-end programs
of 111. RrItlah UroadcastIng Company.
th.• oorranintition of radio manutocturers
which It.,, been entrusted by the Post-
'vampire lieneral ollh the arnutgements
for hetes. casting doily programs.

Ti,.. lirotolnastIng comPenV entre•tred

Pate•re the erogenous have occupied
Piet,* uf esev.rel hundred agate lines.
which would toren about 5.300 daily at
the epee., mica

Trana•Canada Test.

estop:Inn arnsteur opentors will at.

tempt to. relay a meseage from Montreal

n. 2.5.s1 miles, on the nIghte

of Itlnreh 24. 2A end 211. Ti.. American

tritn......).11nordel *Meteor record. made
donnery. It, Pia and a half min-

utes a••••••• •Ite I•nited Stift. end re.

thro. Tito Vontidiens 1,111 try to set a

tow

Sparks Disappear.

raising rf smirk tmnsmiller in

favor of k^.111111U01.1.1 a ave transmission

for !amateur 1.11.01CM. ate 110.• was indi-

;:r Frbartitc s.ry..R.:>I1
of a 111,131 Of' 121..02 measages handl

Ity inrrobtre of 0.0 lesgue .111.113, or HI

le•r root.. went through the all over the

vontinuous wave route.

Radio Pilots Ship.

Contain I-Atore Er, of the 
Steamship

rreldriente H•lleon heard . many Hale

and witialles anal saw the intermittent

fl•iditnit of PO 71111117 lights ea the 'hie

approerheal New York In a fog during

ii,.' lest sleek that thought lhi. ehils

.oe up the Hteleon. aers the rum

runners era. en.inngering navigation 
off

the enteral... at New Torii harbor. 
Ti..

radii) romps,eo ronfIrrned the Peeltitm 
of

tl,.. eh!, between lire leland and

Arnbrtee
•

Fight Broadcast to Argentina.

• lirteners In the Argentine. (1,0
00

nails* Cr,.... 7.1adloon Square Carden.

!avant the ).irpo-nrennan bout round

he rowtal. an (Mawr, er at the 
ringside

telephoned the drarrIptIon of the 
fight

Ii" the litron4 Street operator of the

I idieligiverorosi rl:btIon rs.lio eentrid at

Hoeky Teint. Lone Inland. By dOt• a
nd

' 11.. news ono flsohNI to Poen.

Aires, where it wep Picked up and broa
d-

' tact by ra.liophene.

Radio Advertising.

Radio is a greet ad‘ertising medium
.

Talk• arm befisrleeet from one rod.-

Phone elation it the rate of 1100 for

fifteen minute.' •tol 5100 for ten re
in'

r'' during the errning. The day rate

Is one-half.

rAofollyt...1r.ri;;-tft h. eoulsl cyril 8th...
ho' wee ealcd by hie

tel'. " Sur...•• wo• the quick ree.Y.

" T." WOO means Wanameker and

vsr Is the Hertslan wave name f
or

Vitelbel Brothers In fitliodelehie. WOR

I. ths radio name for I.. Semberger 4

1;°.i.are
lint- I, Chicagn. ie probribly mentions

by more people deny than arty other

lentil In the 1:nit...I Rhapard's

roar.. In Ruston a few 'rears ago wee
known ohlefly Ilassachu-

le Ile, but the illoponl 5-olonlal Dreher
Ina bro. carried th.• norn•• WiCAC. ansis

ilav contiwnt. Ttorenpurt. Iowa. -
port. N. and launalmala a other
towjts und titles were little bean% of
/several mooed,. sae, but now music
from ouch rides malt. It seem a• It

mit° M. linked all cities and hamlets
Our. tngellitr. In Now York, woe.
rinvennort, rounds ills., port of leanhot-
len 'shoot on.1 Mlle "'levet In Leek-
port 'opt 11 contInuntIon of liroadwaY•
If notional ...1.sethilng eon be corselet.

arrval as definite nesat then wireless is
pitying big returns,. Tian in11.1.1 coat of
stmt.. imel. RP NYt)C. Darenpart :
M' atd. NVOR. Atlant.a. and

at Vort Wroth be milmated to be
',▪ bout cr..aaleu, with a weekly operating
'sot..r it.luo, Ti... none flies oe 'tattoo
%V HA Th.. Cline-T.-loll-gm. Port Worth,
To., It I-reported. held about 00,000

et..1 i•estrord. b111.1 tele_

grotto, tonsolleited, from listener., from
oil letrie. of the 1 nit,1 Stat.. consag
aml i'enit...1 Atnerlra. The Import of
ihes.• lett. n. I. said in be: " I dide'l
know Vont Ws.rth was en the non, Nowkk.,,,g‘in.,luned I think of

PWX Talk. About Cube.
• sinolort P'siX beiren to brassi-

e..., ist II o,ena t•utia. last Ocl. 10,

Illiere Is IILIWRYa a fight In It•ep them on :
the line. There I. sthtle end cod', inter..
Peron..s to al.1 Ile... In area-aping I del
'us. as ntuela thrill rom.• nights. will. !,

rr.,4;islio:tit e.,inr,10.10 In th m he Sumer wit ;

Apartm•rat Radio Equipped.

The greet inter.-.pi manif,•eivd In radio I

a, rtLaement appierod el. I-ouls lei- 1
Wald nevently ...hewn whets a largo 'O-

p.'s of it Mill -four gjertnont building
being ....mbleted In raelalcia ....Cy apart-
...on( If furnished with a c•nnipi.te
.eulpiii.•nt. In II.' • 144111U I SSS S of III...
torasempers the lcdurno of radio want
elvcrliecm. sisn et/waled ahoUt one-third
1:151 of reduce...bile want advvrdrensenta

Ten-fdlnUts Service to Germany. I

st.r.lce rumnany. /Print.:
Itsa begun a daily service of financial .

rao..15s1.tI neap broadcaetinit tad
oneerlb. re In carious parte of List-runny. ,

1.1111.11141M now. to este...I....4 fr..nt
niteo Hint..n cid olhor roontfi.... •

through th.• With roe, Mallon 01.
11110 hil.rIntiti.1 Is in..lidePtAt

loorm-allately by ratIlra t.i..fetono to the
bobs:rib. re. numb-..ring about tomatly •
boni,-, end holt...lel Institutione lotratto.11
it, obron u.s elthe. /Asti. /nth. rim,
Isola from the cont.'s, the ins.,enerY
reeelvine Ilbon• ore too .
1041f...1.11.r •Inily, bcfrlimIng ot
1,34 .V. .11. and 3:1.10 M. Now 1'orit
ateek Medallette introit...I by 'hie roe..

tare In generally •vaallaablr• to Milbeerilo I
me within ton mi ••1 uft, lb., tile-
patch lessce New Vork.

ItroadonetIng In Prance. ;

Ine• Iwo br.00lonsilhe doll -site. I

Stelion Pi.. i:trrA ha. it ,A4,1,-1.
of Ion lellooetta nn.I 'tarot.-' 541 Ili,

2 wrOonetor l,-ninth. Conroe'i no•
li.rowititel from ii. 4.111.t. at it's. A. .11..
EJaltrli etundani Time. Th.• seemot

.....e.I  .UVCt- 

. -41' ii

DM.. to ad. relsghl ea a 1 1;

wtdeIn 'tits "U:i"linei" Invf.tr :r InGIVIY
Through the Cuban microphone the an-
nouncer in Havana sent his roles to all
sections of the United States In. an
fort to " clear up the distorted Ides of
the 
talk 

Republic of CubCube."He opened the
as follows.

" Ti.. lehthd of Cuba Is approximately
TOO miles long. Its area Is 4A.gbil square
miles. • trifle 11•neer than that of the
State of Pennsylvania. Plaited on the
map of the VnIted Platsa it would reach
from New York City to Indlananoliw
with an evens,gir width equal to thou of
New derleY. No snakes or poisonous
reptiles are found in Cubs.-
ginger. slid inatrumentallata unknown
• roar ago ars new well known through
tilt', eongs and motile broadcast by
radio. More people have enJoyed the
Hotel Peombylvania Orli, °rehear. tin.
Winter than ever before bet.. Will
aont the syncopeted melodies over ati
pr., Of Many hundred miles So great
were the erwerds at the :Manhattan
Opera House after the first opera we,
breadereat that the management could
not account for the Increased Interest in
opera. No previous advertising had
brought such a multitude of tieket
ecekers to the boa office, No true and
clear did the opening opera peso throtigh
the ether Ian. that many red. Ile-
tenant were Ineldrod te see It•
Moving Picture theatres hove micro-

phone* ohteed near the orchestra pile
and near the organ to etirk up the Rule',
Lbaded.n:r. e:.,1,,nocilorn wit: thc.pict;rroa

Used aril some' n'tes.""e'inTiopele liof 're
play lis tient out to Ube radio audience.
Theatres also broadcast their entire
show or leveret acts to create the de-
sire among radio iletems. to •tternd tho
theatre. Jackie Coogen and e number
of Mellon picture stars have •nolten
Into the radio microphone to tell of
their latest productions mid arouse the
later-oat Of those lia tube with the vole.

inexpensive Receiving Set.

Lettere received by TIP New Tong

Thera Indicate that there nre mane

people within a fifteen-mho ...lies of

broadcasting station.. who eletelio to

Ibteolo the radio concerts silh a aleple

.t. which will serve as a good begin-

ning and training In radio.

The simplest fonn of detector is 0.•

crystal. The beginner oolitic a crystal

detector will erdoy clear. distortion's.

musk. Without the howls and willed/es

se enamel by the vacuum tube detector.

The wiring diagram on this page eon-

slate of a aryetat detector, vatiumeter.

.001 mfd mica flied condenser and a

pair of phones. If a vactitiers tube set la
eubatltutod for the eMetal set hater, the
carlommer and phone.' can be Made part
Of the lopitirrumt. se It In • good plan to
bur reliable and well-dc"Igned Instru-
ment. In the beginning. Ti,' Ideal an-
tenna for- tszoadelet roc-raving Is a "'Ingle
...Poor "win about 100 feet long, incloill-
ing the length of time lead-th wire. The

higher the antenna the louder will he
the signal.. An Indoor antenna or light
socket will not give satirfectory revolt',
In connection with a crystal act. The
ground ConnectIon ihoUld be firmly
clamped to a clean surface On the rad-
iator or cold water Plfw.
All tuning ta done by the J•artometer.

The detector can be &tinseled to Its

moot sensitive position by a busmanr twat

co te sr an ordin•ry electric bole.,
bet:R:1: concert begins A Masser test

dry err and pualt button. 'The

vibrator Point of the busier is connected
In the ground wire. rift. the buster In
a belt and pack it With' cotton so the
woon41 of the bussor can be heard only in
the phones. When the purl. button CIO.*
the circuit the little wire, called the

"cat whleker." le moved over the sur-

face of tha crystal until Om bus. So
!molest In the phoebes. Tie One hen
knows the bet be adjusted without welt-
ing until the concert begin, to eaerch
spout for the most eenaltic.p on the
crystal. Th.einrtzz.v o..

CluEsTioNs AND ANSWERS.
Question—My set will tune up to 0.311

tooter.. How ran I reach 110 meters7

—3, H. Anewoe—IL:pa a loading coil four

Inch. in 'Munster wound With fifty

turn. of No. 24 b. C. C. wire. Take off

ft,s taps. ooll is plumed in aeries

with the entwine.
Voes(ion—(1) H. Melton NAO, Jupi-

ter, YU., been closed, (2) Who is NOW'?

—T. F. H. Amwer—The naval radio sta.

tMo 1543. Jupiter. YU.- was ca.osl to
all COITITIVIorabit trayfic at midnight Feb.
3. ISA. (2) Cape Hatteras.
Duoidion—Can you tell roe why my

antenna bring. In louder
n▪ al' than my double-wire antenna., The
totes length of the enst, wire is 12S

feel. It le shay feet high. The total
length ..f 141...J.:obis< wire Is 136 feet.

feet hIgh.—A. 14.
Avower-41w mingle wire rintenno is fors
ty-eive fent higher than the double wire

end that ammonia for the louder aignals.

The higher the antenna the louder will
be the Mynahs and greater the distance
covered.
Question—What Is the rate fur com-

mercial traffic through navel radio sta-
tion.. along the Atlantic Cosatt—S. O.

Arufwer—A new mt. 12 rents a word will

be offeetive Apri. I, Hill.
Ottestion—iti Sly est ...Hats. of two

radio treeleenels simplifiers, detector a
nd

two audio amplifiers. It giv. plenty of
Volume but no range. I cannot bear lie-
yond WOC. What ean I do te !nee..

1010 feet above ems level. Should I he

able to hi., Enal. nal With thie "err
III Ha• radio frequeneif eni •dvantege
over • regeneratirae R. Ammer

—(1.) A radio frequoney amplifier ro-

t:B.1ms considerable experimenting to 
get

It properly balanced. Slake every wire

01 short as peasible and run none paral-

lel or close together. Under good at-
mospheric conditions you ought to hear

Loa Angel. elation. with your present

eel If It be properly balanced. Another

nage of radio frequency will incr.ae
the range. al the volume. (2) About

April 1, Station 21.0, London. will Con-

duct testa with WIZ et Newark, .

American listeners can tuns for Eng-
land. The S  will be conducted ibt
night, probably on Jno lootcre. 21.0 lit

Present blame off •Imul al r iCast-

ern Standard time. 1.1 Radio froqueney

anmIlflors build up th• strength of sig-

nals before they reach the detector, giv-

ing feeble els-nide strength enough to
operate th• detector. Otherwise were

elenels would not affect the detector.

ItogvneratIon affects only signets of gut-

Relent power to actuate the detector.

Reproduced with permission ol the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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MORGAN'S SYSTEM 357

banks institutionalized an almost complete control of financial

resources, regulating industry, determining general policy,

national and international, and dominating the government

with which they worked in full agreement. Larger financial

centralization in Germany, France and England was a result

a three factors: industrial and financial combination did not
meet with any substantial resistance, the struggles of imperial-
ism demanded unification and centralized manipulation of

financial resources, and governments encouraged the centrali-

zation of industry and finance.
In the United States, on the contrary, industrial combination

and its accompanying financial centralization and control

aroused intense resistance. The Granger, Populist and Bryan

movements glorified small-scale industry and insisted on

restoring competition, while European revolt usually assumed

the form of socialist acceptance of large-scale industry and

proposals for its socialization. American resistance did not

prevent the development of financial centralization and con-

trol, but compelled the adoption of comparatively loose and

incompletely institutionalized forms.
The system of community of interest, and the emphasis on

financial centralization and control operating by means of 18o

interlocking directors, disproportionately stressed the personal

factors, making centralization appear as if simply the work of

predatory financiers. But community of interest meant much

more than that. Centralization was the inevitable, product of

large-scale, concentrated capitalism, developing new institu-

tions and functions; class resistance and government prohibi-

tions interfered with centralization assuming completely insti-

tutional aspects, compelling it in many cases to adopt the

looser forms of community of interest and personal relation-

ships in order to evade legal restrictions and avoid public

antagonism.
These conditions provided an opportunity for the personal

dictatorship of J. Pierpont Morgan. In any system where rcla-
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Coming to power in an age of buccaneering, 
Morgan retained

the spirit of the age while partly changing 
its methods: the

difference between him and Vanderbilt lay not
 in their senti-

ments but in the systems under which they o
perated. Neither

the one nor the other considered larger social
 interests. Both

resented the interference of law, public opinion
 and govern-

ment. The two men, however, were separated by 
the difference

between buccaneering and dictatorship—Vanderb
ilt's impulse

was to grab, Morgan's to rule. By its very natur
e as a sort of

financial government, Morgan's system suppres
sed the more

flagrant buccaneering practices. But while the 
system of cen-

tralized financial control necessarily excluded Vanderbilt-

Gould methods of plunder by lessening competiti
ve struggles,

limiting the magnates in waging war upon each 
other and

imposing more responsibility and unity within the
 limits of

Big Business, these changes did not prevent the comb
ined mag-

nates waging war upon the people. In this sense Morga
nization

was as predatory as the buccaneers of the preceding s
tage in

the development of American capitalism.

Of impeccable honor in dealing with associates (an 
important

factor in his supremacy in the community-of-intere
st system),

Morgan had little sense of responsibility beyond his im
mediate

associates and enterprises. "I owe the public nothing,"
 he said,

expressing class arrogance, aristocratic bias and the 
logic of

the financier impatient of restraint by the rabble and 
govern-

ment. Logic insisted that corporations should not cu
t each

other's throats, that financial control meant more s
tabilized,

efficient and profitable business. But logic is relative an
d much

depends upon its premises. Morgan's premise was that 
"men

owning property should do what they like with it"—t
he con-

clusion being that the financier may combine and ma
nipulate

as he pleases within the limits of the system in w
hich the

financier operates. No interference by larger social inte
rests!

Morgan was the complete reactionary, his contemp
t of

politics being largely contempt of democracy (where i
t was not
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the businessman's snobbish assumption of superiority over the

politician). In this contempt of social progress Morgan was the

model of his class, as he was also the model in his mannerisms

—the arrogance, the eternal big black cigar, the massive

truculent silence.
The magnates of industry and finance looked upon their

world and called it good. Naturally. It met their needs and

accepted their power. The defeat of Bryanism in 1896 and the

revival of prosperity a few years later introduced an era of

aggressive expansion and consolidation of industry—and im-

mense accumulation of profits. By 1900 triumphant plutocracy

appeared supreme, largely unregulated, contemptuous of in-

terests other than its own. Industrial and financial expansion

then overshot itself and crashed in 19o2-3, initiating a series

of reverses for the House of Morgan, temporarily halting the

march of combination, and intensifying popular discontent at

the abuses of concentrated capitalism. Social revolt flared up

again.
This revolt Morgan and the other magnates disdainfully

dismissed as demagogic impudence upon which they waged

merciless war.
While expressing all the older grievances (limiting of busi-

ness opportunity by industrial combination, corporate oppres-

sion of competitors, railroad rebates, feudal conditions of

labor), the new revolt assumed decisive social aspects. The pre-

i9oo generation struggled for the largest share of the spoils 
of

developing industrialism but did not seriously concern itself

with the accompanying evils. Now these evils, were expo
sed

and condemned by men and women of another gener
ation

who were stigmatized as Muckrakers, from the• Man
 with the

Hoc in Pilgrim's Progress who was so absorbed in filth
 that he

rejected a celestial crown. But the Muckrakers insisted ce
lestial

crowns were conjectural while social filth was real, and
 pro-

ceeded to expose the evils of slums, child labor, low wag
es,

industrial hazards, business buccaneering, political corrupti
on
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readjustment in the interests of concentrated capitalism itself,
lurked the threat that discontent with corporate abuses might
become destructive action against capitalism unless Big Business
"cleaned house."

President Theodore Roosevelt, who vocalized the revolt while
moderating its temper, declared the magnates' "idiotic folly"
and reactionary arrogance encouraged radicalism, insisting that
the "serious social problems" produced by industrial develop-
ment required appropriate legislation, adding, however: "We
are not trying to strike down the rich man; on the contrary, we
will not tolerate any attacks on his rights." Animated by
middle-class horror of class war, Roosevelt proposed to regulate
both the plutocracy and the proletariat to secure social peace,
condemning socialists and radical union agitators as savagely
as the "malefactors of great wealth."
Roosevelt was a political realist, not a radical.
"The great development of industrialism," the President said,

"means that there must be an increase in the supervision exer-
cised by the government over business enterprise." ° Roosevelt
urged Federal regulation of corporate combinations to eliminate
abuses and unify the larger interests of capitalism, which meant
strengthening industrial and financial centralization by adjust-
ing Big Business (which Roosevelt accepted) to government in
an irresistible unity for larger economic dominion, particularly.
in tht markets of the world.
But the magnates of industry and finance, led by J. Pierpont

Morgan, resisted corporate regulation as much as social legis-
lation, the cry being "Let us alone!" Big Business objected to
"increasing the powers of government" (although making no
objection to increasing the powers of industry and finance) and
maintained that Roosevelt's campaign to regulate corporate
combinations "disturbed business." The legend developed that
it caused the panic of i9o7, the Commercial and Financial
Chronicle repeating as late as 1911 that "the panic was really the
work of Roosevelt himself." 10 During the panic Charles S. Mel-
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len, president of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road (under control of the House of Morgan, Mellen being

known as "Morgan's office-boy") attacked Roosevelt's regula-

tion campaign as a "drunken debauch" producing business

disturbance." Roosevelt replied that his policies, "representing

the effort to punish successful dishonesty," did not cause the

panic, "but if they have, it will not alter in the slightest degree

my determination that they shall be persevered in unswerv-

ingly." " So bitter was the feeling that the directors of the

United States Steel Corporation considered a resolution (which

was tabled, however) forbidding Chairman Gary to visit Presi-

dent Roosevelt."
Much of the antagonism was determined by personal animus.

Accustomed to buying political subservience with campaign

contributions, the magnates resented Roosevelt accepting their

money and then denouncing them. In the 1904 election the

magnates contributed $2,ioo,000 to Roosevelt's campaign fund,

including $5oo,000 by George J. Gould, $15o,000 by J. P.

Morgan & Co. and $roo,000 by Standard Oil." The usually

astute Roosevelt misread the public mood, and, afraid of de-

feat, sent for a delegation of magnates (men he had been

denouncing as "malefactors of great wealth") to ask for finan-

cial help. Among them was Daniel S. Lamont of Northern

Pacific and Henry C. Frick of United States Steel. The delega-

tion went secretly to the White House. Roosevelt, according

to Lamont, made "distinct promises," while Frick said of the

conference, in his usual cynical strain:
"Why, Roosevelt fairly went down on his knees to us in his

fear of defeat, and said that he would be good and would leave

the railroads and the corporations alone if we would only give

him this financial help. We did, but he didn't stay put in his

second term. We got nothing for our
"He didn't stay put." This infuriated the magnates, unused to

"getting nothing for their money." Other things infuriated the

magnates still more. They were accustomed to interview the
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on a proposed new issue of convertible debenture bonds, J. P.
Morgan & Co. withdrew as fiscal agents and from all director-
ships, revealing that in three years they had raised $168,-
627,000 for New Haven on which the commissions were
$889,000 and the profit only $441,00o." The New Haven system
was dissolved, dividends suspended, and many years passed
before it recovered from the after-effects of its monopolistic
spree.
One of the New Haven episodes was Morgan's indictment

for conspiracy in a particular railroad transaction. "He wept,"
according to one chronicler, "and from an aching heart wailed:
"'To think that after all these years I have been branded by
my own government a criminal, fit only to be thrown into

/, AT

In the end, as at the beginning, when during the Civil War
a Congressional Committee said of Morgan (among others) :
"He cannot be looked upon as a good citizen."...
In promoting the New Haven Railroad's monopolistic ex-

pansion J. P. Morgan madc the same mistake as in the case of
International Mercantile Marine—combination apparently for
the sake of combination, disregarding decisive economic (and
political) considerations. By combining everything in sight,
good, bad and indifferent, New Haven wasted money and
sacrificed efficiency. Under other conditions monopolizing New
England's transportation might have proven profitable by the
power to extort monopoly rates, but now government regula-
tion prevented extortion. New Haven's expansion was simply
adventurism, the expression of unrestrained personal power;
and there was more than the suggestion of megalomania in
Morgan's ruthless pursuit of monopolistic combination. Disaster
was inevitable. Out of this and other disasters centralized in-
dustry and finance learned there are limits to combination in
size, character and profits, that combination in itself is not
necessarily a good thing, producing many important changes in
structure and policy. The New Haven experience, moreover,
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provoked more stringent government regulation of railroads.

Meanwhile, on another front of the campaign, regulation was

being imposed on the trusts. By 1904 there were 40 trustified

combinations capitalized at $20,379,000,000, one-third under

control of seven combinations over which towered the United

States Steel Corporation." The most important of these trusts

were under control or influence of Morgan. In spite of in-

tense corporate opposition the Federal Government organized

a Bureau of Corporations, one of the first acts of which was to

investigate United States Steel. In 1905 the Beef Trust was

ordered dissolved, Swift & Co. and others being restrained from

illegal combination in restraint of trade, from organizing to

maintain prices, and from receiving discriminatory railroad

rates." This decision was considered a victory for Theodore

Roosevelt, and he proceeded to press the regulation campaign

more vigorously. President Roosevelt instituted twenty-five anti-

trust prosecutions and President Taft forty-five (although Taft

was considered "conservative" in comparison with the "radical"

Roosevelt)." The government's arm was steeled by exposures

of trust iniquity: among them the revelation of tainted food

sold by the Beef Trust and American Sugar Refining's long-

continued system of customs swindles (in spite of its tariff

favors and the enormous profits from monopoly prices), the

company being compelled to make restitution of $2,134,000 to

the government."
But definite regulation developed slowly, antagonistic inter-

ests driving at different tangents. Two extremes jostled each

other: "Off with their heads!" and "Let us alone!" Industrial

combination represented economic progress, in spite of abuses

and occasional inefficiency. Production by machinery inevit

ably led to larger technical units, more capital investment and

combination, multiplying the output of goods. The abuses of

combination were not in itself but in ownership and manipula
tion. Critics spoke of "restoring competition" as if nothing ha

happened in the economic world since the introduction o
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Although affecting affiliated enterprises, the campaign for

government regulation of corporate combinations did not at
first directly affect the House of Morgan itself. But a direct
offensive was inevitable, as the House of Morgan represented
the system of financial centralization and control of industry,
and the offensive materialized in the Money Trust investigation
of 1912.
By this time the public mood was much more radical than

when Theodore Roosevelt initiated his regulation campaign. In
spite of government action, combinations were still arrogant
and oppressive, while business depression sharpened labor and
agrarian discontent, developed a decided drift toward socialism,
and created a substantial middle-class liberal movement largely
under Robert M. La Follette's inspiration. Every social transition
sharpens class antagonisms and discontent. The campaign to
regulate corporate combinations, necessary in the transition of
Big Business to supremacy, merged in more radical proposals
to democratize industry and government. Even Roosevelt, essen-
tially conservative, was swept off his feet by the spirit of radical
protest, aggressive reform and social idealism among the Pro-
gressives whose program he adopted to the strain of "We stand
at Armageddon and we battle for the Lord!" (Roosevelt recov-
ered after the campaign.) Increasing radicalization produced
Republican defeat in the 1910 Congressional elections, the
Roosevelt Progressive revolt, and Woodrow Wilson's election
to the presidency in 1912.
This upflare of progressivism, representing the interests of

small businessmen, the farmers and labor, emphasized the more
radical aspects of the revolt against centralized industry and
finance, proposing government action on corporate combina-
tions to restore, in Wilson's words, "our old variety and free-
dom and individual energy of development." " Wilson urged
the punishment of officers and not corporations in convictions
of illegal practices, favored "liberating business" by restoring
competition, and said in 1911: "The great monopoly in this
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country is the money monopoly.... A great industrial nation is
controlled by its credit. Our system of credit is concentrated
... in the hands of a few men ... who chill and check and
destroy economic freedom." " The revolt against corporate
combinations now converged on the "Money Trust."

Early in 1912 the House of Representatives decided to in-
vestigate the Money Trust, which primarily meant J. P. Morgan
& Co. Again Morgan became a dominant campaign issue (as
in 1896). At the Democratic convention William Jennings
Bryan put through a resolution against "the nomination of any
candidate for president who is the representative of or under
obligations to J. Picrpont Morgan, Thomas F. Ryan, August
Belmont, or any other member of the privilege-hunting or
favor-seeking class" (instigating denunciation of Bryan by one
delegate as a "money-grabbing, favor-seeking, office-chasing
marplot")." The Money Trust investigation and its aftermath
decided the forms and limitations of corporate regulation, re-
adjustment and final conquest.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FEDERAL RADIO COMMISSION FOR
THE FISCAL YEAR 1927

FEDERAL RADIO COMMIEMONI

IV adtingtolt, July 1, 1927.

To the CoNcriTss Or THE UNITZD STATE8;
The Federal Radio Commission submits herewith its report' for

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1927.
The passage of the radio act of 1927 presented a situation without

parallel in the history of American executive departments. A
wholly new Federal body was called into being to deal with a condi-
tion which had become almost hopeles.sly involved during-the months
following, July 8, 1926, when it -had become clear that the Depart-
ment of Commerce had no authority under the 1912 radio law to
allocate frequencies, withhold radio licenses, or regulate power or
hours of transmission. The new law itself was, of course, totally
untested, and the Federal Radio Commission was called upon to
administer it with no clear knowledge as to the limitations which
might be created by subsequent court action.
The act embraces the whole field of radio communication, but

public interest w is concentrated almost wholly on the single section
of it devoted to radio broadcasting. The problems of point-to-point
radio rommunication, of radiotelegraphy, of marine wirelms, of
power viansmission, etc., though of vast importance, did not, present
such an urgent need for immediate 'action as the utter confusion
within the broadcasting bend. Public opinion assumed that the
prime purpose of the law in creating the Federal Radio Commission
was the immediate establishment of a sound ha.sis, in the interest
of the radio broadcast listener, for the orderly development of
American broadcasting.
For this reason the work of the Federal Radio Commission from

its first meeting, on March 15, 1927, up to June 30, was devoted
almost exclusively to clearing up the broadcasting situation- aiitb
the_physical capacity of the available channels, or wave lengths,
al:ready Tar exceeded17 the number of stations actually in operation,
and with no provision in the law for the Federal acquisition or con-
demnation of broadcasting stations in order to reduce the total num-
ber, the commission found it necessary to evolve some plan whereby,
without any unconstitutional exercise of arbitrary authority, the
listening public could receive more dependable broadcasting service,
and whereby a gradual and orderly development could be counted on
to 'bring about a progressive reduction in radio interference.
The following record7 taken largely from the orders and bulletins

of the commission, outlines the steps whereby this plan was evolved
and put into execution. These steps were, in brief, four: First, the
determination of the best scientific opinion through a series of public.:

1 
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hearin. . second, the internal organization of OM commission, handi-
cap . - . as it was by lack of fluids, to handle the enormous amount
of ocumentary material which was required; third, the protection of
the broadcasters inst liability for unlicensed broadcasting until t
suitable basis for a e new licenses could be worked out; and, fourth,
a complete new allocation of frequencies, power, and hours of opera-
tion for all of the existing 782 broadcasting stations to provide ade-
quate local separation and a basis for the gradual elimination of
distant interference.
Under the radio act of 1927 the Federal Radio Commission wae.

jprmally organized on March 15, 1927)(as follows:
Rear Admiral W. H. G. Bullard, of Media, Pa., corrunissioner from

the second zone, chairman; Judge Eugene 0, Sykes, of Jackson,
Miss., commissioner from the third zone, vice chairman; 0. H. Cald-
well, of New York, N. Y. commissioner from the first zone; Henry
A. Bellows, of Minneapolis, Minn, commissioner from the fourth
zone; Cot John F. Dillon, of San Francisco, Calif., commissioner
from the fifth zone.
Sam Pickard, chief of the radio division, Department of Agricul-

ture, was en • • as acting secretary when the commission WILq
organized. r. Pickard was made permanent secretary on April 20.

ABSIONMKNT OF COMMIBMONLItS

Chairman Bullard took direct charge of the radio stations in the
second zone, embracing Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio,
Michigan, and Kentucky.
Commissioner Sykes took charge of the third zone, embracing

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Ten-
nessee, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma.
Commissioner Caldwell took charge of the first zone, embracing

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland., District of
Columbia, Porto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
Commissioner Bellows took charge of the fourth zone, embracing

Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri.

Commissioner Dillon took charge of the fifth zone) embraein4
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah,
Nevada, Washington, Or;.' in California, Hawaii, and Alaska.
Due to the lack of fun., ehe commission was forced to open its

offices at the Department of Commerce,. where Secretary Hoover pro-
vided a suite of rooms formerly occupied by the Bureau of Naviga-
tion. It was possible to engage only a small office force, and it haa
been necessary_ to economize in every possible way.
When the Federal Radio Commission was inaugurated it found

a chaotic condition prevailing in the radio field, for after Govern-
ment control broke down in 1926 many broadcasters jumped their
Waves. seeking nieFrE desirable channels, regardless of their existing
occupants. Even the channels reserved for Canada were appro-
priated, and split frequencies were used, with only a slight separa-
tion of from 1 to 5 kilocycles in many instances.
Ale problem confronting the commission was to try and bring
order out of chaos by placing the 732 broadcasting stations on 89

http://www.fcc.gov/fcc-bin/assemble?docno=270701 4/12/2004
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.wave lengths, so as not to create serious interference. The first act

of the commission was to continue in force all radio amateur and

ship licenses issued by the Department of Commerce and all coastal,

point to point, techmcal, training, and experimental radio licenses,

In order that attention might be concentrated on the pressing prob-

lems within the broadcasting band.

PUBLIC 111EARINOS flItLPF1114

For the purpose of providing opportunity for the presentation of

general suggestions by the public and by qualified experts as to the

methods for reducing interference within the broadcasting law, at

its first meeting the commission arranged for a series of public 
hear-

ings for March 29 to April 1, inclusive.
The subjects assigned for discussion were: Ero_lbjenilig the broad-

tin band, limitation of w reducingIffiquenc-y se

mu taneous roa ca ing_with t e same frequen:cy,C.,am ati-
in !vision —ortifiit; cons'ailarairoThividcasting smvice, 4-11..-
e mem eirati—d—va caari_rg 1iffons, ana general dicussion.

nit oppos—iiift tb-wid-ening-Ilii broadcasting banZ Mcird 4 to

accommodate more stations was expressed at the hearings by repre-

sentatives of the radio art, science, and industry. Diverse views were

presented redgirding limitation of the power out ut with the general

opigion prevailing Mat t1li Tiibe deterrnin on he b1s11f

area to be served by the respective stations. Stout çppoeition Was

-itered also against reducing_t_le frequeriçy iThioif bit-Amen
ntyelee,;Mile a-ire-bromic ti in the

ran-wits' dorsi& It 
wasl 

d that a division o time y ions

is a e y necessary to relieve to some extent the congestion on

the ether channels.

raolniqx,,TT PrasoNs ormst auainaTioNs

Among those who took part in the public hearings and made sug-
gestions for the guidance of the commission were:

Paul B. Klugb, representing the Notional Amxiation of Broadcasters.

Frank D. Scott, general counael of the National Association of Broadcasters

sod the Radio Manufacturers' Aasociotion.
Jack Binna, treasurer of the Hazeltine Corporation.
R. H. Langley, tresAurer of the Crosley Radio Corporation.
Dr. F. A. Roister, Federal Telegraph Co. of California.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, cheirmau of the board a consulting engineers of

the National Broadensting Co.
C. Francis Jenkins, a noted inventor, of Washington. D. C.

Alfred P. Thom. Jr., counsel for the American Railway Association.

George T. Stanton, chairman of committee No. 12, radio and wire carrier

system, American Railway Association.
Lan:Rion Kay, Atlanta, Ga.. director of station operated by the Atlanta Journal.

L. P. F. Rajrcroft. Tice president of National Electrical Manufacturers'

Association.
E. H. Manson, chief engin.eer, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufactor-

lag Co.
Robert H. Marriott, consulting engineer of New York. representing the

Independent Wireless Telegraph CO.
L. W. Wallace, secretary of the American Engineering Connell.

Paul Godley, ra dio engineer of Newark, N. J.
Samuel A. Waite. Worcester Telegram Publishing Co., Worcester, Mass.
L. C. P. Horle, Federal Radio Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.
R. 8. Hough, Fort Worth. Tex., radio announcer.
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On April 24, 1927, the commission 
granted temporary permits to

all broadcasters who held a license, or an 
extension thereof, issued by

the Secretary of Commerce under the 
act of 1912., That was done

mainly to allow stations to operate 
without rendering their owners

liable to the penalties provided by the 
radio act of 1927.

Ans AND priTtPasE or TF_M
PORARY PgiudiTS

Explaining the airn and purpose of th
e temporary permiis, the

commission issued Ulla statement:

Although the temporary permits to broadcagting 
gtattonFg now being 'aimed

by the Federal Radio Commission are 
designed chiefly to protect brondcastere

s
who were licensed under the 1012 law from 

incurring the Penaltie provided

by the 1927 act for opCrating without a 
licenge, they will oleo provioe an

immediate measure of real relief to the radi
o listeners. Whzn the new law

went into effect there were 129 broadcaetiog otatle"
 operating on freimenetee

oiltaide of the regularly author:sed Beale.the Department of Commerce to use
Originally licenses were limed by

trequeocteo on a decimal basis, thereby 
maintaining the necessary separation

ot 
, eorimid-

10 kilocycles between frequeztcles. After July 1, 1926.
 however a

sEinagchttatat tithzstable number of stations wlected interatedipsrete fnretit :ueenhelegaclireaon.
Il

Department of Commerce had no power to 
ve 

thus operating has created interference on 
three different wave lenathe—on

the oue on which It is actually op 
(be nearest regular WEI Ve lengths

above 
on

above cad below.
Am no temporary permit. are being issued fo

r thew intermediate frecioenelea.

and as the Federal supervisors are being 
itiotructed to watch carefulty for

any violation of the term* of these permits, 
K11 of the 120 Stations which

lire been creating
 Interference on two wave lenngfrecithsubeeneicidecs reewthheeir othewn willy

within the next week or 10 days be operatini 

o 
 will

elate interference only with other stations on 
the game wave length. In many

Mime it has not been found practicable. orb 
accOunt of interference, to move

this stations to the nearest authorised frequela
cY, and accordingly many of

dem have been assigned to frequencies in 
less congeated ports of the broad-

easth2g band.
Furthermore, the temporary permits state the

 1nax1r4larn Perrnhodble Power,

rad 111 a number of eagell' particularly wherestiantig*leataerherialirly cutted dinowne"geatin
resblautial distrieta, th:s maximum power la 

be  the

laterals of the listening public. Thus, o
tthoughi the temporary permits do not

represent any complete attempt to wive the 
broadeaeting problem, which will

legia with the taming of abort-time licenses 
as soon as possible after April 24,

the commission believes that these temporary 
permits will In themselves bring

about a certain amount of immediate and Inn' 
desirable relief to the lath°

listeners of the entire Country.

AN 01)18.14-1=n roLICT AD°11rgr)

Ar,L " open-door " policy was agreed upon by the commission, COM-
ithelorier Bellows was named director of 

publicity, and twice a week

be hey' conferences with the Washington corr
espondents. On these

!tensions  Commissioner Bellows Outlined as 
far as practical the plans

the commission and explained action O
ready taken. The keen

erest in the problems before the comm
ission was evidenced by the

.4tendance at the press conferences. 
Chairman Bullard in

ming the views of the commission wit
h relation to its contact

the public said on one occasion:

commission has no desire to arrive at any 
conclualons without taking the

into its fullest conftdence, and while listse
roto eenenibergsthdelpr lc h alitrnrieateci/ly erbyeTiawy

Er :Bombers yet the commission would 
u 

and every broadcaster, whether owner 
or operator, is 5 potential mem-

far aribmitting constructive idene to keep 
the other channeis clear that Just
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6 REPORT OF THE FEDERAL RADIO OONIWIT3810/t

as many atatione may operate as poesib/e. To use the worde of a former
president, the cominisalioo beneees in 'open covenants openly arrived at." The

only motto we have la the doormat welcome, and there are uo ezare, as some

newspapers like to suggest ; we are all equala—the commission and the public--

striving to solve many difficult problems and propitiate the ire of perluipe s'ome

dilaitrubtled ones.

AN APPALLING RESPONSIetLITY

The spirit with which the commission approached its taF5k was

expressed by Commissioner Be/lows in an address before the Legit 

of Women voters at a dinner in Washington on April 29. 19:27. At

that time he said:
c9nirres,i bee grasped the 'significance of radio as a vital force in Anieriesh

life and hen recently enacted a law which in many wept Is absolutely unique,

I. know of no other activity, conducted entirely throu;th private enterPrIge,

"Mich has seemed to Congresa so important end ao complex in its preblenus

te require the creation of a new and separate branch of the government egeitt-

eively for ha regulatibn, Nor do I know of any other law which. like the radio

Act eit 1927, sets up as the sole guide for the body charged with its adattulatra-
Lion the Interest, convenience. or necessity of the public That, in just four

worda, is what Cnngrens ha a told us to do. We bre determiee who shall and

who 'Phan not broadcast and how aneh broadeamting shall be carried on. simply

r In necordances with our conception of publle interest, convenience. or necessity.

t IR ti rather appalling revoneibility. The law tell* Ws thAt We shall have

ity_right of censorship ever radio programa, bit the physical filets of radio

tranvmisalon campel what Is, In effect, a censorship of the most ertracrrilin
ary

Um' A broadcasting station Is In many ways akin to a newspaper, but wi
th

thip fundamentn1 difference there i4 no arbitrary limit to the number of dif-

ferent newupapers which may be publiehed. whereas there is a definite limit, and
a very tow one, to the Purnbcv of broadeaRting stations which can °Mute
Almultantiowly within the entire length and breadth of our country. This limit

ham not. only been reached, it has been far fiverpassed; the demand from every

'section of the cetintry is to cut flown the number of broadcastieg atattons In the

interests of the listenine puhTic.
What does this mean? It mown' that the Federal Radio Commleatou mnat

lay to this person. " You mny broadclat," and to that pervon, "Ton may not
hroadcaat: there IA no room for you." It means, in actual practice, that we

ice!" not find suitable frequencies, or wive lengths, even for all of the 'del
imit

/already built and In operation, and that to several hundred anplicants for

IW i-itiRtrurtivin permits we eau may only, We are sorry, but we Vitt see ao

preaeut hope for you," We must say to John Doe, "You are rendering a service

of erit value in the intereat, convenience, or neeessity of the public, and

rou *hall have a good wave letirth. plenty of tlme, and nmple power," while

Prt y to it!f•herd Bee, " We !Inc] your serriet of less value to the public; so
v/.1 1 chili bnve ri peerer wave length, less time, ami less power. or perhups no

RVP 1(1110 h. tiMe or power at an."

HARD 113 CONFLWriNG CLAtliti

enn net evade this responsibillty. for it ia the thing whieb ContrrePa boa
told Ils; we must do. and It Is the thing which the peeple of America rightly

'lemma shill he done The rariety of broadcasting service has become infinite:

hew sto;11 we the conflict-in.t chili:as of grand °pent and rellglona serv-
ice'', of market reporta and direet advertising, of Jaz% orcheirtras and lettures on

the di,,ettat-* of bugs?
It Is for help in making Pinch decisione. wisely and justly, that the Federal

Radio Commksiou ;lino% to you and to those who. like you, hove the larger

and in;er riKiun of what radio can mean in our national life. Clongreksi baa

mild that we shalt administer the raclio law in the public interest; we in turn
sak you to help is define public Interest iii such ti way that this murvelous

ageney shall he free to play the great part it ought to play in bu:EdIng up and

streegihening the understanding of our people.
Every )]-0,1(iensting station exists far Due sole pqrpose—the crentIon of public

good will for Its owners or for the eponsorsi of it$ prograine. It will brdadcast
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whatever it believes IOU best create and tiutintein that good %va1. Very
lightly, Congtem has held that the broadcaster shall not he subject to govern-.
Mental dictation fie to the character of the materiel he fteuds out: the Federal
Radio Carom's%Ion, under the present law, can not and will not interfen? with
any broadeasterie right to costrol and censor his own programs. In that mat-
ter lais relations are not with the Government, not with the commission, but
with you. It Is for you, the listeoets, not for us, to censor his programs. It ia
for you to tell him when he Ls rendering, or failing to render, real 'service to
the public and you neiy be sure that he will listen to your voleee-

PUBLIC' VEIT GUARD mewl( or or

Above all. it is for you, not for us of the commiesion, to safegu.ard the
so-called freedom of the air. Here is a problem whlth, bevies° you are pri-
-Weifilitereited in radio as a meant of polItleal education, touchee you very

closely. You would be quick to see the daeger if there could be wily a Axed
' sod rather small number of newepspere and magasioes published in the United

Staten; you would rightly fear that the newcomer, the nonconformist the repre-
sentative of the minority, would have small chance to present hie Ideas to the
*We_ Thim Is Just the situation which exists in broadcasting ardi which
inevitably moat eootinue to exist unless some fundamental change In the science
of radio transmission tomes about as Cho result of new discovery. to make
possible a totally unforeseen increase in the number of stations which can
broadcast site ul ta neoualy.
The radio law tells us that we shall not fix any coudition "R100 shall

I
_rfere with the right of free speech by means of radio communicailim:*
tbd yet, if radio communication of any klud is to be possible at all we must
sharply limit the number of broadcasting stations. The safeguarding of that
right of freewhich til esilential to intellectual growth llea hi the hands
of the broad= themselves, and, ultimately, in your; for It Is your good
will that the broadcasters are seeking. If they and Yon do not so safeguard
it—it you do not make it clear that your understanding of public Interest,
eonvenience, and necessity Involves a very broad conception of the Obligations
of the broadcaster to his listenera—then it may be that Congress will feel that
there le need for some atriendmeet to the present radio law, en amendment
calling for such Government regulation of radio programs as would manifestly
be deplorable If it can possibly be avoided.

Llin11:21048TO DECIDZ rurtras colmst Off RADIO

The future of radio broadcasting ia in your hands. The broadcasters exist
Gatelyt.O. serve you as Listeners; they charge you nothing and they ask only
Jour good will- Congress, rocognIsing the fall Hignifteatee of the problem,
has treated this new Federal body, of which I have the honor to be a member,
palely to administer the law in your interest's. The vest Prope of this new
illibdliun of transmitting ideas passes all comprehension. Your ittaginittions
Can not couceive, even though guesswork may boldly state numbers, of the
eadience which may linten ft_wingle voice. And it le for you to say whether
thia potent agency shall be used rightly or wrongly. It Is for you to say-
Wibether it shall deonerate into a mere plaything or develop into one of the.
Stet forces lii the molding of our entire eivillantion. It is for you to,
estabilsh elope relations with the broadcasters who serve your communities an4
la show the= that it is to their edvautage to use their stations for the highest
trDa of public service.

It Is as such a mighty power for linking together all parts of our natienal
Rte, for making better and wiser citizens of our great country, that the Federal
Getersission conceives of broadcasting. But we can do only what you tell us
iMa want done, Our present problem is to clear the channels of radio coin-

; yours Is to say whatsgandities of human thought, of reason, and
ari *hall be borne on those chakti- neVlo Millions of iisteners. Our teak Is al)t
elm one; yours is, I believe, in the long run, even harder. But I know
tr*adeasters, many of them. well. and I know thrit they are eager for your
and cooperation. It is the glory of democracy that the will of the people
and to-day the Federal Radio Commission, created to serve the popte

thilk United States, asks of you that you will do your utmost to create a
for that Med of radio PervIce which will make our country a better

PlAer and finer place in which to lire.
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14)WEII liXot-rX1) IN E4MENT1AT1 DOITRICral

Owing to constant complaints of interference caused by broadcast-
ing stations using too much power within residential veetions, the
coninti:,sion i!,..A(efl an order on May 4. 1927, reducing the power of
many stations in the large cities. To improve radio reception in
New York, Chicago. and other large citieA the commitzsion decided
that a sil)aration of 50 kilocycle,: is necessary between Ink-al stations.
MI allocations were made on that bahLim.
From the beginning of its existence the cyonimission has been liter-

ally swamped, attuost daily, with letter and tele,..Trains from listeners
and broadcasters. At first the listeners confined thenv.elyes to sug-
gestions am to ways and means to improve radio reception. Later
many of them were enlisted by certain broadcasters in their fight for
special cotit-iirleration in the allotment of wave.; and power.

FAW3 " TELL NOW TO 5iOLV13 PROBLEM

Some of the proposals of the " fans" were very helpful to the com-
mission while other.; were fanta,-tical and impractical. For the guid-
ance of the commission, Ira L. GrinIshaw, of the Department of
Commerce. spent peveral weeks reading 3.000 letters and telegrams.
His digest was very illuminating. In brief, it follows:
The wowing suggestions, seem to have been made with conKiderable

regularity and unanimity:
I. Whatever Plan 11 followed, every station must remain exactly on itt

assigned wave length. A erystal or other control should be required to accom.
Nish this purpose.
2. Stations logically should be clasedned into the big and the little, or the high

power Qua the low power—the local and the tatiwial—the gpnern) and the
The bigber-grade stations should have greater range and migtIal

strenTiii and mire dettivable frequencies upon which to operate. They should
1* Eitilijected t. the minimum uf regulation by the 011.1vernmeht. The other elms
liboult1 take wit-I is left. They should be purely secondary in everything but
regulation,
3. rirste:s should be given no consideration. Tundlimentaily ilser aye 'persona

hon grata wit!" she rank and file of rsoo itztunor.i. Ti.sey Amply 'women.. with
good progyanes.
4. plrovtly advertiNing ware!; lutist either t.ntirrly r,rsamtly

restricted. It hag been 'tug.,,re,ite(i daylight livurA tioly lov used for adtetily.ins;
direct ly.
5. All trsii:maitters1 3,Isould he inc:.tel ontsidr. of citiem and

po rib-Warty P tMtL cit rc-dclentini dbitriet4,
Telligrallitie interference k either ritiiiig LII 'iinii.ily lippplinro:zue brood.

cast ri.eeptioi hi won?, speciii.:, hscalitie4. iship wanderilw
ninateur's an% tivarged with this high illistionopaissik,
7, 4:shaln h..marbeayang Oak greikte41- c.iirse of IT') dp.a4t1ng.

Tim Coliciashdi is sit.prade:Lt upon vitlisar 1111i lotsulIon of the lig;pr_pr
iita particuinr ta›:m it IA Tintemprthy that but filv.1:11r144:4 t1. el'minatioii 'C
ehMn istoadeavtinz. Hours of oporariowsfl1Ii paver itinitolomt and sped&

eilac fit for approprktie ittteati:A) wlieu dixemolu4 This FUIPilleit.

NEW ALT.04.-ATION IMT.ilUENCIr.,71 PrInTES trcr.nritta.Nr-

1fter spending consi41erab1e time i i. I holuent on forniu!itting
important pol!ete intl basil: principles ithr i tihcr f Cm ccantnis-
slot' [napped out a pew allocation of feervioric;ei gml power which
;vas annoutn-ed oz May 24 to become effect ivf.? Jitne 14). 1917.
The tnonberA of the eonunis!,ion found it posiible to reassign tht

,..,tations to fropetwiei vii 1(11 would. in their judgment, svt.ve Its a
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sound btiSim for the development of good broadcasting to all sec-

tions of the country with comparatively little interference and

heterodyning.
In workin.g out the new national traffic system for broadcasting

the commiss:on's first consideration was to devise ways and means

to improve radio reception throughout the United State rWhile'

large groups of stations—more than 100—were opera mg in two

centers, New York and Chicago, they were given secondary consid-

eration and were not allowed to dominate the situation.
Practically all stations were given new assignments, and listeners

were obligea to scrap their old logs. It was !Ain& necessary to place
-Niteroi stations on the same wave and to provide for a division of 1

time, in many instances, in order to give all qualified broadcasters

a place on the air. For the most part the broadcasters accepted the

new assignments with good grace and showed a fine spirit of coop-

eration. A few of them demurred and instituted court proceedings.

But after a more careful study two of thein announced that their

suits had been withdrawn.

LICENSES ISSVED

In announcing the issuance of the new licenses the commission

made the following statement:

The new licensee are all for 60 days, during which period the new ellocatione

eau be tested by actual practice. The law provides that any hroadoster who

I. diesattsfled with his allocation may have a public bearing before the commie-

eion, and at /web a hearing his claim for a specific frequency or power will be

mouldered In all its relations.
The eomrolaaion recognizes that no scheme of reallocation whieh does not

at the very outset elimina.te at least 400 broadcaating 'tenons can possibly put
an end to interference. Accordingly, ft regards the stew allocations. not UN

Cresting in any seuae an ideal broadcasting situation, but as providinr for the

Ibut time a sound Wile for radio service to the liatener, With the cooperation

of the public and the broadcasters, the cirnunisaion believes that it will be pos-

sible to improve conditions progressively by an orderly process of actual

experience.
' Until ouch experience has been gained, both the listeners and the hioadenalers
are urged to exercise patIPnce. The listener will, of necessity have to rang

hli receiving set nnd may find considenibte difficulty In locating all the stations

he desires to hear. The broadcasters will doubtleaa find that many or their

listeners are at Brat sOrnowhat bewildered by the changes in frequencies. It

I. the belief of the rommlavion, however, that within a very few weeks the

meter's! reduction Of local or regional interference, the redietribution of fre-

e0encies no as to clear mosAt of the hroadeasting channel's. nnd the deereaae of

power for stationi in residential dist-Meta will combine to render radio recep-

tion in genera) very much better than it has been in a long time.
• Special attention le called to the fact that the comrataalon has no Unused

frequencies to allocate. Every broadcasting channel is filed to its apparent

gayasy-7 and in tome cases possibly overcrowded. Accordingly, ally listener

Wb o wants a different allocation of frequency or power for his favorite station,

or auy broadcanter who 'seeks Increased faellitlett for service, must be prepared

to show epecificeliy what other station should be required to give up Its fre-

quency or have its power reduced in order to make possible the desired

reallocation.

CONSOLIDATION OPErrAvol..rs

- In an address before the National Press Club, on April 30, 027,
which was widely broadcast, Chairman Bullard said:

One of the plane whereby the commission hopes and expects to help the
pithily to get better broadcasting service, and at the same time to bring about
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10 NEPOET OF THE FEDERAL RADIO COALMISSICsIst

far greater eroclotilY 
and efficiency ii broadeakkting t;ervlec. IM ilint uf eucourag.

log the 
congalidatIon at radio stations through the use of two or 

morecmli 

 geitog oe
iett,rs for osri trauarnitter. This plan has nctually been vat into

onoration in a numner of places., with admirable replulin, and tile cOliilniss1013
ter-dentiitely erteoUraging It as one wny to provide better obrelee ftir tJ z ning

public.

In rev ;wing the work of the commission IT to that timt-. Chairman
Bullard saiti:
when the eommissiou began its work less than f•IX Weeks ;Ir(p.Iiwat firptirtint

that the first requisite WW1 COLnplete and occurIte _n_: rurniation II% 14. tbe riettna]
broadcasting situation. The applhiitk.pi o ilhu whit ttie toopartinent

of cammeree nierellt ho' et] what tiltiIijhJrnti ogkeil far: they difl unt give
nay attefpuite ilifortnatiou as to just what pieteer mu1 time ilach ntathui was

and in Fiume rases. they (1i1Pelt even indicate whether the stationactually
was oetualir 

operotion. The sworn KrAterEfiltA mode by ihe iirnadensters In

their new applleattr'ns for 
UMW, together with the oppileatinns for construc-

tion permits iti'd 
the deloiled reports of the Federal tadio SUperVircorlit. hate

a complete /nut accurate Pictfire Ihn bmideastinx gaga-gilrea the of)irlafilsF41"
Mu as IL real'

to-doy„ and It ig on the 1iiic,i iif thig picture t (he tommiN-

sloe' llg Ahead with the task of refP,signing frelitteneics. power. :Ina time.gOi 
1111. Ibis assen2hilvg of information ltsti to lie done by lin PlairelyIlemember. thatmew hods, ivith no prerlonNly existivz plan' mill with very limited fluidic, Coil.

siderin, the difficultkis which had to Is, ovoTothe, the coinnitssiniL tjint

l _eekii have Nilown a very satisfneinry antrarut tiE progregg and giveth nix
the tiveneis idet rPatton to 11()Ipe and believe that within the next month or two
ihe eoluniir,1013 jtl have gone for toward noiring the problem of untangling the

niLrinels of radio eommunicatIon.traffic 01) the 1C'''
aththicugh tbe Permitm now in force wcre issued primarily lo save

the hroadeister, tiwinselves front liabiLities under the law. they Nave resulted
in a gratIfYinfg troProventent in braoticafttIng conditions, The six 'cravat
rveryed for Canada hare been entirely cleared, and thus an Internatlenal rodlo
probivm hag been very lorgely solved. Orus bandred and twcnty-ulne stations
vi.hich were openiting on "split kilocycle 1refine/20mi "—that is to say. on Wav0
length, where each tOtIPT1 caused heterodyning both aNwe and below Itself—
hare hem realloclit"1 2111x1rnum power allowances; have been materially Cut

down for stet"' 
104N1ted Vongested residential districts' mid in cameo

where acute interference was reported. Although the definite notion-wide
teRikention 11E14 Yet to be carried out, the progress thus far made is most

encouraging and helPfuL

przEt,ThUNARY WORK OF THE COMMISSION

Revewing the preliminary work of the commissiian while diens
ing 'bale big job y.et, to be done in radio," Commissioner Caldwell

:in an address )111 ChIcag° June Li, 1927, said in part

We iLive ahhut six :font, of radio broadcasting, It wdll in )1)2I that

the first tatioll
(KDKA) started operating, 'Ind sklion other stations followed.s 

From in= to ilia Middle of 1R2G radt0 grew and grew to popularity, sales
monntett. end a great new industry TV1104 in the making- Then something

happencd.in July. in. jt 
10 ro.onths ago. the Attorney General of the United States

Dorms ifitshron that the Secretory of Commerce, under the radiorendered 

i .t 11)19. WW1 Without power to cnntrol the broadeanting situation or to
rucApi lvare lengths% Thum, after nye years of Orderly development, control
wni off_ Ber.inong with August, 1926, anarchy reigned in the ether.

As tlw result nplity Mations jmnpes.1 without restraint in lie*/ wave len4tha
$.miled thew better, regardless of the interferencu which they might ibus

be enirjhm (aller stathns. lirop,z) gepnration between eslablUlted E•Vitions
was destrnyed  

other siationm coming fn and carrion: in the !middle of any
oprri they coUid find. ton Intrrloper thus impairing reception of three

pncestations--bis own and two other4.!.

in,tend „r tile rwer$sorY 50-kiloc,rele separation between stationm in tho same
lr.,ere separations of 20 Awl 30 kilo-coninsunitr. tho COndltinn 5 0011 deVelOped 
h

C3TIP!.t. find eVen 2 kilcieYeleg. exkted. Under 50161 si'Dorallow, Of
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REPORT OF THE FEDERAL RADIO COMMISSION 11

copes., stations were soon wildly blanketing each the while distracted lieteners
were assailed with scrambled programa.
Wave length§ assigned to Canada were violated, In spite of repeated warnings

from the Government and even personal (appeals from members of the Presi-
&Wm Cabinet that national good faith and internationel good will were at
stake. Meanwhile 250 new stations had Injected themselves' into the already
oiercrowded Situation und undertook to find perches on which to light, without
respect to the existing stations
Some of the older stafiuna else Jumped their power, increasing 5 to 10 tire.'

their output, and as a reuult delivering terrific heterodyne interference to dis-
tant stations that had been previously undisturbed under the orderly radio
pattern developed by the former supervising althorities and heterodyne inter-
ference between broadcasters on the setae wave length became so bad at many
points on the "ill that the listener might suppose instead of a receiving net he
had a peanut roaster with aseorted whistles. Indeed, every human ingenuity
and selfish impulee seemed to have been exerted to complicate the tangle In
the ether.

ZiWW LAW WWII° AS TILIMEUP

On Febrnary 23 of this year Congrees paksed the new radio law of 1927.
patting great powers of radio control In the hands of a commission appointed
by the Preeident to serve flit time for nue year in clearing up the radio con-
fusion. For the fir,.zt 50 days of the law, or until April 23, no penalties were
enforceable; hut on April 24, when fines up to $5,000 and penitentiary sen-
teecee up In fly, years focanie effective. the eommieeiou actively put into effect

Iji plans and operntions to clear out -the Interference.
Tb e first steps were (a) to tranefer all stations to authorized channels ou

aigren tens" of kilocycles, (b) to clear the Canadian waves, and (a) to corn-

bine interfering stations and tuck them in wherever possible in the spectrum.
la order to keep them in (Iteration without interferleg with Moue statiena
who had renseined feithfully on their aseigned channels_ This was accom.

tilisbed for the period of the temporary permits, beginning April 24.

RI-ALLOCATION OF ALL STATIONS

During the meantime. with the public given partial relief. It was possible
for the commission to make a careful study of the situation, and by pains-
taking planning arrange for the second big step.---xlealloentlon af all stations
tiolte_heet interests of the listening public. When this reallocation took effect
listenere found that (a) for each locality loeet, etationa were well distributed
alone the dial, with minimum eeparntiona of 50 kilocycles; (b) stritions were
recognised in terms of poeition and time on the basis of their demonstrated
capacity to (serve the pnblic; and (c) heterodyne interference between distant
rtatIons, in general, diminished, These improvements have been accomplished
by repacking the cbenneln accorti'ne to an orderly plan, actually increasing the
capacity of the 89 channels aval!nble, in much the same Way that a lumber bin
which appeared full when lumber hod been carelenely thrown into it from nil
directions can hold conelderably more when the lumber is packed in an orderly
fashion and tlw former wasted open stances avoided,
Sixty-day 'teensy' issued for J011e /5 to Aucust 15. and the operation of the

new allocation will be carefully watched in the lieht of actual esneritmee dnring
this period, so that necesenry chnniee can be made where interference is experi-
enced. Such actual experience Is necessary In view of the Irregular and unpre-
dictable transmission In different directions which almost every station 'lends
oIt. If the ordinary station's radiation went out equally in all directions,
tasking the station'e interference area a big circle, the task of fitting stations
tottether without interfereeee at minimum distances would be simide; but as
every listener knows, some etations are unaccountebly beard for nanny miles
le one or more direetione while being shut off by natural "barriers" in other
directions. Advantage must be taken of all theft curious unpredictable

metia and adjustments mode before the new station set-up wtil be really
Waking at its be.. Here ouly actual experience. and not engineering theory,
gib be the guide. The COMMiggi Oil Is therefore likely to continue imuing only
ilt*rt-terso licenses of 00 to 90 day duration on through the winter months, in
Polar to teat out the transmission conditions during the cold-weather period or
Ireeteat radio effectiveness, before any long-term licenses nre granted.
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.12 REpoirr OF TTIE FEDEP..u., 1:ADIO COMMISSION

PUBLIC HEARING DOCKET

Under General Order No, 12. the commission held 16 hearings
before June 30, 1927—the jieriod covered by this report--of broad-
casters who were dissatihed with the allo-ation as to frequency,
power, or time division granted uthem nder the (50-day livenses, effec-
tive June 15. Because of his legal training ond experience, Commis-
sioner Sykes presided at the hearings at the request of Chairman
Bullard. The first hearing was held on May 9.7, 1927, upon applica-
tion of Station WJAZ, Mown Prospcct, 111., which Fought a change
in frequency from 1,140 kilocycles to 770 kilocycles. That' application
was denied. The other hearing$, with tieeisions of the commi.ission,
follow:
May 31.—Statton WGS, New York, poked for a chane In frequency from

1.170 kilocycles to 710 kiloeyele.4. iDenied. Station WGI., NOV. York, assigned
1.170 kilocycles, soeght 1,070 kilocycle& Denied.
*fume 1.--Stat1on WDW11. Newark. N. J., liee.nsed to operate on 1,270 'kilo-

cyciev. *ought 2,070 kiloc3.-c1es. Application denied.
*how 2.--Stat1on WGES, Chicago, altsIgued 1,240 kilocycles, sought 920 kilo-

cycle. Denied.
gouge 8.—Station WGCP, Newark. N. J., asleued 1,070 kilocyclee, dOtlialt B10

kilocycles. Denied. Station WLWL. New York, itssigned 1.020 klioeycies,
sought 810 kilocycles. Approved.
Jane 10.—Statioci WM'. Charlotte, N. C., amigned 500 watts power, gought

1,01X1 watts. App/lcattoe approved for period 7 a. Tu. to 7 p. m. Station WGBI,
Scranton, Pa., assigned 100 watt.s, sought 500 watts. Granted 27,4 watts.
June U.—Station WBBR, Broolcisn, Aw4Splell 1.170 Ifflocycle?t, sought 600

kilocycles. DPnied_
hiriC 21.—Station WCGU, Sea Gate, New York Harbor, iv:signed 1.420 kilo-

eyele. 'ought 070 klioryelm, Denied, Station 1VBR1, Brooklyn. N. Y., asgIgned
1,420 kilocycle's, sought 760 kilocycle9. Denied.
Jame Z2,---:itat1on NVBNY. New York, assigned 1,270 kllecycleY. F(Iugbt 1,070

kiktcycles. Denied. Station NIIAP, New York, aF.tsIgned 1,270 k:tocycleg, sought
1.070 kilocycles. Denied. Statio.o *tVGBB, Freeport, N. Y.. applied for permits-
eon to remait ot g_qigned frequency of 1.220 kilocycles. Granted.

CENERAL ORDIEns ADorTzu

General orders adopted by the commission outline succinctly the
policies agreed upon as the most effective way to put into effect the
radio act of 1927. Those approved up to July 1, 1927, follow:

Errs/mon orAlgATKIAI ANn 511u,

(General order No. 1, March 15, 1927]

The Federal Radio Commission, under authority of the act of Febnuiry
1927, hereby extends the force and effect of all radio amateur and ship licenses
issued by the Department of Commerce from and after this date until further
orders frtPm this commission, this extension to be of the same force and effect
as though new licenees had been Issued by tblo commission, oubjett to such gen-
eral reguletions as this cemmlolon may from time to time lemur.

PUBLIC HE11/NCI5

LGenerat order No. 2. March 15, 1127)

For the purpose of providing oppertunity for the presentation to the Federal
Radio Commission of general sugeestIcrne as to methods far reducing interfer-
ence within the broadcasting hand, but not for hearing indiridnal claims or
complaints, the Federal Radio Commission hereby sets the date's of Tuesday,
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REPORT OF THE FEDERAL li•Apio COhlmI
8SION 13

2,saroh 31. and Friday, April 1. for
March 29, Wedneedar, March 30, TherydaY,

pubtic hearlogs, to be held iu the offlees 
of the Federel Rndlo Commiasion,

Commerce Build.ng, Wasbington, beginning 
each murning at 10 o'clock.

wrraNsiort or L.roszvage

(General Order No. 3, March 29. 19
27]

All coastal, point-to-point, technical ar
id training, and experimental radio-

Station licenses In force on the 22d day of 
February, 1927, are hereby extended

entil the further order of the commissi
on.

RIOADCASTMO TairgtiSCri" BA"

(Grneral Order No. 4, April 5, 154
27)

In new of the manifeet inconvenience 
to the listening public which would

result from any Immediate wideulag of 
the frequenty band devoted to radio

heal! d ea ati, rig, the Federal Radio C
ommission will not at thla time allocate

to broadcasting stations frequenc'es ot
her than those betweem 550 aud 1,500

kilocycles (545.1 to 199.9 meters), except On OPee
llle request of each stationA.

It believes, however, that the band 
between 1,500 and 2,04)0 kilocycles (190.9 to

149.9 meters) should, so lar ae mny be 
practicable, be held open for experimental

work in broadcasting and allied forma 
of radio serviee, to the end that, 

with

the fortber development of the art, thSs 
band may be eventually made available

for broadcasting, whether for the ear or the 
eye. If it shall prove particularly

well Adapted to such type of service to the 
public.

axaron03r =OM:it/AST LICIMIC
II

Melia%) Order No. 5, AP111 5, 1527/

On Sunday, April 24, at 11.59 p. zn., 
terminates the period of 60 days during

which, under section 44) of the radio act of
 1927, no holder of a license or ea)

exteneion thereof issued by the Secretery of
 Commerce under the act of Augur

1912, is subject to the penalties provided In t
he radio act of 1927 for operating

▪ station without a license.
The Federal Radio Conunission wilt 

issue a temporary permit to operate a

radio broader/sling station, good only until 
deal action is Mien by the commis-

Sloe on the application for license, to eac
h holder of a license or an exteosion

thereof from the Secretary of Commerce un
der the act of August 13, 1912, whose

application for a license under the radio act 
of 1927 bas been received by the

Yederal Radio Commission on or before 
April 244 1927, and each temporary

=1:1 shall, until Withdrawn, be considered as
 havine the force and effect or a

in so far Ill the petialtea provided in the r
adio act of 1927 are coucerned.

After April 24, 1027, any person operating 0
 radio broadcasting etation other-

wise than under the authority of and) a te
mporary permit or a license Issued

by the Federal Radio Commission will be deemed by the commis
sion to be

operating a broadcasting station without a 
license.

Licoeitsza FON POBTABLZ STATION 

(Genera/ Order N. 6, April 20. 1027)

•
Since the exftCr location of any radio broadcasting tran

smitter ls an esseutial

feature of the license, the Federal Radio COMULISSIOni as aireadY an
nounced,

will not consider any application for a broadca
sting license. except for a very

Baited period of time, in which the permanent location of the transmitter la

Rai specified. However, for the purpose of enabling so-celled portable Mations

Which were duly licensed wider the law of 1912 
to render service to the public

taring the spring and enmnier months, the Federal Radio Comm
ission will issue

li)auch stations licensee for not more than 
120 days, to operate with not more

than 100 Watts power output, and with frequencies of 1,470 and 1,490 kilocycles
Cali Any such permit may be revoked by th

e coromission at any time If it

reisthown that the operation of the station 
tbas licensed in canaille Interference

edictal to the public Interest.
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14 REI'Ora OF THE FEI,LT:AT. I;AnTO COMMISSION

oriur HèJ.F xtukeyeLic 131MATION ALLOWED

Vienoral Coriltr NO_ 7, April 28, 1i21]

The itcileral Badlo Commission inirchy Axes a maximum of one-half kilocycle
as the elnietne deviation from withar•sed freipitericy which wilt be permitted
to any broadcapting faatlon opernIlry: under rwrzuit tir License issued ander the
terms of the radio act of 2927. nab Departmont of Commerce h bereby re-
guested to heptify Its proper rtgents immcdlalely of Mil order and to direct
them to report promptly any apparent violations thereof. Maintenance of the
aired frequency wilhin the limits herein preqerlbed is the duty or eavh radio
broadcasting station. nail viqlstion of this order will be deemed hy the Federal
Radio Comin:$sion crupte for revocation of livem-e under section 14 of the radio
aet of 11327.

Ti• facilitate the exeuution if thiq order. mut radio hroodeasting slation is
hereby directed. effPclke 12.01 A. [fl., lipcal time. Monday, May 9, to announce
twice rarh day. at the begit.ningr and end of its iirograni. that it in broadcasting

on a frequency of - Wimp:lei by authority or the Federal Radio Coramiaglon.

',ILAN 70 ellEcK FliTANENCIEA

tGoiwral 0,11er No. B. May 0. 1927I

For tbe purpose of facilitating a more nceurate ehock on station frequencies
both by the Federal radio supervisor:4 of the Depatiment of Commerce $Ind
the public, each radio broadcasting Eltation, licetilted under the radio art of 1927,
Is hereby directed to nunnunce its enil letters EMI location so frequently as may
be practicable white a Is broadcngting, and in tiny event not lens ihan once
during each 15 minutes of transmis.ion.

It Is understood. however, that thin requiremmtt is waived when such an-
nouncement would Interrupt a single consecutive speech or musleal number,
and it mach CASEIS the rinniPuncement of the veil letters tind location shall be
made at the beglitning and end of such number.

order lecorne.k effective at 12.01 a. m. Wciluesday, May 11, 1927, and
will rethoin in force until further notice.

mEr_P.1!..E.VEN.T 11.11ECUL:OrlON 1 Emil() ftTATIONS

Slimeral Orde.r NO_ O. May 13, 19271

_ Section 12 nf the Federal tedio act provide that no station license shall be
transferred or assigned, either voluntarily or Involuntarily, without the consent
In writitg of the Ikensing authorities!.

It in hereby ordered that any person desiring to porches(' a hroatkaattna
station shall make application for a new liceive to the rommirlsion on the
application Wank forms. In addition thereto, the proposed seller or asalgaor
of the ntotien must aim write n letter to the conaminsion to the effect that be
desires to sell or tranAfer this Fitation to the applicant for the aheve-nnined
iicenge and whiten a license imktted to Odd applicant In place and ingtaud of
himself.
The commission may either grnnt or refalie the license Or grallt with DiOdinflt-

ti011 :15 to freihnenry and power,

DAYTIME POWER ixottssro 1Y arrcrAt. CASES

I4hnrnl Order No. 10, Moly M. 19271

For the purpose of facilitnting wider and better reception of dPiytitne service
programs. lell iiS thoNe of educational and religions inntitutions,. dile urgent-
=aims, and distributors of market and other new,;, the Federn1 Rndio Com-
minsi,ln will consider applications from h,Ildera of hroadcaliting :Attalla) licenses
for the ute. between the hours of 0 a. ru. and 6 to. ru. hx•al time billy, of a
larger power outpui than is authorized by Si ncb licenses. Ahliiications for this
daytime privilege must be mad* to the comtui.F.4ton ln writing end shult
the maximum daytime power ti b be used. the approximate daytime hroadcasting
schedule, and the rea$on:4 why. in the applicant's estimation. the grant;tioof
such privilege would he in tilt intercist, erinveliience. or noieNmily of the public.
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REPORT OF THE FEDERAL RADIO COMMI58I01+7 15

In each case where much privilege Is granted 
the Federal Radio CommIssiog

will notify the radio divielon of the Department of Commerce, requesting 
this

dieerion, through the Federal radio maperviaore, to check carefully the
 nee of

power by sue_h !Italian, both day and night. Any failure to rever
t to the power

wedded in the license between 6 p. m. and 0 a. m. will be held taus* not only

for immediate withdrawal of the daytime power privilege but for reduction 
of

the ninimum power authorized for use at night.

TramiNA,Tati 7TIAPORARY romans

(General Order No. 11, MdJ 21, 1927]

The Federal Radio Commission hereby order's that all temporary perm
its to

operate radiobreadcasting /AIMQM under the tennis of the radio act of 1927

&all terminate at 3 o'clock, local standard tine', on the morning of Wednei
-

day, June 1, 1927. and that thereafter all radlobroadeostlng st
ation!' enbject

to the provisions of the ritdio act of 1927 shall be operated solely 
in accordance

with the provisions of the licenses issued us of June 1, 1027, by the Federal

Radio Commission,

atnura rot HIMUNGS RTIPOILIC COMMISSION

(Omen] Order No. 12, Nay 26. 1921'1

fe all cases in which the 60-day licelew, effective June 1, offered the licensee

is not in accord with the application, the applicant is 
hereby notified that the

commiesion has not determined that public interest, convenience, or neceselt
y

would be served by tbe granting of such application.

Any applicant for license who le dissatisfied with the allocatio
n as to fre-

quency, power, ur time division granted him in the 00-day 
license issued by the

foinmisflon which th effective June 1, and Who desires a hearing upon his aPP11-
cation. may notify the commission in writing of much desire by June 15. 1927.

The consmiesion will thereupon fix a time and place for such hearing. 
Pend-

the hearing and the decision thereon by the coromiaPIOn, the app
licant will

be permitted to broadcast only under the terms and conditions 
and in accord-

ance with hi, day license issued by the commission.
The applicant tor license may Introduce at the hearing before the Federal

Radio Commimaion any witnesses he may desire. In addition thereto, he tasty

Introduce any affidavits relating to relevant facts.
The fact In Uwe is whether or not public Interest, convenience, or necessitr

will be served by granting to the spplicant a license, upon the wave length

or frequency requested in the application, or in the applicatien as amended in

the requ.eet !fir bearing, and with the power therein requested and the place

for said station therein designated.
All persons interested In the granting or refuesi of the apelleation and the

frequency therein applied for, including other licensees authorised to use the
frequency requeeted, licensees upon frequenelee where interference to clairaed,

other applicants for the same frequency, and representatives of tbe while In

general, may appear nod will be beard upon nny relevant matters. The COW-

Wigton may likewise introduce witnesses nr affidavit*.
All applications for liceneee or copies thereof on file with the commission muy

be latroduced in eTridence at the hearing. All temporary permits, temporary

licenses or copies thereof, and other records on file with either the Federal

Radio Commistaiou or the Department of Commerce Indy be Introduced In en--
dame at the hearing without any farther verification.
The witeeeso introduced at the hearing, before testifying will be morn by

member of the commission. The COMMilifilS011 will puss upon the relevancy
and competency of the testimony offered to he introduced before ik After the
conclusion of the hearing and within a reesonabte time the coruinivilon will

render its decision in writing.
The testimony and proceedings at these bearings will he taken down by

skorthand reporters desigeated by the commission, so that the entire record of
the proceedlegs and hearings may be preserwed in case of appeal, ae provided
by 'action 16 of the radio act of 1927. Al bearings provided for by this order
will be public and will be held at the offices of the Federal Radio Commission

Waahington.
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16 1:fll'OrpT OF Tirr. FFarrElt.kL TLIBTO C0MMIS8ION

NEW I.CCESsEN MADE r_FFEcTlvt JCSI ir 192T

!Genenki Order No. 13. May 28, 19211

In consideration of the fact thnt a certain amount of time iN required In
way eages for making the changes of equipment requireil by ehaugen of
atation frequency and for Fkeuring imitable control equipment to 3nabituin fre-
quency withont serious varintion, the Federal Radio 1.7otum1sflon hPrehy amends
General Order No. 11, dated May 21. 1027. to read aa follows: "The Federal
Radio CommisOon hereby orilvis that ail tetutsarary permits to operate radio
broadcasting stations under the terms of the radio act of 1927 sitall termitutte
at a o'clock, local tjinli r tIue, (n tJo pkoraing of Wedtreaday, 3tote 1027,
and tbat thereafter all radio bmalcasting atation5 aubject to the provkiobs of
the radio act of 192; anali he operated softly III accordance with the prOTI4em3
Of the licenses inued as •..rf Jnite 1, 1921. by the tretieral fljtdloCommixsion."

The F#2111Pra] Rui110 COIA:11ISSikin hereby °Mena that ail lirtinse3 for the wriod
of 130 da. insued 1115 of June 1, 1027, tshnil not become effective until 3 o'clock,
Local atanilard dna-, on the morning of W...tlacsday. June 17), 1027, ;Ind i1rnlI vow

1111UPui effect uttle.,44 preriongly revoked (3r modititql by ordur of the vitnallegion,
for a Peritta Ckl 60 days after June EL 1t27.

IstuTtlioNy AS GUITHr TV COMMISSION

(Angeartrai Order No. 14. June 3. 15271

Testiinony introduce() tit any hearing relative to any particular station or
Any particular frequene.- will, when relevant. he ongidored ag testimony by
thr (9n:omiss1on at nny of its atheiequent Applicuntg nitu.r exanitne

these records_

INTERTERENCZ 311r.Alt1NGE

1Gtnetal Order No. 15, June T. 19211

For the purpose of proridinz an orderly method for the rPduellon and eventual
elltranation of interference between radii, broadcasting Ftationp operating on
the mime or on cloz4ely adjacent frequeneleA, the "Federal nadir! C.i.onnulsslon
announces the following pvcedure: 'Ar any trine after July. 15. 1927. any radio
broadcasting station operating under Iiesnve from. the Federal Rarlirr COMMIS-

ikon may file with the commission on attidavit vett Ifying that unrea544atab1e and
injurious interference with its signaix la being caused by MO rziniultalieons

nperatlon of another radio broadcasting station, the name or call loiter,: of which
must be specified in the affidavit. The affidavit must likewise siaa•lfy not
than two occlusions on which finett Interrerenee wtt,i r;Irterverl, with the name and
addreAN of the person making embla ar such ohfletwat14.2114, the type of reeeiviagnet
used, and the <Pate and hour thereof, On receipt of Mich uffidsivitr and If In the
judgment of the Federal Radio Conintiott the Interference mnpluinett of la
actually unreamenable and Injuriniut to the uffinot, the colutrilmion will appoilit
udste ri hearing. at 10 convenience, will notify therefif the partim interested,
and on tho1uh cC thc lestitnon.r rirc.rettcd at Fuel( brarlaz wiil order such
changes of frequency, ileVrt'r, fir hours of optratlon al: may appear hest to serve
public interest. cont-eidenve, Or neITSA117."

Re_pect fully,
W. H. G. BrI.T.APri,

Chairman Federal Radio Conunieion,

ADDITIONAL rnPTFA'
llitt trmtgyrIckM MT I174 rIr 'iii
TVIR $urPAMTVIIIINt Olt Niell'IVItti

I' 21,eiorrn,swgicr Plil!oTINg OTEPrE
WAIIMMON, D. C.

LT

x eNTs prin ropy
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Text of the August 13, 1912 "An Act to regulate radio communication". This was the first act in the
United States to require radio stations to be licenced—the earlier ship acts only required that certain
ships to have radio equipment installed. [The layout for this page is based on the Jk]y 27, 1914 edition
of Radio Laws and Regulations of the United States, published by the Washington Government Printing
Office].

Radio act.

License.

Penalty.

License form.

[PuBLIC--NO. 264.]
[S. 6412.]

An Act To regulate radio communication, approved August 13, 1912.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That a person, company, or corporation within the
jurisdiction of the United States shall not use or operate any apparatus for radio
communication as a means of commercial intercourse among the several States, or with
foreign nations, or upon any vessel of the United States engaged in interstate or foreign
commerce, or for the transmission of radiograms or signals the effect of which extends
beyond the jurisdiction of the State or Territory in which the same are made, or where
interference would be caused thereby with the receipt of messages or signals from
beyond the jurisdiction of the said State or Territory, except under and in accordance
with a license, revocable for cause, in that behalf granted by the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor upon application therefor; but nothing in this Act shall be construed to apply
to the transmission and exchange of radiograms or signals between points situated in the
same State: Provided, That the effect thereof shall not extend beyond the jurisdiction of
the said State or interfere with the reception of radiograms or signals from beyond said
jurisdiction; and a license shall not be required for the transmission or exchange of
radiograms or signals by or on behalf of the Government of the United States, but every
Government station on land or sea shall have special call letters designated and published
in the list of radio stations of the United States by the Department of Commerce and
Labor. Any person, company, or corporation that shall use or operate any apparatus for
radio communication in violation of this section, or knowingly aid or abet another
person, company, or corporation in so doing, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars,
and the apparatus or device so unlawfully used and operated may be adjudged forfeited
to the United States.

SEC. 2. That every such license shall be in such form as the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor shall determine and shall contain the restrictions, pursuant to this Act, on and
subject to which the license is granted; that every such license shall be issued only to
citizens of the United States or Porto Rico or to a company incorporated under the laws
of some State or Territory or of the United States or Porto Rico, and shall specify the
ownership and location of the station in which said apparatus shall be used and other
particulars for its identification and to enable its range to be estimated; shall state the
purpose of the station, and in case of a station in actual operation at the date of passage of
this Act, shall contain the statement that satisfactory proof has been furnished that it was
actually operating on the above-mentioned date; shall state the wave length or the wave
lengths authorized for use by the station for the prevention of interference and the hours
for which the station is licensed for work; and shall not be construed to authorize the use
of any apparatus for radio communication in any other station than that specified. Every
such license shall be subject to the regulations contained herein, and such regulations as
may be established from time to time by authority of this Act or subsequent Acts and
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Operators.

Suspension of
license.

Penalty.

Temporary
permit.

Regulations.

Experimental
stations.

treaties of the United States. Every such license shall provide that the President of the
United States in time of war or public peril or disaster may cause the closing of any
station for radio communication and the removal therefrom of all radio apparatus, or may
authorize the use or control of any such station or apparatus by any department of the
Government, upon just compensation to the owners.
SEC. 3. That every such apparatus shall at all times while in use and operation as

aforesaid be in charge or under the supervision of a person or persons licensed for that
purpose by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor. Every person so licensed who in the
operation of any radio apparatus shall fail to observe and obey regulations contained in or
made pursuant to this Act or subsequent Acts or treaties of the United States, or any one
of them, or who shall fail to enforce obedience thereto by an unlicensed person while
serving under his supervision, in addition to the punishments and penalties herein
prescribed, may suffer the suspension of the said license for a period to be fixed by the
Secretary of Commerce and Labor not exceeding one year. It shall be unlawful to employ
any unlicensed person or for any unlicensed person to serve in charge or in supervision of
the use and operation of such apparatus, and any person violating this provision shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not
more than one hundred dollars or imprisonment for not more than two months; or both,
in the discretion of the court, for each and every such offense: Provided, That in case of
emergency the Secretary of Commerce and Labor may authorize a collector of customs
to issue a temporary permit, in lieu of a license, to the operator on a vessel subject to the
radio ship Act of June twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and ten.

SEC. 4. That for the purpose of preventing or minimizing interference with
communication between stations in which such apparatus is operated, to facilitate radio
communication, and to further the prompt receipt of distress signals, said private and
commercial stations shall be subject to the regulations of this section. These regulations
shall be enforced by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor through the collectors of
customs and other officers of the Government as other regulations herein provided for.
The Secretary of Commerce and Labor may, in his discretion, waive the provisions of

any or all of these regulations when no interference of the character above mentioned can
ensue.
The Secretary of Commerce and Labor may grant special temporary licenses to

stations actually engaged in conducting experiments for the development of the science
of radio communication, or the apparatus pertaining thereto, to carry on special tests,
using any amount of power or any wave lengths, at such hours and under such conditions
as will insure the least interference with the sending or receipt of commercial or
Government radiograms, of distress signals and radiograms, or with the work of other
stations.

In these regulations the naval and military stations shall be understood to be stations
on land.

REGULATIONS.

NORMAL WAVE LENGTH.

First. Every station shall be required to designate a certain definite wave length as the
normal sending and receiving wave length of the station. This wave length shall not
exceed six hundred meters or it shall exceed one thousand six hundred meters. Every
coastal station open to general public service shall at all times be ready to receive
messages of such wave lengths as are required by the Berlin convention. Every ship
station, except as hereinafter provided, and every coast station open to general public
service shall be prepared to use two sending wave lengths, one of three hundred meters
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and one of six hundred meters, as required by the international convention in force:
Provided, That the Secretary of Commerce and Labor may, in his discretion, change the
limit of wave length reservation made by regulations first and second to accord with any
international agreement to which the United States is a party.

OTHER WAVE LENGTHS.

Second. In addition to the normal sending wave length all stations, except as provided
hereinafter in these regulations, may use other sending wave lengths: Provided, That
they do not exceed six hundred meters or that they do exceed one thousand six hundred
meters: Provided further, That the character of the waves emitted conforms to the
requirements of regulations third and fourth following.

USE OF A "PURE WAVE."

Third. At all stations if the sending apparatus, to be referred to hereinafter as the
"transmitter," is of such a character that the energy is radiated in two or more wave
lengths, more or less sharply defined, as indicated by a sensitive wave meter, the energy
in no one of the lesser waves shall exceed ten per centum of that in the greatest.

USE OF A "SHARP WAVE."

Fourth. At all stations the logarithmic decrement per complete oscillation in the wave
trains emitted by the transmitter shall not exceed two-tenths, except when sending
distress signals or signals and messages relating thereto.

USE OF "STANDARD DISTRESS WAVE."

Fifth. Every station on shipboard shall be prepared to send distress calls on the normal
wave length designated by the international convention in force, except on vessels of
small tonnage unable to have plants insuring that wave length.

SIGNAL OF DISTRESS.

Sixth. The distress call used shall be the international signal of distress • • • immilm

• • •

USE OF "BROAD INTERFERING WAVE" FOR DISTRESS SIGNALS.

Seventh. When sending distress signals, the transmitter of a station on shipboard may
be tuned in such a manner as to create a maximum of interference with a maximum of
radiation.

DISTANCE REQUIREMENT FOR DISTRESS SIGNALS.

Eighth. Every station on shipboard, wherever practicable, shall be prepared to send
distress signals of the character specified in regulations fifth and sixth with sufficient
power to enable them to be received by day over sea a distance of one hundred nautical
miles by a shipboard station equipped with apparatus for both sending and receiving
equal in all essential particulars to that of the station first mentioned.
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"RIGHT OF WAY" FOR DISTRESS SIGNALS.

Ninth. All stations are required to give absolute priority to signals and radiograms
relating to ships in distress; to cease all sending on hearing a distress signal; and, except
when engaged in answering or aiding the ship in distress, to refrain from sending until all
signals and radiograms relating thereto are completed.

REDUCED POWER FOR SHIPS NEAR A GOVERNMENT STATION.

Tenth. No station on shipboard, when within fifteen nautical miles of a naval or
military station, shall use a transformer input exceeding one kilowatt, nor, when within
five nautical miles of such a station, a transformer input exceeding one-half kilowatt,
except for sending signals of distress, or signals or radiograms relating thereto.

INTERCOMMUNICATION.

Eleventh. Each shore station open to general public service between the coast and
vessels at sea shall be bound to exchange radiograms with any similar shore station and
with any ship station without distinction of the radio system adopted by such stations,
respectively, and each station on shipboard shall be bound to exchange radiograms with
any other station on shipboard without distinction of the radio systems adopted by each
station, respectively.

It shall be the duty of each such shore station, during the hours it is in operation, to
listen in at intervals of not less than fifteen minutes and for a period not less than two
minutes, with the receiver tuned to receive messages of three hundred meter wave
lengths.

DIVISION OF TIME.

Twelfth. At important seaports and at all other places where naval or military and
private or commercial shore stations operate in such close proximity that interference
with the work of naval and military stations can not be avoided by the enforcement of the
regulations contained in the foregoing regulations concerning wave lengths and character
of signals emitted, such private or commercial shore stations as do interfere with the
reception of signals by the naval and military stations concerned shall not use their
transmitters during the first fifteen minutes of each hour, local standard time. The
Secretary of Commerce and Labor may, on the recommendation of the department
concerned, designate the station or stations which may be required to observe this
division of time.

GOVERNMENT STATIONS TO OBSERVE DIVISION OF TIME.

Thirteenth. The naval or military stations for which the above-mentioned division of
time may be established shall transmit signals or radiograms only during the first fifteen
minutes of each hour, local standard time, except in case of signals or radiograms relating
to vessels in distress, as hereinbefore provided.

USE OF UNNECESSARY POWER.

Fourteenth. In all circumstances, except in case of signals or radiograms relating to
vessels in distress, all stations shall use the minimum amount of energy necessary to
carry out any communication desired.

GENERAL RESTRICTIONS ON PRIVATE STATIONS.
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Fifteenth. No private or commercial station not engaged in the transaction of bona fide
commercial business by radio communication or in experimentation in connection with
the development and manufacture of radio apparatus for commercial purposes shall use a
transmitting wave length exceeding two hundred meters, or a transformer input
exceeding one kilowatt, except by special authority of the Secretary of Commerce and
Labor contained in the license of that station: Provided, That the owner or operator of a
station of the character mentioned in this regulation shall not be liable for a violation of
the requirements of the third or fourth regulations to the penalties of one hundred dollars
or twenty-five dollars, respectively, provided in this section unless the person
maintaining or operating such station shall have been notified in writing that the said
transmitter has been found, upon tests conducted by the Government, to be so adjusted as
to violate the said third and fourth regulations, and opportunity has been given to said
owner or operator to adjust said transmitter in conformity with said regulations.

SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS IN THE VICINITIES OF GOVERNMENT STATIONS.

Sixteenth. No station of the character mentioned in regulation fifteenth situated within
five nautical miles of a naval or military station shall use a transmitting wave length
exceeding two hundred meters or a transformer input exceeding one-half kilowatt.

SHIP STATIONS TO COMMUNICATE WITH NEAREST SHORE STATIONS.

Seventeenth. In general, the shipboard stations shall transmit their radiograms to the
nearest shore station. A sender on board a vessel shall, however, have the right to
designate the shore station through which he desires to have his radiograms transmitted.
If this can not be done, the wishes of the sender are to be complied with only if the
transmission can be effected without interfering with the service of other stations.

LIMITATIONS FOR FUTURE INSTALLATIONS IN VICINITIES OF GOVERNMENT
STATIONS.

Eighteenth. No station on shore not in actual operation at the date of the passage of this
Act shall be licensed for the transaction of commercial business by radio communication
within fifteen nautical miles of the following naval or military stations, to wit: Arlington,
Virginia; Key West, Florida; San Juan, Porto Rico; North Head and Tatoosh Island,
Washington; San Diego, California; and those established or which may be established in
Alaska and in the Canal Zone; and the head of the department having control of such
Government stations shall, so far as is consistent with the transaction of governmental
business, arrange for the transmission and receipt of commercial radiograms under the
provisions of the Berlin convention of nineteen hundred and six and future international
conventions or treaties to which the United States may be a party, at each of the stations
above referred to, and shall fix the rates therefor, subject to control of such rates by
Congress. At such stations and wherever and whenever shore stations open for general
public business between the coast and vessels at sea under the provisions of the Berlin
convention of nineteen hundred and six and future international conventions and treaties
to which the United States may be a party shall not be so established as to insure a
constant service day and night without interruption, and in all localities wherever or
whenever such service shall not be maintained by a commercial shore station within one
hundred nautical miles of a naval radio station, the Secretary of the Navy shall, so far as
is consistent with the transaction of Government business, open naval radio stations to
the general public business described above, and shall fix rates for such service, subject
to control of such rates by Congress. The receipts from such radiograms shall be covered
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into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

SECRECY OF MESSAGES.
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Nineteenth. No person or persons engaged in or having knowledge of the operation of
any station or stations, shall divulge or publish the contents of any messages transmitted
or received by such station, except to the person or persons to whom the same may be
directed, or their authorized agent, or to another station employed to forward such
message to its destination, unless legally required so to do by the court of competent
jurisdiction or other competent authority. Any person guilty of divulging or publishing
any message, except as herein provided, shall, on conviction thereof, be punishable by a
fine of not more than two hundred and fifty dollars or imprisonment for a period of not
exceeding three months, or both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.

PENALTIES.

For violation of any of these regulations, subject to which a license under sections one
and two of this Act may be issued, the owner of the apparatus shall be liable to a penalty
of one hundred dollars, which may be reduced or remitted by the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor, and for repeated violations of any of such regulations, the license may be
revoked.

For violation of any of these regulations, except as provided in regulation nineteenth,

subject to which a license under section three of this Act may be issued, the operator
shall be subject to a penalty of twenty-five dollars, which may be reduced or remitted by

the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, and for repeated violations of any such

regulations, the license shall be suspended or revoked.
Interference. SEC. 5. That every license granted under the provisions of this Act for the operation or

use or apparatus for radio communication shall prescribe that the operator thereof shall
not willfully or maliciously interfere with any other radio communication. Such
interference shall be deemed a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof the owner or
operator, or both, shall be punishable by a fine of not to exceed five hundred dollars or
imprisonment for not to exceed one year, or both.

SEC. 6. That the expression "radio communication" as used in this Act means any

system of electrical communication by telegraphy or telephony without the aid of any
wire connecting the points from and at which the radiograms, signals, or other
communications are sent or received.

False signals. SEC. 7. That a person, company, or corporation within the jurisdiction of the United
States shall not knowingly utter or transmit, or cause to be uttered or transmitted, any
false or fraudulent distress signal or call or false or fraudulent signal, call, or other
radiogram of any kind. The penalty for so uttering or transmitting a false or fraudulent
distress signal or call shall be a fine of not more than two thousand five hundred dollars
or imprisonment for not more than five years, or both, in the discretion of the court, for
each and every such offense, and the penalty for so uttering or transmitting, or causing to
be uttered or transmitted, any other false or fraudulent signal, call, or other radiogram
shall be a fine of not more than one thousand dollars or imprisonment for not more than
two years, or both, in the discretion of the court, for each and every such offense.

Foreign vessels. SEC. 8. That a person, company, or corporation shall not use or operate any apparatus
for radio communication on a foreign ship in territorial waters of the United States
otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of sections four and seven of this Act
and so much of section five as imposes a penalty for interference. Save as aforesaid,
nothing in this Act shall apply to apparatus for radio communication on any foreign ship.

SEC. 9. That the trial of any offense under this Act shall be in the district in which it is
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committed, or if the offense is committed upon the high seas or out of the jurisdiction of
any particular State or district the trial shall be in the district where the offender may be
found or into which he shall be first brought.

SEC. 10. That this Act shall not apply to the Philippine Islands.
SEC. 11. That this Act shall take effect and be in force on and after four months from

its passage.
Approved, August 13, 1912.

• United States Early Radio History > Early Government Regulation
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Radio News Magazine Aug. 1928

Next

The cover of the August, 1928 issue of Radio News magazine shows a young couple viewing "radio movies" at home. In
terminology coined by publisher Hugo Gernsback, a "radio movie" meant the broadcast of a pre-recorded movie image,
whereas true "television" meant broadcasting a live image.

The feature article describes a scheme that uses scanning-disk technology to broadcast image from a strip of conventional
movie film. On the broadcasting end, a strong light is shined at a scanning disk with 48 lenses. A "pinhead" of light
passes through the holes in the disk, traveling through the frames of a movie film. The image is thus scanned into 48
separate horizontal "strips" during each fifteenth of a second. Each scanned image is received by a photocell and then
transmitted.

On the receiving side, the signal is decoded with a complicated apparatus, including a four-segment ring with contact
brushes, which turns off and on the four elements of a special cylindrical neon tube. The tube sits inside a large rotating
cylinder that uses 48 quartz rods to conduct the light from the neon tube out through the large cylinder to a mirror set at a
45-degree angle. The image reflected from the mirror passes through a magnifying lens about ten inches in diameter. In
the cover illustration, you can see the top of the rotating cylinder underneath the small mirror on the top of the receiving
device.

It's interesting to compare this device with the scanning-disk TV illustrated in the November, 1928 Radio News issue.
Both scheme use a scanning disk on the broadcast end to slice the image into horizontal strips. They differ in the means
by which they reconstruct the image on the receiver side. The November, 1928 scheme uses a single neon tube placed
behind a scanning disk which must be synchronized with the transmitting disk. The "radio movie" device described in
this issue uses a four-element neon tube, which shines through a cylinder pierced with holes instead of shining through a
disk pierced with holes.

Synchronism, as well as mechanical complexity, was the bugaboo of scanning-disk schemes. If the receiver is not synch
with the transmitter, then the image is garbled, of course. The article somewhat glosses over this crucial point, noting that
synchronism was easily obtained during the demonstration, since both the transmitter and receiver were on the same
power line. From that, we can infer that the devices were timed using the pulses of their A.C. power supplies, although no
means of doing so appears in the illustrations.

Other articles in this issue include:

• What to Expect of Television, by Hugo Gernsback
• Getting the Vote to Radio
• Rain, Rays, and Radio (fiction)
• Why the Weather Affects Radio Reception
• Some Odd Uses for Vacuum Tubes
• Radio Novelties From Abroad and Home (pictorial)

• What Is a Good Loud Speaker?
• A Two-Tube Reflex Receiver of Simple Construction (construction)

• A Booster Unit for the Browning-Drake (construction)

• A Screen-Grid Short-Wave Receiver (construction)
• Better Direct-Coupled A.F. Amplifiers
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The Radio Act of 1927

Public Law No. 632, February 23, 1927, 69th Congress. An Act for the regulation of radio communications, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled,

That this Act is intended to regulate all forms of interstate and foreign radio transmissions and communications
within the United States, its Territories and possessions; to maintain the control of the United States over all the
channels of interstate and foreign radio transmission; and to provide for the use of such channels, hut not the
ownership thereof, by individuals, firms, or corporations, for limited periods of time, under lftL'lThC LraI1tLdl)%
Federal authority, and no such license shall be construed to create any right, beyond the terms, conditions. mid
periods of the license. That no person, firm, company, or corporation shall use or operate any apparatus for the
transmission of energy or communications or signals by radio (a) from one place in any Territory or possession
of the United States, or from the District of Columbia to another place in the same Territory, possession or
District; or (b) from any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, or from the District of Columbia to
any other State, Territory, or Possession of the United States; or from any place in any State, Territory, or
possession of the United States, or in the District of Columbia, to any place in any foreign country or to any
vessel; or (d) within any State when the effects of such use extend beyond the borders of said State. or when
interference is caused by such use or operation with the transmission of such energy, communications. or
signals from within said State to any place beyond its borders, or from any place beyond its borders to any place
within said State, or with the transmission or reception of such energy, communications, or signals from and/or
to places beyond the borders of said State; or (e) upon any vessel of the United States; or (f) upon any aircraft or
other mobile stations within the United States, except under and in accordance with this Act and with a license
in that behalf granted under the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 2. For the purposes of this Act, the United States is divided into five zones, as follows: The first zone
shall embrace the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New
York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Porto Rico, and the Virgin Islands; the
second zone shall embrace the States of Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, and Kentucky;
the third zone shall embrace the States of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma; the fourth zone shall embrace the States of
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and M issouri.
and the fifth zone shall embrace the States of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Washington, Oregon, California, the Territory of Hawaii, and Alaska.

SEC. 3. That a commission is hereby created and established to be known as the Federal Radio Commission.
hereinafter referred to as the commission, which shall be composed of five commissioners appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and one of whom the President shall designate as
chairman: Provided, That chairmen thereafter elected shall be chosen by the commission itself.

Each member of the commission shall be a citizen of the United States and an actual resident citizen of a State
within the zone from which appointed at the time of said appointment. Not more than one commissioner shall
be appointed from any zone. No member of the commission shall be financially interested in the manufacture or
sale of radio apparatus or in the transmission or operation of radiotelegraphy, radio telephony, or radio
broadcasting. Not more than three commissioners shall be members of the same political party.



The first commissioners shall be appointed for the terms of two, three, four, five, and six years, respectively,
from the date of the taking effect of this Act, the term of each to be designated by the President, hut their
successors shall be appointed for terms of six years, except that any person chosen to fill a vacanc shall he

appointed only for the unexpired term of the commissioner whom he shall succeed.

The first meeting of the commission shall be held in the city of Washington at such tune and place J. thL•
chairman of the commission may fix. The commission shall convene thereafter at such times andp. Iace,
majority of the commission may determine, or upon call of the chairman thereof.

The commission may appoint a secretary, and such clerks, special counsel, experts, examiners, and other
employees as it may from time to time find necessary for the proper performance of its duties and as from time
to time may be appropriated for by Congress.

The commission shall have an official seal and shall annually make a full report of its operations to the
Congress.

The members of the commission shall receive a compensation of $10,000 for the first year of their service, said
year to date from the first meeting of said commission, and thereafter a compensation of $30 per day for each

day's attendance upon sessions of the commission or while engaged upon work of the commission and while

traveling to and from such sessions, and also their necessary traveling expenses.

SEC. 4. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the commission, from time to time, as public convenience,

interest, or necessity requires, shall--

(a) Classify radio stations;

(b) Prescribe the nature of the service to be rendered by each class of licensed stations and each station within
any class;

(c) Assign bands of frequencies or wave lengths to the various classes of stations, and assign frequencies or

wave lengths for each individual station and determine the power which each station shall use and the time

during which it may operate;

(d) Determine the location of classes of stations or individual stations;

(e) Regulate the kind of apparatus to be used with respect to its external effects and the purity and sharpness of

the emissions from each station and from the apparatus therein;

(0 Make such regulations not inconsistent with law as it may deem necessary to prevent interference between

stations and to carry out the provisions of this Act: Provided, however, That changes in the wa \

authorized power, in the character of emitted signals, or in the times of operation of any station, shall ilot He

made without the consent of the station licensee unless, in the judgment of the commission, such changes \\ill

promote public convenience or interest or will serve public necessity or the provisions of this Act will be more

fully complied with;



(g) Have authority to establish areas or zones to be served by any station;

(h) Have authority to make special regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting;

(i) Have authority to make general rules and regulations requiring stations to keep such records of programs,
transmissions of energy, communications, or signals as it may deem desirable;

(j) Have authority to exclude from the requirements of any regulations in whole or in part any radio station upon
railroad rolling stock, or to modify such regulations in its discretion;

(k) Have authority to hold hearings, summon witnesses, administer oaths, compel the production of books,
documents, and papers and to make such investigations as may be necessary in the performance of its duties.
The commission may make such expenditures (including expenditures for rent and personal services at the seat

of government and elsewhere, for law books, periodicals, and books of reference, and for printing and binding)
as may be necessary for the execution of the functions vested in the commission and, as from time to time may

be appropriated for by Congress. All expenditures of the commission shall be allowed and paid upon the

presentation of itemized vouchers therefor approved by the chairman.

SEC. 5. From and after one year after the first meeting of the commission created by this Act, all the powers
and authority vested in the commission under the terms of this Act, except as to the revocation of license,. shall

be vested in and exercised by the Secretary of commerce; except that thereafter the commission stall have

power and jurisdiction to act upon and determine any and all matters brought before it under the terms of this

section.

It shall also be the duty of the Secretary of Commerce--

(A) For and during a period of one year from the first meeting of the commission created by this Act. to

immediately refer to the commission all applications for station licensesor for the renewal or modification of

existing station licenses.

(B) From and after one year from the first meeting of the commission created by this Act. to refer to the

commission for its action any application for a station license or for the renewal or modification of d11%

station license as to the granting of which dispute, controversy, or conflict arises or against the granting o

which protest is filed within ten days after the date of filing said application by any party in interest and any
application as to which such reference is requested by the applicant at the time of tiling said application.

(C) To prescribe the qualifications of station operators, to classify them according to the duties to be performed,
to fix the forms of such licenses, and to issue them to such persons as he finds qualified.

(D) To suspend the license of any operator for a period not exceeding two years upon proof sufficient to satisfy
him that the licensee (a) has violated any provision of any Act or treaty binding on the United States which the
Secretary of commerce or the commission is authorized by this Act to administer or by any regulation made by
the commission or the Secretary of Commerce under any such Act or treaty; or (b) has failed to carry out the
lawful orders of the master of the vessel on which he is employed; or (c) has willfully damaged or permitted
radio apparatus to be damaged; or (d) has transmitted superfluous radio communications or signals or radio
communications containing profane or obscene words or language; or (e) has willfully or maliciously



iriterfered with any other radio communications or signals.

(E) To inspect all transmitting apparatus to ascertain whether in construction and operation it conforms to the

requirements of this Act, the rules and regulations of the licensing authority, and the license under which it is
constructed or operated.

(F) To report to the commission from time to time any violations of this Act, the rules. regulations. ou N•dcr,
the commission, or of the terms or conditions of any license.

(G) To designate call letters of all stations.

(H) To cause to be published such call letters and such other announcements and data as in his judgment ma. be

required for the efficient operation of radio stations subject to the jurisdiction of the United States and for the

proper enforcement of this Act.

The Secretary may refer to the commission at any time any matter the determination of which is vested in him

by the terms of this Act.

Any person, firm, company, or corporation, any State or political division thereof aggrieved or whose interests

are adversely affected by any decision, determination, or regulation of the Secretary of Commerce may appeal

therefrom to the commission by filing with the Secretary of Commerce notice of such appeal within thirty days

after such decision or determination or promulgation of such regulation. All papers, documents, and other

records pertaining to such application on file with the Secretary shall thereupon be transferred by him to the

commission. The commission shall hear such appeal de novo under such rules and regulations ;IN II MA\

determine.

Decisions by the commission as to matters so appealed and as to all other matters over which it has jurisdiction

shall be final, subject to the right of appeal herein given.

No station license shall be granted by the commission or the Secretary of Commerce until the applicant therefor

shall have signed a waiver of any claim to the use of any particular frequency or wave length or of the ether as

against the regulatory powers of the United States because of the previous use of the same, whether by license

or otherwise.

SEC. 6. Radio stations belonging to and operated by the United States shall not be subject to the provisions of

sections 1, 4, and 5 of this Act. All such Government stations shall use such frequencies or wave lengths as

shall be assigned to each or to each class by the President. All such stations, except stations on board naval and
other Government vessels while at sea or beyond the limits of the continental United States, when transmitting

any radio communication or signal other than a communication or signal relating to Government business shall

conform to such rules and regulations designed to prevent interference with other radio stations and the rights of

others as the licensing authority may prescribe. Upon proclamation by the President that there e\ ists war or a

threat of war or a state of public peril or disaster or other national emergency, or in order to preser\ c the

neutrality of the United States, the President may suspend or amend, for such time as he may see tit. the rtilc

and regulations applicable to any or all stations within the jurisdiction of the United States as prescribed by the

licensing authority, and may cause the closing of any station for radio communication and the removal

therefrom of its apparatus and equipment, or he may authorize the use of control of any such station and or it



apparatus and equipment by any department of the Government under such regulations as he may prescribe.

upon just compensation to the owners. Radio stations on board vessels of the United States Shipping Board or

the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation or the Inland and Coastwise Waterways Service

shall be subject to the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 7. The President shall ascertain the just compensation for such use or control and certify the amount
ascertained to Congress for appropriation and payment to the person entitled thereto. If the amount socertilied
is unsatisfactory to the person entitled thereto, such person shall be paid only 75 per centum of the amount and
shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover such further sum as added to such payment of 75 per centum
which will make such amount as will be just compensation for the use and control. Such suit shall be brought in
the manner provided by paragraph 20 of section 24, or by section 145 of the Judicial Code, as amended.

SEC. 8. All stations owned and operated by the United States, except mobile stations of the Army of the
United States, and all other stations on land and sea, shall have special call letters designated by the Secretary of
Commerce.

Section 1 of this Act shall not apply to any person, firm, company, or corporation sending radio
communications or signals on a foreign ship while the same is within the jurisdiction of the United States, hut
such communications or signals shall be transmitted only in accordance with such regulations designed to
prevent interference as may be promulgated under the authority of this Act.

SEC. 9. The licensing authority, if public convenience interest, or necessity will be served thereby, subject to
the limitations of this Act, shall grant to any applicant therefor a station license provided for by this Act.

In considering applications for licenses and renewals of licenses, when and in so far as there is a demand for the
same, the licensing authority shall make such a distribution of licenses, bands of frequency of wave lengths,
periods of time for operation, and of power among the different States and communities as to give fair, efficient.
and equitable radio service to each of the same.

No license granted for the operation of a broadcasting station shall be for a longer term than three years and no
license so granted for any other class of station shall be for a longer term than five years, and any license
granted may be revoked as hereinafter provided. Upon the expiration of any license, upon application therefor, a
renewal of such license may be granted from time to time for a term of not to exceed three years in the case of
broadcasting licenses and not to exceed five years in the case of other licenses.

No renewal of an existing station license shall be granted more than thirty days prior to the e pirai 01 di,
original license.

SEC. 10. The licensing authority may grant station licenses only upon written application therefor addressed to
it. All applications shall be filed with the Secretary of Commerce. All such applications shall set forth such facts
as the licensing authority by regulation may prescribe as to the citizenship, character, and financial, technical,
and other qualifications of the applicant to operate the station; the ownership and location of the proposed
station and of the stations, if any, with which it is proposed to communicate; the frequencies or wave lengths
and the power desired to be used; the hours of the day or other periods of time during which it is proposed to
operate the station; the purposes for which the station is to be used; and such other information as it may
require. The licensing authority at any time after the filing of such original application and during the term of
any such license may require from an applicant or licensee further written statements of fact to enable it to

determine whether such original application should be granted or denied or such license revoked. Such
application and/or such statement of fact shall be signed by the applicant and/or licensee under oath or



affirmation.

The licensing authority in granting any license for a station intended or used for commercial communication

between the United States or any Territory or possession, continental or insular, subject to the jurisdiction of the

United States, and any foreign country, may impose any terms, conditions, or restrictions authorized to be
imposed with respect to submarine-cable licenses by section 2 of an Act entitled "An Act relating to the landing
and the operation of submarine cables in the United States," approved May 24. 19' I

SEC. 11. If upon examination of any application for a station license or for the renewal or modification of a
station license the licensing authority shall determine that public interest, convenience, or necessity would be
served by the granting thereof, it shall authorize the issuance, renewal, or modification thereof in accordance
with said finding. In the event the licensing authority upon examination of any such application does not reach
such decision with respect thereto, it shall notify the applicant thereof, shall fix and give notice of a time and
place for hearing thereon, and shall afford such applicant an opportunity to be heard under such rules and
regulations as it may prescribe.

Such station licenses as the licensing authority may grant shall be in such general form as it may prescribe. but
each license shall contain, in addition to other provisions, a statement of the following conditions to which such
license shall be subject:

(A) The station license shall not vest in the licensee any right to operate the station nor any right in the use of
the frequencies or wave length designated in the license beyond the term thereof' nor in any other manner than
authorized therein.

(B) Neither the license nor the right granted thereunder shall be assigned orot.-i I em I Se transferred in \ 101,111011

this Act.

(C) Every license issued under this Act shall be subject in terms to the right of use or control conferred by

section 6 hereof.

In cases of emergency arising during the period of one year from and after the first meeting of the commission

created hereby, or on applications filed during said time for temporary changes in terms of licenses when the

commission is not in session and prompt action is deemed necessary, the Secretary of Commerce shall have

authority to exercise the powers and duties of the commission, except as to revocation of licenses, but all such

exercise of powers shall be promptly reported to the members of the commission, and any action by the

Secretary authorized under this paragraph shall continue in force and have effect only until such time as the

commission shall act thereon.

SEC. 12 Any station license shall be revocable by the commission for false after the granting thereof such

license shall not be transferred in any manner, either voluntarily or involuntarily, to (a) any alien or the

representative of any alien; (b) to any foreign government, or the representative thereof; (c) to any company.
corporation, or association organized under the laws of any foreign government; (d) to any company,

corporation, or association of which any officer or director is an alien, or of which more than one-fifth of the
capital stock may be voted by aliens or their representatives or by a foreign government or representative
thereof, or by any company, corporation, or association organized under the laws of a foreign country

The station license required hereby, the frequencies or wave length or lengths authorized to be used by the
licensee, and the rights therein granted shall not be transferred, assigned, or in any manner, either voluntarily or
involuntarily, disposed of to any person, firm, company, or corporation without the consent in writing of the



licensing authority.

SEC. 13 The licensing authority is hereby directed to refuse a station license and/or the permit hereinafter
required for the construction of a station to any person, firm, company, or corporation, or any subsidiary
thereof, which has been finally adjudged guilty by a Federal court of unlawfully monopolizing or attempting
unlawfully to monopolize, after this Act takes effect, radio communication, directly or indirectly, through the
control of the manufacture or sale of radio apparatus, through exclusive traffic arrangements, or by any other
means or to have been using unfair methods of competition. The granting of a license shall not estop the United
States or any person aggrieved from proceeding against such person, firm, company, or corporation for
violating the law against unfair methods of competition or for a violation of the law against unlawful restraints
and monopolies and/or combinations, contracts, or agreements in restraint of trade, or from instituting
proceedings for the dissolution of such firm, company, or corporation.

SEC. 14. Any station license shall be revocable by the commission for false statements either in the
application or in the statement of fact which may be required by section 10 hereof, or because of conditions
revealed by such statements of fact as may be required from time to time which would warrant the licensing
authority in refusing to grant a license on an original application, or for failure to operate substantially as set
forth in the license, for violation of or failure to observe any of the restrictions and conditions of this ACt, or of
any regulation of the licensing authority authorized by this Act or by a treaty ratified by the United States, or
whenever the Interstate Commerce Commission, or any other Federal body in the exercise of authority
conferred upon it by law, shall find and shall certify to the commission that any licensee bound so to do, has
failed to provide reasonable facilities for the transmission of radio communications, or that any licensee has
made any unjust and unreasonable charge, or has been guilty of any discrimination, either as to charge or as to
service or has made or prescribed any unjust and unreasonable classification, regulation, or practice with respect
to the transmission of radio communications or service: Provided, That no such order of revocation shall take
effect until thirty days' notice in writing thereof, stating the cause for the proposed revocation, has been given to
the parties known by the commission to be interested in such license. Any person in interest aggrieved by said
order may make written application to the commission at any time within said thirty days for a hearing upon
such order, and upon the filing of such written application said order of revocation shall stand suspended until
the conclusion of the hearing herein directed. Notice in writing of said hearing shall be given by the commission
to all the parties known to it to be interested in such license twenty days prior to the time of said hearing. Said
hearing shall be conducted under such rules and in such manner as the commission may prescribe. Upon the
conclusion hereof the commission may affirm, modify, or revoke said orders of revocation.

SEC. 15 All laws of the United States relating to unlawful restraints and monopolies and to combinations.
contracts, or agreements in restraint of trade are hereby declared to be applicable to the mihitilicitti.L. ;Ind ,ale
and to trade in radio apparatus and devices entering into or affecting interstate or foreign commerce and to
interstate or foreign radio communications. Whenever in any suit, action, or proceeding, civil or criminal,
brought under the provisions of any of said laws or in any proceedings brought to enforce or to review findings
and orders of the Federal Trade Commission or other governmental agency in respect of any matters as to which
said commission or other governmental agency is by law authorized to act, any licensee shall be tOund guilty of
the violation of the provisions of such laws or any of them, the court, in addition to the penalties imposed by
said laws, may adjudge, order, and/or decree that the license of such licensee shall, as of the date the decree or
judgment becomes finally effective or as of such other date as the said decree shall fix, he revoked and that all
rights under such license shall thereupon cease: Provided, however, That such licensee shall have the same right
of appeal or review as is provided by law in respect of other decrees and judgments of said court.

SEC. 16 Any applicant for a construction permit, for a station license, or for the renewal or modification of an
existing station license whose application is refused by the licensing authority shall have the right to appeal
from said decision to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia; and any licensee whose license is



ar

revoked by the commission shall have the right to appeal from such decision of revocation to said Court of

Appeals of the District of Columbia or to the district court of the United States in which the apparatus licensed

is operated, by filing with said court, within twenty days after the decision complained of is effective, notice in

writing of said appeal and of the reasons therefor.

The licensing authority from whose decision an appeal is taken shall be notified of said appeal by service upon

it, prior to the filing thereof, of a certified copy of said appeal and of the reasons therefor. Within twenty days

after the filing of said appeal the licensing authority shall file with the court the originals or certified copies of

all papers and evidence presented to it upon the original application for a permit or license or in the hearing
upon said order of revocation, and also a like copy of its decision thereon and a full statement in writing of the
facts and the grounds for its decision as found and given by it. Within twenty days after the filing of said
statement by the licensing authority either party may give notice to the court of his desire to adduce additional
evidence. Said notice shall be in the form of a verified petition stating the stating the nature and character of
said additional evidence, and the court may thereupon order such evidence to be taken in such manner and upon
such terms and conditions as it may deem proper.

At the earliest convenient time the court shall hear, review, and determine the appeal upon said record and

evidence, and may alter or revise the decision appealed from and enter such judgment as to it may seem just.

The revision by the court shall be confined to the points set forth in the reasons of appeal.

SEC. 17. After the passage of this Act no person, firm, company, or corporation now or hereafter directk or

indirectly through any subsidiary, associated, or affiliated person, firm, corporation, or agent, or otherwise, in

the business of transmitting and/or receiving for hire energy, communications, or signals by radio in accordance

with the terms of the license issued under this Act, shall by purchase, lease, construction, or otherwise, directly

or indirectly, acquire, own, control, or operate any cable or wire telegraph or telephone line or system between

any place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and an\

place in any foreign country, or shall acquire, own, or control any part of the stock or other assets of an\ such

cable, wire, telegraph, or telephone line or system, if in either case the purpose is and/or the effect thereof ma\

be to substantially lessen competition or to restrain commerce between any place in an:\. State. .'erritor\

possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia and any place in any foreign countr\ or

unlawfully to create monopoly in any line of commerce; nor shall any person, firm, company, or corporation

now or hereafter engaged directly or indirectly through any subsidiary, associated, or affiliated person,

company, corporation, or agent, or otherwise, in the business of transmitting and/or receiving for hire messages

by any cable, wire, telegraph, or telephone line or system (a) between any place in any State Territory, or

possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any place in any other State.I;erritor\,. 01

possession of the United States, or the District of Columbia, and any place in any foreign country, by purchase,

lease, construction, or otherwise, directly or indirectly acquire, own, control, or operate any station or the

apparatus therein, or any system for transmitting and/or receiving radio communications or signals between an\

place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and an placc in

any foreign country, or shall acquire, own, or control any part of the stock or other capital share or any interest

in the physical property and/or other assets of any such radio station, apparatus, or system, if in either case the

purpose is and/or the effect thereof may be to substantially lessen competition or to restrain commerce between

any place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any

place in any foreign country, or unlawfully to create monopoly in any line of commerce.

SEC. 18. If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public office to

use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office in tiks

use of such broadcasting station, and the licensing authority shall make rules and regulations to cam/ this

provision into effect: Provided, That such licensee shall have no power of censorship over the material

broadcast under the provisions of this paragraph. No obligation is hereby imposed upon any licensee to allow



the use of its station by any such candidate.

SEC. 19. All matter broadcast by any radio station for which service, money, or any other \,aluable
consideration is directly or indirectly paid, or promised to or charged or accepted by, the station so
broadcasting, from any person, firm, company, or corporation, shall, at the time the same is so broadcast. he

announced as paid for or furnished, as the case may be, by such person, firm, company, or corporation.

SEC. 20. The actual operation of all transmitting apparatus in any radio station for which a station license is

required by this Act shall be carried on only by a person holding an operator's license issued hereunder. No

person shall operate any such apparatus in such station except under and in accordance with an Opaillas

license issued to him by the Secretary of Commerce.

SEC. 21. No license shall be issued under the authority of this Act for the operation of any station the

construction of which is begun or is continued after this Act takes effect, unless a permit for its construction has

been granted by the licensing authority upon written application therefor. The licensing authorit ma\ uriiiit

such permit if public convenience, interest, or necessity will be served by the construction of the st il t imi 1.1 11,

application shall set forth such facts as the licensing authority by regulation may prescribe as to the citizenship,

character, and the financial, technical, and other ability of the applicant to construct and operate the station. the

ownership and location of the proposed station and of the station or stations with which it is proposed to

communicate, the frequencies and wave length or wave lengths desired to be used, the hours )1 the daN oi odic!

periods of time during which it is proposed to operate the station, the purpose for which the station is to be used.

the type of transmitting apparatus to be used, the power to be used, the date upon which the station is expected
to be completed and in operation, and such other information as the licensing authority may require. Such
application shall be signed by the applicant under oath or affirmation.

Such permit for construction shall show specifically the earliest and latest dates between which the actual
operation of such station is expected to begin, and shall provide that said permit will be automatically forfeited
if the station is not ready for operation within the time specified or within such further time as the licensing
authority may allow, unless prevented by causes not under the control of the grantee. The rights under any such
permit shall not be assigned or otherwise transferred to any person, firm, company, or corporation without the
approval of the licensing authority. A permit for construction shall not be required for Government stations,
amateur stations, or stations upon mobile vessels, railroad rolling stock, or aircraft. Upon the completion of any
station for the construction or continued construction for which a permit has been granted, and upon it being
made to appear to the licensing authority that all the terms, conditions, and obligations set forth in the
application and permit have been fully met, and that no cause or circumstance arising or first coming to the
knowledge of the licensing authority since the granting of the permit would, in the judgment of the licensing
authority, make the operation of such station against the public interest, the licensing authority shall issue a
license to the lawful holder of said permit for the operation of said station. Said license shall conform generally
to the terms of said permit.

SEC. 22. The licensing authority is authorized to designate from time to time radio stations the
communications or signals or which, in its opinion, are liable to interfere with the transmission or reception of
distress signals of ships. Such stations are required to keep a licensed radio operator listening in on the wave
lengths designated for signals of distress and radio communications relating thereto during the entire period the
transmitter of said station is in operation.

SEC. 23. Every radio station on shipboard shall be equipped to transmit radio communications or signals of

distress on the frequency or wave length specified by the licensing authority, with apparatus capable of

transmitting and receiving messages over a distance of at least one hundred miles by day or night. When

sending radio communications or signals of distress and radio communications relating thereto the transmitting



set may be adjusted in such a manner as to produce a maximum of radiation irrespective of the amount ot

interference which may thus be cause.

All radio stations, including Government stations and stations on board foreign vessels when within the

territorial waters of the United States, shall give absolute priority to radio communications or signals relating to

ships in distress, shall cease all sending on frequencies or wave lengths which will interfere with hearing a radio

communication or signal of distress, and, except when engaged in answering or aiding the ship in distress, shall

refrain from sending any radio communications or signals until there is assurance that no interference will be
caused with the radio communications or signals relating thereto, and shall assist the vessel in distress. so far ;IS

possible, by complying with its instructions.

SEC. 24. Every shore station open to general public service between the coast and vessels at sea shall be
bound to exchange radio communications or signals with any ship station without distinction as to radio systems

or instruments adopted by such stains, respectively, and each station on shipboard shall be bound to exchange

radio communications or signals with any other station on shipboard without distinction as to radio systems or

instruments adopted by each station.

SEC. 25 At all places where Government and private or commercial radio stations on land operate in such

close proximity than interference with the work of Government stations can not be avoided when they are 

operating simultaneously such private or commercial stations as do interfere with the transmission or reception

of radio communications or signals by the Government stations concerned shall not use their transmitters during

the first fifteen minutes of each hour, local standard time.

The Government stations for which the above-mentioned division of time is established shall transmit radio
communications or signals only during the first fifteen minutes of each hour, local standard time, except in case

of signals or radio communications relating to vessels in distress and vessel requests for information as to

course, location, or compass direction.

SEC. 26. In all circumstances, except in the case of radio communications or signals relating to vessels in
distress, all radio stations, including those owned and operated by the United States, shall use the minimum
amount of power necessary to carry out the communication desired.

SEC. 27. No person receiving or assisting in receiving any radio communication shall divulge or publish the

contents, substance, purport, effect, or meaning thereof except through authorized channels of transmission or

reception to any person other than the addressee, his agent, or attorney, or to a telephone. telegraph. cable. or

radio station employed or authorized to forward such radio communication to its destination, or to proper

accounting or distributing officers of the various communicating centers over which the radio communication

may be passed, or to the master of a ship under whom he is serving, or in response to a subpoena issued by a

court of competent jurisdiction, or on demand of other lawful authority; and no person not being atithori/c.‘dh

the sender shall intercept any message and divulge or publish the contents, substance, purport, effect. or

meaning of such intercepted message to any person; and no person not being entitled thereto shall receive or

assist in receiving any radio communication and use the same or any information therein contained for his own

benefit or for the benefit of another not entitled thereto; and no person having received such intercepted radio

communication or having become acquainted with the contents, substance, purport, effect, or meaning, of the

same or any part thereof, or use the same or any information therein contained for his own benefit or tor the
benefit of another not entitled thereto: Provided, That this section shall not apply to the receiving, divulging.

publishing, or utilizing the contents of any radio communication broadcasted or transmitted h\ .tmaieurs

others for the use of the general public or relating to ships in distress.



SEC. 28. No person, firm, company, or corporation within the jurisdiction of the United States shall knowingly

utter or transmit, or cause to be uttered or transmitted, any false or fraudulent signal of distress, or
communication relating thereto, nor shall any broadcasting station rebroadcast the program or any part thereof

of another broadcasting station without the express authority of the originating station.

SEC. 29. Nothing in this Act shall be understood or construed to give the licensing authority the power of
censorship over the radio communications or signals transmitted by any radio station, and no regulation or
condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the licensing authority which shall interfere with the right of free
speech by means of radio communications. No person within the jurisdiction of the United States shall utter any
obscene, indecent, or profane language by means of radio communications.

SEC. 30. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized unless restrained by international agreement, under
the terms and conditions and at rates prescribed by him, which rates shall be just and reasonable, and which
upon complaint, shall be subject to review and revision by the Interstate Commerce Commission, to use all
radio stations and apparatus, wherever located, owned by the United States and under the control of the Navy
Department (a) for the reception and transmission of press messages offered by any newspaper published in the
United States, its Territories or possessions, or published by citizens of the United States in foreign countries, or
by any press association of the United States, and (b) for the reception and transmission of private commercial
messages between ships, between ship and shore, between localities in Alaska and between Alaska Lind the
continental United States: Provided, That the rates fixed for the reception and transmission of ;ill silL.11
messages, other than press messages between the Pacific coast of the United States, I lawaii, Alaska. the
Philippine Islands, and the Orient, and between the United States and the Virgin Islands, shall not be less than
the rates charged by privately owned and operated stations for like messages and service: Provided Jierilicr, '1 nal
the right to use such stations for any of the purposes named in this section shall terminate and cease as between
any countries or localities or between any locality and privately operated ships whenever privately owned and
operated stations are capable of meeting the normal communication requirements between such countries or
localities or between any locality and privately operated ships, and the licensing authority shall have notified the
Secretary of the Navy thereof.

SEC. 31. The expression "radio communication" or "radio communications" wherever used in this Act means
any intelligence, message, signal, power, pictures, or communication of any nature transferred by electrical
energy from one point to another without the aid of any wire connecting the points from and at which the
electrical energy is sent or received and any system by means of which such transfer of energy is effected.

SEC. 32. Any person, firm, company, or corporation failing or refusing to observe or violating any rule,
regulation, restriction, or condition made or imposed by the licensing authority under the authority of this Act or
of any international radio convention or treaty ratified or adhered to by the United States, in addition to ally
other penalties provided by law, upon conviction thereof by a court of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $500 for each and every offense.

SEC. 33. Any person, firm, company, or corporation who shall violate any provision of this Act, or shall
knowingly make any false oath or affirmation in any affidavit required or authorized by this Act, or shall
knowingly swear falsely to a material matter in any hearing authorized by this Act, upon conviction thereof in
any court of competent jurisdiction shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprisonment for

a term of not more than five years or both for each and every such offense.

SEC. 34. The trial of any offense under this Act shall be in the district in which it is committed; or if the
offense is committed upon the high seas, or out of the jurisdiction of any particular State or district, the trial
shall be in the district where the offender may be found or into which he shall be first brought.



SEC. 35. This Act shall not apply to the Philippine Islands or to the Canal Zone. In international radio manci
the Philippine Islands and the Canal Zone shall be represented by the Secretary of State.

SEC. 36. The licensing authority is authorized to designate any officer or employee of any other department 4

the Government on duty in any Territory or possession of the United States other than the Philippine IShillkk and

the Canal Zone, to render therein such services in connection with the administration of the radio la s of the
United States as such authority may prescribe: Provided, That such designation shall be approved by the head of
the department in which such person is employed.

SEC. 37. The unexpended balance of the moneys appropriated in the item for "wire'.ess L.0111111(1111, ation 1,10 ,

under the caption "Bureau of Navigation" in Title III of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations lor i he

Departments of State and Justice and for the judiciary, and for the Departments of Commerce and I ahoi loi ilie

fiscal year ending June 30, 1927, and for other purposes," approved April 29, 1926, and the appropriation toi

the same purposes for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, shall be available both for expenditures incurred in

the administration of this Act and for expenditures for the purposes specified in such items. There is hereby

authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year such sums as may be necessary for the administration of this

Act and for the purposes specified in such item.

SEC. 38. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person, firm, company, or corporation,

or to any circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application of such provision to other
persons, firms, companies, or corporations, or to other circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.

SEC. 39. The Act entitled "An Act to regulate radio communication," approved August 13, 1912, the joint
resolution to authorize the operation of Government-owned radio stations for the general public, and for other
purposes, approved June 5, 1920, as amended, and the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution limiting the
time for which licenses for radio transmission may be granted, and for other purposes," approved December 8.
1926, are hereby repealed.

Such repeal, however, shall not affect any act done or any right accrued or any suit Or proceeding had or
commenced in any civil cause prior to said repeal, but all liabilities under said laws shall continue and ma\ he

enforced in the same manner as if committed; and all penalties, forfeitures, or liabilities incurred prior to taking

effect hereof, under any law embraced in, changed, modified, or repealed by this Act, may be prosecuted and

punished in the same manner and with the same effect as if this Act had not been passed.

Nothing in this section shall be construed as authorizing any person using or operating any apparatus for the

transmission of radio energy or radio communications or signals to continue such use except under and in

accordance with this Act and with a license granted in accordance with the authority hereinbefore contained

SEC. 40. This Act shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and approval, except that for and during a
period of sixty days after such approval no holder of a license or an extension thereof issued by the Secretary of
Commerce under said Act of August 13, 1912, shall be subject to the penalties provided herein for operating a
station without the license herein required.

SEC. 41. This Act may be referred to and cited as the Radio Act of 1927.

Approved, February 23, 1927.

Source: Barnouw, Erik: "A Tower in Babel", New York, Oxford University Press, 1966.



Note to SEC. 12: There appears to be an error in the Barnouw book used as the source,* this document hi

the original, this section is headed "SEC. 14", and the first line, ending with "fbr false", appears to he the
wrong beginning for this section. It is the first line of section 14. It is shown here as in Barnouw, except that ii

is numbered as section 12.
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1967 Pirate Radio Free Harlem, New York City, begins transmitting. Links

1967 Pirate Radio Pegasus starts broadcasting off New Zealand. Links

1967 Pirate Radio Station 333 (Radio Britain) ship breaks down. Links

1967 Pirate radio stations Radio 270, Radio London, Radio Ireland, Links
Radio Scotland & Radio Swinging Holland go off the air

1967 Pirate Radio UKGM (England) closes down. Links.

1968 After 5 years Russia once again jams 'Voice of America' radio. Links

1968 Anti-Zionist clandestine cadio 'Voice of El Assifa' starts Links
transmitting.

1968 The Communist clandestine radio 'Voice of Iraqi People' has its Links
final transmission.

1968 Pirate Radio Atlantis South, in England, begins test transmissions. Links

1968 Pirate Radio Brumble of Northern England 1st heard. Links

1968 Pirate Radio Free London, begins transmitting. Links 

1968 Pirate Radio Hauraki, off New Zealand, returns to the air. Lirtis5

1968 Pirate Radio Marina, in the Netherlandsd, begins transmissions. Links

1968 British Pirate Radio Modern (259) begins transmitting. Links

1968 Pirate Radio Station Pegaus, in New Zealand, begins transmitting. Lirli.C.s

1968 Radio Prague (Czech) at 12:50 AM announces a soviet led Links
invasion. Warsaw Pact forces enter Czechoslovakia to end reform
movement.

1969 Pirate Radio 259 begins operation off the French coast. Links

1969 Pirate Radio Station 259, serving England and France, begins Links
transmitting.

1969 Pirate Radio Station 295, serving England and France, begins Links 
transmitting.

1969 Pirate Radio Station Free Derby begins operation by Northern
Ireland. 

Links

1969 Tobacco advertising is banned on Canadian radio and TV. Links

1971 German Clandestine Radio Deutsche Reich begins transmitting on Links
FM.

1971 Radio Bangladesh begins transmitting. Links

1971 Radio Hanoi broadcasts Jimi Hendrix's 'Star Spangled Banner'. Links

1971 US National Emergency Center erroneously orders US radio and Links
TV stations to go off the air. The mistake wasn't resolved for 30
minutes.

1973 Pirate Radio Free America off Cape May New jersey, goes on the Links
air.

http://www.historymole.com/cgi-bin/main/results.pl?type=theme&theme=Radio 1/5/04
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1975 Early warnings provided by REACT (ham radio operators) means Links
only 3 people die in US tornado that strikes Omaha NE.

1976 Viking 1 radio signal from Mars help prove general theory of Links
relativity.

1980 The 'Mi Amigo' ship containing England's pirate Radio Caroline Links
sinks.

1982 US President Reagan begins 5 minute weekly radio broadcasts. Links

1983 Radio Moscow announcer Vladimir Danchev praises Afghanistan Links
Muslims standing up to Russia. He is removed from the air.

1983 Shortwave pirate Radio USA, from Wellsville New York, begins Links

transmission.

1984 During a radio voice test Pres Reagan joked he 'signed legislation Links

that would outlaw Russia forever. We begin bombing in 5 minutes'.

1985 Sony builds a radio the size of a credit card. Links

1985 US began broadcasts to Cuba on Radio Marti. Links

1986 Pirate Radio Euro Weekend (Holland) begins transmitting. Links

1988 Bulgaria stops jamming Radio Free Europe after more than 30 Links
years.

1988 Soviets stop jamming Radio Liberty for the first time in 38 years. Links

1989 Time Inc. announces the purchase of Warner Communications, Links
clnocn,gfolormmeinrgatteh.e world's largest media and entertainment

1990 Pirate Radio New York International begins transmissions on
WWCR.

1990 Radio Berlin International's final transmission final song is 'The
End' by the Doors. It had links to Deutsche Welles of West
Germany.

Links

Links

1990 Radio Kuwait goes off the air, due to the Iraqi invasion. Links

1992 RFC 1313, Today's Programming for KRFC AM 1313, Internet Talk Links
Radio.

1992 Britain's Radio Authority licenses Virgin and TV-AM radio licenses. Links

1993 Internet Talk Radio begins broadcasting

1994 Radio stations start rebroadcasting round the clock on the
Internet.

Links

Links

1995 Radio HK, the first commercial 24 hour, Internet-only, radio station Links
starts broadcasting.

1996 Radio Canada International's final shortwave broadcast. Links
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Radio Broadcasting (1873-)
The transmission of sound via radio waves.

Introduction
When Marconi made the first radio transmissions across the Atlantic in1901, he began
a broadcasting tradition that is still with us today. The early AM (amplitude modulated)
transmissions have now largely been replaced by higher quality FM (frequency
modulated) signals.

Digital transmissions have now begun, using the conventional medium of the air, as
well as over such mediums as cable, satellite and the Internet.

Timeline
1873

1883

1887

1890

1894

12 Dec 1901

James Clerk Maxwell states that light is an electromagnetic
phenomenon and predicts radio waves.

George Fitzgerald develops the theory of radio transmission.

Heinrich Hertz discovers transmission, reception and
reflection of electromagnetic radio waves.

In France, Branly's coherer conducts radio waves.

Heinrich Hertz staes that radio waves travel at speed of light and
can be refracted and polarised.

Guglielmo Marconi makes the first transatlantic radio
transmission from Cronwall in England to Newfoundland in
the USA.

1902 US Navy installs radio telephones aboard ships.

1904 Physicist Sir John Ambrose Flemming (1849-1945) invents the
diode valve and rectifier which improves radio communication.

1904 Marconi Co establishes uCQD" as the first international radio

distress signal.

1906 Dunwoody and Pickard build a crystal-and-cafs-whisker radio.

1906 Dr Lee DeForest demonstrates his radio tube.

1906 International Radio Telecommunications Corn adopts 'SOS' as

new call for help.

1906 Reginald A Fessenden became the first to broadcast music over

radio (Mass, USA),

1907 DeForest begins regular radio music broadcasts.

1908 Wireless Radio Broadcasting is patented by Nathan B
Stubblefield.

1909 Radio distress signal saves 1700 lives after ships collide.
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1909 The first broadcast talk. The subject was women's suffrage. Links

1909 Einar Dessau of Denmark makes the first radio ham broadcast.

Dec 1912 Douglas Mawson must begin his lone trek across George V Land Links
back to his base at Commonwealth Bay. Mawson's two
companions had died and despite the tragedy, he makes it home.
A new section of coast is discovered and radio is used for the first
time in Antarctica.

1912 The US passes a law to control radio stations. Links

1912 Feedback and heterodyne systems usher in modern radio. Links

1914 A better triode vacuum tube improves radio reception. Links

1914 Radio message is sent to an aeroplane. Ln ..Ks

1915 Wireless radio service connects USA and Japan. Links

1915 The first transatlantic radiotelephone message, Arlington, Va to Links
Paris.

1919 Shortwave radio is invented. Links

1920 The first US commercial radio, 8MK (WWJ), Detroit began daily Links
broadcasting.

1921 Quartz crystals are introduced to keep radio signals from
wandering from their pre-set frequency.

1922 BBC begins domestic radio service from 2L0 at Marconi House. Links

1922 Radio Moscow begins transmitting. Its output is 12 KW and the Links
most powerful station of the time.

Links

1923 The first radio telegraph message from Netherlands to Dutch East Links
Indies.

1923 The first transatlantic radio broadcast of a voice, Pittsburgh to Links
Manchester.

1923 The first radio transmission of a US Presidential address is Links
broadcast by President Calvin Coolidge.

1923 US President Harding is the first US President to use radio, Links
dedicating the Francis Scott Key memorial in Baltimore.

1923 First US radio network is established by AT&T. Links

1924 'The Eveready Hour' is the first sponsored radio program in the Links
US..

1924 By this year there are two and a half million radio sets in the US. Links

1924 Sokolnicheskaya Radio begins broadcasting from Moscow. Links

1924 The first US coast-to-coast radio hookup General John Joseph Links

Carty speech in Chicago.

1924 The first photo facsimile transmitted across Atlantic by radio. Links

1924 The first US political convention broadcast on radio-Republicans at Links

Cleveland.

11 1925 Commercial picture facsimile radio service is introduced across the Links

US.

1925 US President Coolidge's inauguration is broadcast live on 21 US Links
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radio stations.

1926 Commercial picture facsimile radio service begins across the Links
Atlantic. 

1926 The automatic volume control is introduced on radios. Links

1926 National Broadcasting Co (NBC) is created by the Radio Links
Corporation of America.

1926 The first check sent by radio facsimile transmission across the Links
Atlantic.

1927 NBC begins two radio networks, CBS is formed. Links

1927 US Radio Act declares public ownership of the airwaves. Links

1927 'Grand Ole °pry' makes its first radio broadcast, in Nashville, Links

Tennasee.

1927 US President Coolidge creates Federal Radio Commission, the Links 

predecessor of the FCC.

1928 Algemeene Vereeniging Radio Omroep (AVRO) begins

broadcasting in the Netherlands.

1928 Radio Service Bulletin lists radio stations call signs that are to be Links

changed to conform with international standards.

1928 The first radio telephone connection between Netherlands and the Links 
USA.

1929 The car radio is introduced. 011S5

1930 The first round-the-world radio broadcast from Schenectady, New Links
York.

1930 The first US radio broadcast from a ship at sea. Links

1931 New York's Metropolitan Opera broadcasts an entire opera over Links
radio.

1932 Jack Benny debuts on radio. Links

1932 Radio City Music Hall opens in New York city. Links

1932 The first US radio broadcast from a moving train by Belle Baker, Links
WABC, from Maryland.

1933 Radio Clube de Mocambique's, first radio transmission.

1934 BY this year, half of the homes in the US have radios. 

Links

Links

1934 Mutual Radio Network begins operations. Links

1934 Netherlands Indies BC Ltd begain radio transmission from Links
Indonesia.

1935 Nielsen's Audimeter is used to track radio audiences. Links 

1935 The first radio tube made of metal announced, Schenectady, New Links 
York.

1936 Radio used for first time for a US presidential campaign. Links

1936 The first parliamentary debate on New Zealand radio. Links

1937 Governor Wouters innaug rates the radio station on the Dutch Linka
Antilles.
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1937 Soap Opera "Guiding Light" premieres on NBC radio. Links

1938 Radio drama 'War of the Worlds' causes national panic in the Links
USA.

1938 Radio quiz show 'Information Please!' debuts on NBC Blue Links
Network.

1939 Radio Australia begins overseas short-wave service. Links

1939 Radio NY Worldwide, WRUL, begins radio transmisions. Links

1940 Dutch Queen Wilhelmina speaks on BBC radio. Links

1940 The first $64 Question, 'Take It or Leave It', on CBS Radio. Links 

1940 US FCC hears the first transmission of FM radio with a clear, Links

static-free signal.

1941 Max BlokzijI begins Nazi propaganda on Dutch radio. Links

1941 Queen Wilhelmina on Radio Orange warns against treason. Links

1941 The first US commercial FM radio station goes on the air, Nashville Links

Tennasee.

1942 Canadian Broadcasting Corporation authorized for radio service. Links 

1942 Pro-British Clandestine Radio Diego Suarez's final transmission. Links 

1942 Radio Orange calls for March 1 day of prayer in the Dutch Indies. Links

1942 Radio Orange calls to defy order to wear 'Jewish star'. Links

1943 the 'Archie' comic strip is first broadcast on radio. Links 

1943 Anti-nazi Clandestine Radio Soldatsender Calais begins
transmitting.

1943 Blue Ribbon Town with Groucho Marx is first heard on CBS Radio. Links 

1943 Clandestine Radio Atlantiksender, Germany, begins its first
transmissions.

Liniss

1943 Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore premiere on radio. Links

1943 Singer Frank Sinatra debuts on radio's 'Your Hit Parade'.

1945 Clandestine Radio 1212, after broadcasting pro-nazi propoganda Links 
for months used their influence to trap 350,000 German army 
group B troops.

1945 Premier Gerbrandy on Radio Orange tells Dutch they are liberated. Links

1945 Radio Budapest, Hungary re-enters shortwave broadcasting after Links
WWII

1945 Radio Orange ends cooperation at Liese-Aktion. Links

1945 William Joyce (Lord Haw-Haw) British war radio traitor is charged Links
with treason.

1946 Automobile radio telephones connect to the US telephone network. Links
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1948 Facsimile high-speed radio transmission is demonstrated in Links
Washington DC. 

1948 Israeli Radio Station Kol Yisrael's first broadcast. Links

1948 Radio Denmark begins transmitting. Links

1948 The first radio-controlled airplane flown. tinks

1948 Transistor as a substitute for Radio tubes announced by Bell Links
Labs.

1949 Dragnet is first broadcast on radio on KF1 in Los Angeles. Links

1952 Sony offers a miniature transistor radio.Dica

1954 Radio sets in the world now outnumber daily newspapers. Links

1954 Transistor radios are sold commercially. Links

1955 The first radio facsimile transmission sent across the continent. Links

1957 Pope Pius XII encyclical On motion pictures, radio, TV. Links

1957 Vatican Radio begins broadcasting. Links

1958 US Cable carries FM radio stations. tinks

1958 Fidel Castro makes a speech on Cuban pirate radio Rebelde. Links 

1958 Greek Clandestine Burasi Bizim Radio, Voice of Truth first Link_s

transmission. It had a communist alignment.

1959 Farthest man made radio signal heard from Pioneer IV at 400,000 Links
miles.

1960 A US balloon in orbit reflects radio signals to Earth (Echo I). Links

1961 FCC approves FM stereo broadcasting which accelerates its Links
development.

1962 The Beatles made their broadcasting debut on BBC radio.

1962 Oscar 2, an amateur radio satellite, is launched into Earth orbit. Links

1964 The first true Pirate Radio station, Radio Caroline (England) came Links
on-air.

1966 Pirate Radio 390 (Radio lnvicata) off England, resumes
transmitting.

Links

1966 Pirate Radio Scotland changes name to Radio Ireland. Links

1966 Pirate Radio Station 390 (Radio lnvicta) closes down. It reopens on Links
31 December.

1966 Radio Free Asia (South Korea) begins radio transmission. Links

1966 Radio RSA, South Africa begins shortwave transmissions. Links

1967 Britain's Marine Offense Bill making pirate radio stations a crime Links
goes into effect, pirate station Radio 355 closes down.

1967 British pirate radio station Radio 355 goes off the air. Links
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'Hear-and-See Radio' in the World of Tomorrow: RCA and the presentation of television at the
World's Fair, 1939-1940.(Radio Corporation of America)

Historical Journal of Film,  Radio and Television, Oct, 2001, by Ron Becker

When the 1939 New York World's Fair opened, the Radio Corporation of America (RCA), the National

Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) and the newly emerging technology of television were there. NBC officially
inaugurated the nation's first regular television service on 30 April with its live coverage of the opening

ceremonies direct from the fairgrounds in Flushing Meadows. Panoramic shots of the Fair's symbols, the
Trylon and Perisphere, transduced into electronic signals by NBC's recently acquired mobile television units,

were sent eight miles via radio waves to the NBC antenna atop the Empire State Building which, in turn,

'sprayed' the images across a 50-mile radius [1]. Viewers watching on the estimated 200 television sets

scattered around the New York area could see gathering crowds, the opening parade, and an address by

President Frauklin Roosevelt. Meanwhile, fairgoers anxious to avoid a chilly breeze or the jostling spectators

could have gone to RCA's World's Fair Building located just yards away from the parade route and observed

the same events on one of the nine RCA-built receivers on display in the lobby. Over the subsequent weeks

and months, hundreds of thousands of fairgoers would stream through the RCA Building, gaze at carefully

designed television exhibits, watch live TV broadcasts, and listen to RCA spokespeople extol the virtues of

'hear-and-see radio' [2] and of the corporation whose research efforts and dollars, it seems, made it all

possible.

While most broadcasting histories identify television's debut at the Fair as a noteworthy if oddly-placed

milepost in (the initial, if tentative and ill-timed, baby step toward) the development of commercial television,

no account fully explains how television was presented to the public in specific exhibits nor adequately

situates TV's debut within the wider contexts of industry competition, government regulation, or the World's

Fair itself [3] This article describes the incorporation of television into various exhibits around the Fair,

paying particular attention to the efforts of RCA.

The New York World's Fair of 1939 offered the Radio Corporation of America an invaluable opportunity to

announce the long-awaited arrival of television and, in doing so, establish itself as the preeminent force in

building television's future. The World's Fair promoted a vision of a not-so-distant future in which new

technology, provided by industry and guided by social ideals, would lead to a better society where

consumerism and democracy triumphed. [4] Companies like RCA, anxious to promote both themselves and

their consumer products, wrapped their exhibits in public relations rhetoric which worked hard to convince

visitors that corporations were not simply profit-hungry businesses that sold consumer goods, but rather vital

components of a democratic society that provided the tools needed to build a better tomorrow. Such lofty

rhetoric, as we will see, served RCA and NBC particularly well in the late 1930s--a period during which they
faced FCC investigations into monopolistic practices, competed with others in the television standards battles,
and waited impatiently for an FCC green light on the commercialization of television broadcasting.

Building the 'World of Tomorrow' Today

At the New York World's Fair of 1939, the objectives of its planners and its corporate participants dovetailed
considerably. The Fair's organizers, particularly those involved in developing the event's overarching theme,

1
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believed that the Fair could be a powerful force of social change. Grover Whalen, the Fair's president,
announced that the Fair was 'determined to exert a social force and to launch a needed message' [5]. In the
eyes of its planners, the Fair was to offer an antidote to the anxieties caused by the Great Depression and by
the rise of fascist and communist threats to democratic principles [6]. More specifically, the Fair, with its
theme 'Building the World of Tomorrow,' presented a vision of what its planners believed to be an attainable
future in which technological advances, consumerism, and social planning would lead to a 'promised land of
material abundance' [7].

Attuned to the principles of the corporate system, the Fair's organizers stressed what the Official Guide Book
called 'the interdependence of man on man' [8]. In modern industrialized societies with national economies,
large-scale industries and mass-produced goods, people were (Fair's organizers explained) living within an
increasingly extensive network of dependent relationships. A focal exhibit for the Production and Distribution
Zone, for example, graphically illustrated how the action of a woman powdering her nose initiated a complex
web of activities involving 'great and small industries and an army of workers in mine, factory, warehouse,
office and store, and on railroads, steamships, trucks, and delivery wagons' [9]. Similarly, the
Communications Building's focal exhibit that presented 'the story of man's progress in communications from
the sign language of the earliest ages to the modem marvel of television' stressed the 'socializing and
humanizing force' of communication networks and their role in 1 inking 'man to man'. According to an
inscription on one wall of the exhibit hall, 'Modern means of communication span continents, bridge oceans,
annihilate time and space ... They offer all men the wisdom of the ages to free them from tyrannies and
establish co-operation among the peoples of the Earth' [10]. The emergence of such interdependence and the
technological advancements that propelled it, these exhibits claimed, were responsible for the average
American's improved standard of living, and the expansion of such networks would produce ever increasing
levels of peace, prosperity and leisure in the not-so-distant future.

The importance of the consumer in the production and distribution focal exhibit was also symptomatic of the
Fair and of its planner's objectives. Organizers claimed that, unlike earlier international expositions which had
celebrated the marvels of industry and the means of production, the New York World's Fair was to be a
'consumer's fair.' The consumer and the promotion of consumption played key roles in plans for 'Building the
World of Tomorrow', especially in overcoming the economic problems of the Depression and the rise of
communism and fascism in Europe. By the end of the 1930s, many realized that mass production demanded
mass consumption [11]. According to the Fair, however, there was no need for systemic social, political or
economic changes. Instead, technological innovations, transformed into useful consumer products and

implemented by social planners, would create the broad distribution of wealth and a culture of abundance in
which everyone would have ample purchasing power and leisure time to cons ume [12]. Fair organizers, thus,
encouraged the design of exhibits that addressed visitors as consumers and that engaged their interests by
explaining the processes behind production practices and by illustrating the practical applications of scientific
innovations [13]. Consequendy, focal exhibits and many corporate displays de-emphasized the scientific
principles behind new technologies in order to illustrate how science was being transformed into products
which would improve the visitor's life and lead to a better society [14].

Although its theme looked forward to a utopian world of tomorrow, the Fair told visitors that they could and
should start building that world today. The Official Guide Book, for example, advised its readers: 'Here are
the materials, ideas, and forces at work in our world. Here are the best tools that are available to you; they are
the tools with which you and your fellow men can build the World of Tomorrow' [15]. Democracity, a
detailed diorama and light show featuring an imagined 'City of Tomorrow', served as the ultimate expression
of the Fair's official message. Visitors gazed down upon the skyscrapers, satellite towns, broad highways, and
open countryside that supposedly would define the American landscape of the future. As the show neared its
end, the lights dimmed, night fell on Democracity, and a chorus sang the Fair's theme song: 'We're the rising
tide coming from far and wide/Marching side by side on our way,/For a brave new world,/Tomorrow's

2
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world,/That we shall build today' [16]. At the show's clim ax, a burst light flashed, the music stopped, and
visitors found themselves at the dawn of a new day. Leaving the exhibit with the words of the chorus still
ringing in the ears and the image of a new day's light shining in their eyes, fairgoers descended a long curving
ramp from which they had a perfect view of the fairgrounds. Here, in the Fair's focal exhibits and corporate-
sponsored buildings, Fair organizers claimed, awaited 'the best of the tools available ... today' to build that
tomorrow [17].

The vision of the future advocated by the Fair's official theme, then, was clearly corporate-friendly. While the
focal exhibits themselves did privilege the role of the social planner, fair organizers were anxious to involve
corporations in their plans for building the future. Although many on the Fair's various steering committees
were urban planners, architects, social critics, and industrial designers, the Fair's founders were businessmen
who developed the Fair as a way to draw business to Depression-weary New York and as a business venture
in and of itself They realized from the beginning that the enthusiastic participation and investment of
corporations would be essential to the development of a profitable world's fair and worked hard to attract their
involvement. In a bulletin sent to prospective exhibitors, for example, Grover Whalen emphasized the
important role corporate participants would play in New York's 'consumer's fair':

We of the Fair Corporation believe that business and industry possess today most of the implements and

materials necessary to fabricate a new World of Tomorrow. We believe that what are needed at present are

not so much new inventions and new products as new and improved ways of utilizing existing inventions and
existing products [18].

Whalen tried to impress companies with the unprecedented promotional possibilities of the Fair, claiming that
it offered business and industry 'a great opportunity--an opportunity to construct their own World of

Tomorrow' [19]. Participation in the Fair was sold not as simply an expenditure but rather an investment that

would surely pay off in the long run [20].

The Fair's public relations opportunities were particularly appealing to many companies at the end of the

1930s. Faced with New Deal legislation, increased labor tensions, and a public dissatisfied with the role of

big business in the Depression's economic crisis, corporations paid more and more attention to conducting

solid public relations [21]. Articles in business magazines like Fortune advised companies that it was no
longer enough to offer customers products at a decent price; a business also needed to convince the consumer
that it was also 'fulfilling what he regards as its social obligation' [22]. Thus, companies initiated industrial
advertising campaigns that tried to demonstrate to the public how the efforts of big business actually

'contributed to the advancement of the American standard of living' [23]. General Electric's national campaign
at the time with its slogan, 'More goods for more people at less cost', for example, stressed the contribution its
corporate-backed research efforts and consume r products made to the social good.

The public relation campaigns of many companies dovetailed nicely with the lofty rhetoric of the Fair's
'World of Tomorrow' theme. The Fair-of-the-Future committee faced little resistance in suggesting that 'Both
the Fair and industry [would] be best served if industry adopt[ed] the strategy of emphasizing its place as a
servant of man and demonstrate [d] that it serves itself best by serving civilization' [24]. Corporations like
GM, Du Pont, Heinz, and GE spent millions of dollars designing exhibition buildings that avoided a hard-sell
approach by draping their corporate identities and products in the mantel of social responsibility that came
along with 'Building the World of Tomorrow'. Visitors, for example, could see Bordens"Dairy World of
Tomorrow', in which milk production and husbandry were automated and sanitized through conveyor belts

and mechanical milking machines [25]. Ford's 'Road of Tomorrow' displayed elevated highways that promised

to make travel faster and safer [26]. A General Electric ad for its exhibit succinctly expressed the way
corporate exhibitors used the Fair's ideological message to link their products and themselves to a better

'World of Tomorrow':

3
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We invite you to see these and other features of the G-E exhibits ... not only because they are entertaining and
spectacular, but because they reveal the secret of America's progress. They show how American industry, by
developing new products, improving them, and learning to make them inexpensive, has made it possible for
millions of people to have more of the good things of life [27].

Similarly, an ad by Sealtest for its World's Fair exhibit addressed the connection between attaining a better
tomorrow with the technological tools of today as it informed the reader, 'You will see how Sealtest builds to
a healthier, happier tomorrow by making life safer, today' [28]. Such ads and exhibits led Fortune magazine to
dub the Fair 'that great free-for-all of industrial public relations' [29].

More than any other building, General Motors' Futurama best exemplified corporate exhibitors' attempts to
capitalize on the Fair's social message for public relations gain. By far the Fair's most popular and expensive
attraction, GM's Futurama, with what was, at the time, the largest diorama ever built, transported fairgoers to
the future and presented them with a 16-minute bird's eye view of 1960 America as envisioned by GM's
industrial designer. Visitors, seated on moving chairs, experienced the sensation of traveling hundreds of
miles across the landscape. Below, they saw animated towns, cities, rivers, fields, and forests. GM's narrator
drew the visitors' attention to the superhighways, speed lanes, multi-decked bridges and to the 50,000 scale-
model automobiles which not only crisscrossed the countryside but also demonstrated how 'by multiplying the
usefulness of the motor car, the industry's contributions toward prosperity and a better standard of living for
all [would be] tremendously enhanced' [30]. Th is world laid out before them, the narrator informed the
spectators, would come not only as the result of 'new concepts in science and research', but also by 'a new
understanding of the true function of industry as an integral part of the nation's social and economic life' [31].
At the end of the ride, as the moving chairs descended for a close-up view of GM's idea of a typical 1960
street intersection, the narrator announced: 'In a moment we will arrive on this very street intersection--to
become part of this selfsame scene in the World of Tomorrow--in the wonder world of 1960-1939 is twenty
years ago! All eyes to the future!' [32]. Upon exiting the exhibit, fairgoers found themselves within a full-
scale reproduction of that street corner of the future, complete with elevated sidewalks, pedestrian bridges,
and 1939-model GM cars and trucks.

Typical of the public relations soft sell that dominated Fair exhibits, Futurama did not so much sell GM
products as as promote a vision of a prosperous tomorrow shaped by networks of high-speed super highways
which just happened to make GM cars seemingly indispensable [33]. The smog-free, slum-free order of
Futurama's world presented an appealing, if idealized, alternative to Depression-era cities. By providing the
materials and imagination that could help forge that future, GM tried to sell itself as a civic-minded
corporation apparently more interested in promoting the social good than in generating profits. GM's vision of
the future, of course, didn't depend solely on its own products, but also on the construction of a federally-
funded interstate highway system--a project that would be paid for with the tax dollars of those same fairgoers
flying over GM's diorama. By linking its specific corporate goals with the Fair's utopian rhetoric, GM worked
hard to mobilize general support for itself, its vision of the future, and its products and thus exemplified
industrial public relations at the Fair.

Television and RCA Go to the Fair

By 1937, communications giant RCA had decided to participate in the World's Fair and on 21 June 1938,
began construction of the 60,000 square foot RCA Building. Designed to resemble a giant radio tube, the
building housed exhibits from a variety of RCA's companies, including RCA Manufacturing, RCA
Communications, Radiomarine Corporation and the National Broadcasting Company [34].

Sarnoff appointed NBC President Lenox Lohr to oversee the corporation's presence at the Fair, capitalizing on
4
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Lohr's experience as an organizer of Chicago's Century of Progress Exposition. In tune with the perspective of

many corporate exhibitors and the Fair's organizers, Lohr informed RCA's World's Fair Committee that it
couldn't successfully develop a hard-sell approach at the Fair but rather should focus on executing an

'industrial sales job' [35]. Consequently, RCA's exhibits weren't intended to push specific products per se but

to build good will and name recognition among the corporation's various constituencies. In a lengthy memo to
Samoff, Lohr explained that RCA's exhibits were designed

[a] to present to the ultimate consumer, in the most entertaining visual manner, company products, aims, and
purposes;

[b] to consolidate dealer, distributor, and sales organizations;

[c] to personalize their industries to consumers, stockholders, and their own employees;

[d] to propagandize subtly their problems with the government [36].

RCA's goal, then, was to present the public, widely defined, with 'all of the products and services of the RCA
companies' [37].

In line with the Fair organizers' emphasis on addressing average consumers not specialized experts, RCA

filled its building with exhibits that would not only capture visitors' attention amid the din of the crowded
fairgrounds but also demonstrate the practical and beneficial uses of RCA research and products to the
average citizen. As Lohr put it, RCA developed exhibits 'with the accent on showmanship' [38]. Exhibits
proposed in the earliest planning stages, for example, included microwave circuits and transmitters that would
allow visitors to talk to each other across the room, a magic singing fountain operated by a beam of light that
could play the NBC chimes, and a miniature high-voltage smoke dispeller [39].

A number of exhibits featured radio technology, RCA's primary product, in a broad range of applications that
were intended to highlight RCA's contributions to advancing the social good. In the garden just outside the
building, for example, visitors could tour a floating yacht designed to demonstrate marine radio technology,
while inside, an animated diorama featured RCA-built radio technology as the indispensable tool that helps

save the lives of those aboard a sinking ship. Other exhibits illustrated how radio technology worked to link

people around the globe by making air travel safe and providing the most effective means of communication.

The centerpiece of RCA's exhibit, however, was television. From the earliest planning stages to the opening
day ceremony, RCA's presence at the World's Fair was carefully staged to serve as television's debut for
NBC's regular service, the Feberal Communications Commision (FCC) and the public [40]. Since 1935, RCA

had been looking to move television technology 'out of the laboratory and into the field' [41]. In subsequent

years it expanded its attempt to refine transmission and reception quality in the laboratory, intensified

experimental broadcasts from the NBC tower atop the Empire State Building, and started remote shooting

experiments with its telemobile unit. By 1939, RCA, having spent nearly $10 million on television, was

anxious to start earning a return on its investment, and the Fair seemed to promise a wealth of opportunities.

RCA tried to exploit its presence at the World's Fair in order to advance its public image, gain valuable

experience in television broadcasting, and obtain an advantageous pos ition vis-a-vis both its competitors and

the FCC.

Like many corporations in the 1930s, RCA felt the heat of government regulation and a suspicion of big

business. In 1938, amid the antitrust push of the second New Deal, the FCC initiated an investigation into

possible monopolistic practices in network radio--an investigation that would continue until 1941. The chain
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broadcasting investigations clearly threatened NBC, who, with two national radio networks, had as much to

lose by stricter government regulations as any one in the industry. At the same time RCA finalized plans for

its exhibit at the Fair, David Sarnoff, RCA President and Chairman of NBC, appeared before the FCC to
explain its network practices. In defending NBC's position in the industry, Sarnoff referred to RCA's
pioneering work in television. RCA had spent millions of dollars advancing television to a usable state,
Sarnoff argued, yet was ready to share its technology with others in the industry. Only a large-scale
corporation like RCA, Sarnoff claimed, could marshal the resources need to deve lop such costly, yet socially
beneficial, services [42]. RCA's presentation of television at the Fair worked to reinforce such claims, and
internal memos suggest that those involved in designing the exhibits believed RCA's World's Fair presence
could influence government perceptions of the corporation and hopefully its regulatory decisions [43].

At the time, RCA also faced challenges more directly related to television. Throughout the 1930s, a number of
companies had rushed to develop the technology that would become the standard for television service in the
United States. By 1939, anxious to move ahead with commercial television, a number of key players in the
race, led by RCA, formed the Radio Manufacturers Association. Settling upon certain technical standards for
television transmission, the RMA urged the FCC to approve them and open the door for commercial service
[44]. The FCC, however, believed it was too early to set standards or to commence commercial broadcasting,
fearing such moves would retard any future refinement in the technical quality of television or might lead

consumers to purchase receivers which could quickly become obsolete if technical advances were made.

Although the FCC refused to give the official go-ahead for commercial television, a number of companies

began marketing sets in the hope of gaining the advantage for when the green light was finally given. Thus,

RCA found itself jostling with a number of competitors, including Philco, General Electric, Westinghouse,
and Du Mont for leadership in the newly emerging television industry.

RCA's objectives for television's advancement were also threatened by the emergence of FM radio. Although
instrumental in Edwin Armstrong's early development of frequency modulation technology, RCA abandoned

Armstrong's invention in 1935, allegedly because Sarnoff considered it a threat to television. Armstrong,
however, struck out on his own and by the late 1930s was asking the FCC for valuable frequency allocations
for FM stations. At the same time, RCA and others working in television were anxiously applying for the
same limited spectrum space, escalating to a full-scale battle between the two newly emerging

communications systems.

Amid such struggles, RCA demonstrated the marvel of television for fairgoers and inaugurated the nation's
first regular broadcast service at the opening of the World's Fair. On 21 October 1938, David Sarnoff, in an
address to the Radio Manufactures' Association, had declared that NBC would commence regular
broadcasting on 30 April 1939, in conjunction with the opening of the exposition and that RCA would
simultaneously begin marketing sets for home use [45]. By the time the Fair opened, Sarnoff promised, NBC
would be providing at least 2 hours of programming per week. According to Sarnoff, RCA was 'convinced
that experimental research [had] reached a point where a practical image receiver [could] be offered to the
public without fears of it soon becoming obsolete' [46]. RCA's efforts at the Fair clearly were a bid not only to
stimulate public interest in its products and advance its corporate image, but also to encourage or even force
FCC action to approve commercial television.

RCA's presence at the Fair also gave the company a significant advantage over its competitors. Although
RCA's sets were joined on store shelves by several other brands, the only companies besides RCA able to
promote their work in television at the Fair were Westinghouse and GE. Smaller firms like Philco and
DuMont were nowhere to be found amid the elaborate and costly corporate buildings dominating the
fairgrounds [47]. This advantage afforded RCA a valuable public relations opportunity--one they were keenly
aware of. Lenox Lohr, NBC president and head of RCA's World's Fair Committee, for example, told Samoff

that RCA's exhibit offered them the perfect chance to
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educate important leaders from all parts of the country and from all walks of life to think of television as an

RCA-NBC product and to cement in their minds the thought that we are the pioneers in this new field of

endeavor. In other words, to make television practically a trade name for RCA-NBC [48].

RCA, then, worked hard to capitalize upon its participation in the Fair, carefully planning the exhibit and

exploiting every possible angle to get the most out of television's 1939 debut. Along side GM's
superhighways, Borden's electrified dairy farms, and Du Pont's high-tech plastics, the new tecbnology of

'hear-and-see radio' was brought to the public (courtesy of RCA) as an integral part of the World of
Tomorrow'.

Plans for how to best present television to the public were carefully developed and revised. The earliest

designs included a set up in which visitors would be recorded by a television camera and could then watch

their images instantly transmitted to nearby receivers [49]. Initial plans also included the installation of

television sets in small viewing rooms 'so as to demonstrate, as nearly as possible under World's fair

conditions, the normal situations of television in the home' [50]. Aware that General Electric and

Westinghouse would also be incorporating television into their exhibits, the RCA Fair Committee concluded

that 'it was essential that [RCA's] receivers be of the best and latest type' and ordered RCA's manufacturing

division to start making receivers with 15 to 18 inch tubes. Committee members also stressed that at least one

projection tube be included in the exhibit [51].

The constraints of early television technology, however, led to two major problems. First, a key objective for

the demonstration was to expose as many fairgoers as possible to the new technology. Both the size of the

television screens and of the small, living-room-like viewing rooms, however, greatly limited the number of

people who could see each demonstration. Designers initially decided to simply increase the number of

demonstrations per hour. In December 1938, however, the RCA Fair Committee decided 'to expand the

television exhibit to meet possible competition in view of the present activities' [52]. As General Electric and

Westinghouse increased the role of television in their exhibits, RCA felt it vital to maintain their preeminence

in the demonstration of television. Consequently, they rearranged the interior of the building and turned the

small viewing rooms into one large hall. Once the Fair opened more than 50,000 fairgoers a week could watch

a 10-minute TV show on 12 9X12 inch receivers. Visitors to the RCA building could also see the technical

story of television's development in various displays such as a television laboratory, a camera set-up with a

model transmitter, a laboratory type television receiver, and a glass-encased receiver that revealed the inner

workings of the new technology [53]. In a manner typical of exhibits at the consumer's fair, RCA also made

sure to demonstrate what it envisioned television's practical uses to be. In place of the small viewing rooms,

RCA presented visitors with a full-scale model radio living room of today side by side with a radio living

room of tomorrow designed to illustrate the most efficient use of television in the home [54].

RCA's second problem involved the programming needed to demonstrate its receivers. In the preliminary

plans, RCA hoped to rely primarily on programming from its Radio City studio (sent to an on-site tower

located just outside the RCA Building via the antenna atop the Empire State Building). Engineers, however,

couldn't predict the effect local noise from devices in nearby exhibits might have on television signals.

Consequently, they constructed a small building on an isolated corner of the RCA lot at the Fair to house a 16
mm film projector and a small, local transmitter that would feed receivers in the exhibit with filmed

programming. While they hoped that this arrangement would provide a clear signal over the air, even under
the worst conditions, they also laid a cable connection to guarantee a clear signal [55]. The film was planned
to run about 10 minutes and be comprised of newsreel footage edited semi-weekly and introduced with a
'leader' that welcomed the visitor to the RCA exhibit. Again, in line with the consumer-fair approach that
aimed to entertain while promoting specific uses for TV in the 'World of Tomorrow', Lohr claimed that this
strategy would have the advantage of 'simulating the program service which promises to have the greatest
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appeal-that of showing the drama of current events'. Further, by editing the newsreels to only the best topics
presented in 10 minutes, the number of demonstrations per hour could be maximized [56].

When the Fair opened, RCA broadcast programming to its demonstration sets every day between 11 am and 9
pm, relying on three programming sources. Of the 311 hours broadcast in the Fair's first month, 114 hours
consisted of the filmed newsreels transmitted from the outbuilding. Another 136 hours originated from the
Radio City studios and the remaining 61 hours came from NBC's roving telemobile units which provided live
programming by conducting on-the-street interviews with fairgoers, covering special events at the Fair, and
touring other exhibits [57]. When they weren't scouring the grounds, the telemobile units were to be parked in
front of the RCA's Building, making it easy to send the electronic feed via cable and hopefully drawing a
crowd of curious onlookers-'an important item in the competition for interest at the world's fair' [58].

RCA's exhibit was far from the only one to include 'hear-and-see radio'. Television, of course, was
prominently featured in the Communications focal exhibit. Meanwhile, visitors to the Hall of Pharmacy's
futuristic Drug Store of Tomorrow display could see a television-telephone booth alongside a streamlined
'Soda Fountain of the Future' [59]. At the General Electric Building, visitors got a first-hand view of television
production work. Just off the main lobby, GE built a television studio where, as crowds looked on through
glass walls, one fairgoer, plucked out of the audience, was interviewed in front of the cameras. The interview
was immediately transmitted across the lobby to a row of monitors on the opposite wall as friends and
onlookers rushed to see their companion's image live on TV. The Westinghouse Building followed a similar
formula. Such demonstrations by GE and Westinghouse, as well as RCA's man-on-the-street remote
interviews, resembled many other exhibits at the Fair which worked hard to incorp orate the crowd as an
integral part of the exhibit [60]. AT&T, for example, randomly selected visitors who could use display
telephones to make free long-distance calls anywhere in the country; meanwhile, hundreds of fairgoers
eavesdropped on the conversations. Consistent with the consumer's-fair approach, the technology of television
wasn't the only thing on display; the public's use and enjoyment of it were featured as well. Such design
strategies clearly had advantages to companies trying to promote their products not just as technological
marvels but also as appealing consumer goods. At the same time, the demonstrations offered viewers glimpses
of television's interactive capabilities-qualities which, years later under network control, would rarely, if ever,
be experienced by consumers.

As far as RCA was concerned, however, television wasn't simply on display at the Fair; it also covered it, and
its various telecasts from the fairgrounds provided valuable experience for its engineers and publicity for the
company. On 17 November NBC, in the first experimental broadcast from the Fair, covered a celebration for
the arrival of 1,000,000 tulips from The Netherlands [61]. On 27 February the fairgrounds served as the site of
the first experimental broadcast of a commercial radio program as NBC cameras transmitted the images of
Amos n' Andy stars Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll [62]. The final broadcast before the official opening
of the World's Fair took place on 20 April at the dedication ceremony for the RCA World's Fair Building.
After a few introductory remarks by an announcer at the Radio City studio, the program cut to the
fairgrounds. As the radio 'eye' scanned down the Avenue of Patriots, viewers watching at Radio City and
those few perhaps watching at home saw scores of workers lining the streets eating lunch with the Fair's
landmarks-the Trylon and Perisphere- in the background. The program cut to the RCA garden where Lohr, -
Sarnoff and others addressed a crowd of 100 guests [631. At the conclusion of the program, NBC returned to
the Radio City studio and coverage of a boxing match. Such experiments also served as valuable publicity
stunts, and the press took great interest in them. Stories in The New York Times, for example, nearly always
included a photograph of the image just as it appeared on television screens and often reminded readers that
NBC would be starting regular television service in conjunction with the opening of the Fair.

On 30 April television finally made its official debut with its 3-hour coverage of the opening ceremonies for
the Fair [64]. At 12:30pm an estimated 1000 people were watching as far as 50 miles away on the 100 or so
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sets in New York area homes, eight miles away at RCA's Radio City facilities, and just a few hundred yards
away on the 12 television receivers set up in the RCA Building. The 'electronic eye' of the NBC television
cameras opened the program with a shot of the Trylon and Perisphere. Sweeping across the Court of Peace,
the cameras provided a panoramic view of the gathering crowd, flags, fountains, and, eventually, the parade
and ceremonies. NBC covered the event with one camera situated some distance from the central platform and
grandstand where most of the ceremony took place. The procession ended with the arrival of a number of
dignitaries including New York Major La Guardia, Grover Whalen, and President Roosevelt. After a number
of speeches and ceremonial events, the telecast was over [65].

Bruce Crotty, the producer in charge of the mobile units, saw the event as yet another learning experience in
the young art of television broadcasting. Viewers complained that the camera was too far away from the
podium, making the images much too small; few of the notable guests, for example, could be identified. When
LaGuardia walked directly up to the camera as the procession of dignitaries walked by, however, viewers
watching at Radio City had no problem identifying him, and NBC engineers would later rate him 'the most
telegenic man in New York' [66]. The small television audience also complained about the static camera and
long takes, indicative of the fact that NBC used only one camera to cover the event. Engineers realized they

would need to use a number of cameras to provide the varied angles and close-ups required to create exciting
coverage [67]. Finally, some mention was made of white streaks marring the image which were attributed to

the instability of the metal platform on which the camera rested . At future events, NBC engineers learned, the
traditional facilities used by film newsreel crews would be insufficient and special platforms and locations
would need to be provided for television coverage [68]. In the end, however, Crotty believed that the program,

though far from perfect, was very successful, especially since it had been the first attempt at covering such a
huge outdoor event in America [69].

NBC's programming staff continued to capitalize on the Fair well after the opening ceremonies ended. Having

just inaugurated regular broadcast service, NBC suddenly needed entertaining material to fill its scheduled
hours, and the Fair's many carefully designed and visually exciting exhibits seemed to offer excellent material

for television shows. Consequently, NBC crews scoured the fairgrounds with the mobile units. Yet many of

the exhibits, especially those designed by business and industry, also offered valuable programming and

marketing lessons for NBC's young television department. Preparing for the advent of commercial

broadcasting, NBC realized that effectively selling sponsors' products on a visual medium like television

would require different tactics than had been developed for radio. At the same time, NBC was surrounded by

dozens of corporate exhibits all carefully designed to skillfully promote products and services through

visually and aurally entertaining displays like dioramas, murals, and stag ed skits. Lenox Lohr urged NBC's

television programming staff to seek out and learn from 'exhibits which [were] presented with subtle
merchandising and strong visual entertainment value'. Lohr referred specifically to Westinghouse's 'The Battle
of the Centuries'--a humorous theatrical show designed to promote the company's latest dishwashers [70].

Visitors watched as two housewives faced the chore of post-dinner clean-up in a skit that seemed to presage

both the domestic sitcom of the 1950s and the commercials that sponsored them. In one kitchen, a harried
woman, up to her neck in suds, frantically tried to wash an seemingly endless pile of dirty plates, dishes, and
glasses. Meanwhile, the woman in the other kitchen leisurely read a stack of magazines while her
Westinghouse dishwasher did all the work [71].

While NBC's television department explored ways of advancing TV programming [72], RCA worked hard to
exploit the public relations possibilities of the Fair by wrapping itself and its new product in the lofty rhetoric

of the Fair's theme. Like so many other goods and services on display, television wasn't simply just an abstract
scientific technology developed in laboratories nor just another consumer product. Instead, it was an essential

tool in the construction of the World of Tomorrow'. While GM invited people to see a world filled with
superhighways and automobiles, RCA presented fairgoers with its own glimpse into the future--one in which
everyone's living room was outfitted with an RCA-made TV set. Sarnoffs televised speech at the RCA
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Building's dedication ceremony vividly illustrates how RCA used the Fair's utopian rhetoric and growing fears
of war in Europe to promote its corporate image (amid FCC hearings and Depression-era anxieties) and its
product (on the eve of its public debut):

It is with a feeling of humbleness that I come to this moment of announcing the birth in this country of a new
art so important in its implications that it is bound to affect all of society. It is an art that shines like a torch in
a troubled world. It is a creative force which we must learn to utilize for the benefit of all mankind. This
miracle of engineering skill which one day will bring the world to the home also brings a new American
industry to serve man's material welfare. Television will become an important factor in American economic
life [73]:

Echoing Sarnoff, RCA's film, The Birth of an Industry, introduced television to fairgoers as 'a new service
whose purpose is constructive in a world where destruction is rampant' [74]. In a world defined by the
interdependence of man on man, television, it seems, would be indispensable.

Central to the Fair's message, however, was the conviction that the tools needed to build the utopian future
were available today, and RCA's presentation of television worked as well as any exhibit to bridge the gap
between today and tomorrow and to exploit the exciting idea that the future was already here [75]. Although
visitors to RCA's 'Living Room of Tomorrow' saw their homes reconfigured to include a working television
receiver, those very same fairgoers could drive downtown and purchase their own TV set from
Bloomingdale's or Macy's. Throughout the summer of 1939, as RCA worked hard to exploit the public's
attention on the Fair, the difference between fairgoers watching forward-looking demonstrations at RCA's
World's Fair Building and customers listing to sales pitches at Manhattan department store showrooms were
as blurred as the line between today and tomorrow. As consumers, visitors to the RCA exhibit could turn
tomorrow into today in a way that those seeing GM' Futurama or Democracity couldn't [76] .

Despite RCA's efforts, television's tomorrow wouldn't arrive until the end of the 1940s. In retrospect, RCA's
bid to propel television out of the laboratory and into America's living rooms appears ill-timed. The entry of
the United States into World War H turned both the government's and much of the industry's attention to the
war effort. At the same time, William Paley and CBS challenged the acceptance of RCA's black-and-white
system as the standard for commercial television, leading to more debate and more delays in FCC approval of
commercial television. While such forces helped thwart RCA's larger goal for the development of television,
we are left wondering whether its presence at the Fair achieved RCA's more focused goals: stimulating public
demand for television and immediately influencing FCC opinion.

Sources offer conflicting reports about people's reactions to television's debut at the Fair. One news report
claimed that the various television displays were so popular that they caused pedestrian traffic problems, and
GE claimed that many visitors, so impressed with the demonstrations, wanted to know where they could buy
their own sets and how much they cost [77]. Such reports support a 1940 survey of public reaction to
television conducted by the World's Fair which indicated that 'the cross-section of visitors interviewed were
100 per cent "in favor" of television as a new form of entertainment' [78]. Conducted by Barry Gordon, a
former newspaper correspondent, the questionnaire was given to a select sample of visitors to television
exhibits in both 1939 and 1940 [79]. In 1939, visitors were queried 'on whether they "favored" television,
their ratings of images, whether they believed home television is practical and when they expected to
purchase sets'. The second survey also asked visitors whether they t hought television had improved, when
they would most like watching TV, how much they would pay for a set, and what types of entertainment they
would most like to see televised. The survey's results, however, are suspect since the questionnaire was
clearly set up to elicit positive answers. Although a bolded question 'What do YOU think of TELEVISION?'
serves as a headline for the 1940 survey, a following explanatory paragraph informs the subject that 'last
year's survey revealed that the cross section of visitors interviewed were 100 per cent "in favor" of television'
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and went onto to declare that since then, 'the picture quality of images has improved in brilliance#and clarity'.

Despite such a pro-television set up, a close examination of the results suggest ambivalent feelings towards
the new medium which the analysts summary conclusion of 100% approval ignores.

Other evidence suggests even more strongly that television failed to make as big a splash as RCA and others
had hoped it would. While a great number visitors#may#have crowded around RCA's and GE's television sets,
neither exhibit was close to being the most popular destination for fairgoers. General Motors' Futurama was
the most widely attended and highly rated attraction, followed by the Democracity, American Telephone &
Telegraph, Ford Motor Company, the Soviet Pavilion, the British Pavilion, and the Railroad exhibit [80]. One
can only speculate that television's small black-and-white images paled next to the colorful, 3-D drama of
interactive dioramas like those at GM and the Theme Center or to the dramatic scientific stunts like GE's man-
made-thunder machine. The idea of the Fair was to inundate the visitor's sense at every turn with spectacle.
Television, despite RCA's best efforts, may have seemed unspectacular to many viewers. And despite the
survey's glowing report about television's 100% approval rat ing, TV sales during the Fair's opening season
were dramatically lower than expected. Between 1 May and 1 October, for example, RCA sold only 81 sets-
not surprising since a 1939 Gallup poll reported that only 13% of those surveyed were interested in buying a
set [81].

The public's apprehension about television may also have been influenced by press coverage of the new

technology. Although many articles did herald television's debut at the Fair as significant, most were hesitant
about predicting television's success. 'Six weeks to go and up goes the curtain on television for a test to prove
whether it is "to be or not to be" a national pastime or a new industry and a theater in countless homes', The

New York Times reported. 'The opening of the New York World's Fair on April 30 is booked as Act 1, Scene
1 on a performance that may run on forever' [82]. Several articles used the approaching curtain call of the Fair
as a hook to seriously explore exactly what was going on behind all the television talk. Most did contain some

of the anticipatory rhetoric that Sarnoff and RCA undoubtedly had hoped to generate. Of television's presence

at the Fair, for example, declared, 'This means the decade's most revolutionary invention is at last ready to

emerge from the laboratory and make its commercial debut in America' [83]. As in this quote, however, most
laudatory comments were usually joined by a good deal of skepticism. Several articles expressed a great

impatience that commercial television was taking so long in coming. Further, many weren't so willing to

accept RCA's announcement that television had arrived. Articles in both the business and popular press

critically examined the technical and economic state of the television industry. Far from treating it as a
mysterious invention that would suddenly enrich their lives, these articles informed their readers about the

complex challenges-economic, technological, and legislative-that still confronted the industry. Several

articles, for example, addressed the limited broadcast range of straight-line television transmission; the cost of
coaxial cable; the voracious appetite of the medium for programming; the vicious circle facing a sponsorship-

driven medium during its infancy (no audience to attract advertisers, no money to create programs to attract
audiences); the continuing debate over standards and FCC regulation; and the trials of television production.

Finally, many articles predicted a future for television rather different from RCA's world of tomorrow-a future

that included theater television, coast-to-coast relay towers every 50 miles, and acting troupes that would tour

the nation, going from station to station to perform [84].

What impact RCA's efforts at the Fair had on the FCC is even more difficult to gage. It seems clear that

RCA's public relations campaigned failed to influence the FCC's chain broadcasting investigations. In 1941,

the FCC found network practices to be monopolistic and ordered NBC to sell one of its two networks. On the

other hand, television's public debut at the Fair may have influenced, at least in part, some changes in the

FCC's position on commercialization. By the fall of 1939, the FCC began to take tentative steps toward

commercialization, announcing that by September 1940 it would license some television stations to operate

on a semi-commercial basis. These so-called Class II station licenses would allow broadcasters to receive

payment from sponsors equal to but not greater than programming production costs. Although broadcasters
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like NBC wouldn't be able to make a profit, it was clearly the first step towards commercialization. Although

uncertain, one can speculate that the efforts of RCA and others to get television in front of the public at the

World's Fair accelerated the FCC's timeline. Consistent with its aggressive strategy with the World's Fair,

RCA saw the FCC's cautious go-ahead as an opening to forge ahead with commercialization, and in February

1940, it dramatically reduced the prices of its receivers. The FCC believed RCA was again trying to freeze
standards and retard research efforts by flooding the market with sets and quickly canceled plans for the
allocation of Class II licenses. With the emergence of the war and CBS' bid for color television, the FCC
would not assign commercial stations until the mid-1990s, and most Americans would not experience RCA's
living room of tomorrow until the mid-1950s.
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(5.) Official Guide Book of the New York World's Fair 1939 (New York, 1939), P. 41.

(6.) See Cusker, pp. 4-6.

(7.) Rydell, p. 9.

(8.) Official Guide Book, p. 5.

(9.) Ibid., p. 175.

(10.) Ibid., pp. 74-75.

(11.) This attention to the consumer reflects wider economic shifts from an economy based on heavy industry

to one increasingly focused on consumption and a cultural shift in which an emerging ideology centered on

the consumer challenged the aging Jacksonsian idea] of the producer. See Rita Barnard, The Great Depression

and the Culture of Abundance (New York, 1995), pp. 3-3 1; Michael E. Parrish, Anxious Decades: American

prosperity and depression, 1920-1941 (New York, 1992), pp. 387-390; Warren I. Susman, Culture as History

(New York, 1984).

(12.) Throughout the 1930s, a growing number of people like those behind the Fair placed new hope in

technocracy, believing that together social engineers and technology could solve all social problems. See

Kihlsredt, p. 98.

(13.) Michael Hare, member of the Fair's Board of Design which shaped the nature of the Fair and its exhibits,

stated that the Fair should 'tell the story of the relationships between objects in their everyday use-how they

may be used and when purposefully used how they may help us'. Quoted in Cusker, p. 6. Also see New York

World's Fair Bulletin, 37 June 1937.

(14.) Kusnick describes in detail the losing battle waged by members of the scientific community who saw the

Fair as a valuable opportunity to promote the social value of science and the scientific method against the Fair

organizers and corporate exhibitors for whom science at the Fair should mean science applied to produce

consumer goods or mystified into entertainment. The subjection of pure science to the interests of the

organizers and corporate exhibitors was evidenced, Kusnick argues, by the fact that industrial designers, often

trained as Broadway set designers, were hired to plan both focal and industrial exhibits. Scientists were, for

the most part, excluded.

(15.) Official Guide Book, p. 41.

(16.) Rydell, p. 132.

(17.) Official Guide Book, p. 5.

(18.) Grover Whalen, What the Fair means to business and industry, New York World's Fair Bulletin, June

1937, p.1.

(19.) Ibid.

(20.) In addressing leaders in the communications industry, for example, Whalen asserted that 'Every branch
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of communications will undoubtedly be financially benefited directly and indirectly from the Fair, not only

during the period of the Fair but before and after it.' New York World's Fair Press Release No. 96, 19 March

1937, p. 2. National Broadcasting Papers, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison (hereafter NBC)
55/65. All NBC memos, correspondences, departmental reports, and press releases cited in this article are
from the SHSW archives.

(21.) According to Fortune, 'during 1938 there was scarcely a convention that did not feature an address on
public relations, scarcely a trade magazine that did not devote some space to the subject, scarcely a board of
directors that did not deliberate weightily on the powers of the new goddess'. The public is nor dammed,
Fortune, March 1939, p. 83.

(22.) Ibid., p. 85.

(23.) Howard Wood, Business must 'sell' itself, Nation's Business, January 1938, p. 27. Also see Business-
and-government: American business can avoid committing suicide only by practicing some sound public
relations, Fortune, March 1939, pp. 57-58; Public relations as good business, Business Week, 18 February
1939, pp. 50-51.

(24.) Cusker, p. 4.

(25.) Official Guide Book, p. 107.

(26.) Ibid., p. 205.

(27.) GE advertisement, Newsweek, I May 1939, p. 47.

(28.) Sealtest advertisement, Nation's Business, April 1939, p. 10. For more on industry's use of public service
rhetoric, see New York Fair portrays triumph of industry, Nation's Business, April 1939, pp. 52-54+.

(29.) The public is not dammed, p. 110.

(30.) Official Guide Book, p. 209.

(31.) Roland Marchand, The designers go to the Fair II: Norman Bel Geddes, the General Motors 'Futurama,'
and the visit to the factory transformed, Design Issues, Spring (1992), p. 35. Also see Roland Marchand, The
designers go to the Fair: Walter Teague and the professionalization of corporate industrial exhibits, 1933-
1940, Design Issues, Fall (1991), pp. 4-17.

(32.) Kihlstedt, p. 107.

(33.) Except for buses, there were no means of mass transit in GM's vision of 1960s America. Meanwhile in
the same period, GM was buying up streetcar systems nationwide, dismantling them, and replacing them with
buses. See Jeffrey L. Meikle, Twentieth-Century Limited: industrial design in America, 1925-1939
(Philidelphia, 1979), p. 207.

(34.) As of 15 November 1938, RCA had estimated that total cost for the building, landscaping, equipment,
decorations, furnishings, exhibits, and operation would be $300,000. Breakdown of cost for R.C.A.
participation in New York World's Fair 1939, 15 November 1938, NBC 63/7.
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(35.) Minutes, World's fair Committee Meeting, 30 August 1938, NBC 63/7.

(36.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to Samoff, 1 June 1939, NBC 79/20, P. 1.

(37.) RCA Press Release, 16 August 1938, NBC 63/6.

(38.) Minutes, World's Fair Committee Meeting, 30 August 1938, NBC 63/7.

(39.) J.D'Agostino, Memo to C.W. Fitch, 18 August 1938, NBC 63/7.

(40.) A press release, officially announcing RCA's participation in the Fair, for example, emphasized that the

agreement signed between RCA and the Fair Corporation guaranteed that television would be a major

attraction. NBC and RCA participation in New York's World's Fair announced by David Samoff, New Story

Release, 16 June 1937, NBC 55/65; further, at the earliest stages, RCA thought of building the theme of its

entire exhibit around television and/or having a separate television building. Frank B. Mullen (RCA Public

Relations Chief), Memo to Clay Morgan, 23 April 1937, NBC 55/66.

(41.) David Samoff, Statement on television, presented at the Annual Meeting of RCA Stockholders, 7 May

1935, NBC 102/4.

(42.) David Samoff, Statement before the Federal Communications Commission, 14 November 1938, NBC

60/41.

(43.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to Sarnoff, I June 1939, NBC 79/20, p. 1.

(44.) By the early 1940s industry agreement over standards would erode with CBS's push for color television.

(45.) On 1 May, the day after the opening ceremonies and NBC's purportedly landmark telecast. RCA sets

went on sale in downtown department stores. RCA's line of receivers joined those manufactured by American

Television Corp., Westinghouse, Du Mont, Andrea Pilot, and others. Some dealers prepared darkened

demonstration booths to best show television to the public. At the beginning of May, NBC planned to

broadcast similar, if not the same, filmed programs at 15-minute intervals for the benefit of dealers as they

were for the receivers at the Fair. Set prices ranged between $160 to over $1000. At the same time, a

newspaper advertising campaign went into full swing. In the weekend of the Fair's opening, RCA placed ads

in five New York papers. The ads, some in color, all had pictures of available models, prices, and a coupon

which interested readers could send in for more information. Other companies like Macy's, DaVega and

Westinghouse also placed ads with copy such as 'Television has its "coming-out-party" Sund ay' and 'HEAR

the opening of the N.Y. WORLD'S FAIR VIA RADIO ... SEE President Roosevelt open the N.Y. WORLD'S

FAIR VIA TELEVISION'. Television ads to break, New York Times, 21 April 1939, p. 34; Curtain goes up

on television, Business Week, 6 May 1939, p. 15.

(46.) Press clipping. Public television to start in spring, New York Times, 21 October 1938, NBC 102/22.

(47.) In the Fair's second season (1940), Du Mont installed its latest television receivers in the Crosley
Appliance Building.

(48.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to Samoff, 1 June 1939, NBC 79/20, p. 5.
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(49.) J.D'Agostino, Memo to C.W. Fitch, 18 August 1938, NBC 63/7.

(50.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to R. R. Beal, 20 October 1938, NBC 63/6.

(51.) Minutes, World's Fair Committee Meeting, 30 August 1938, NBC 63/7. When the Fair opened, however,

television receivers would only be 9 X 12.

(52.) Minutes, World's Fair Committee, 13 December 1938, NBC 63/7.

(53.) NBC Report, Television activity summary, March 1939, NBC 102/33.

(54.) Ibid.; in the 1940 season, RCA would include a 'Television Suite incorporating ten separate, air-

conditioned viewing rooms furnished as typical American living-rooms where television may be seen under

circumstance approximating those in the home'. The revised television displays in 1940 also included 'two

television pick-up locations in the specially landscaped Television Garden and in an indoor studio'. Executive

Vice President, Memo to all RCA New York employees, 15 May 1940, NBC 79/20.

(55.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to R.R Beal, 20 October 1938, NBC 63/6; also see J.D'Agostino, Letter to

Douglas Crone, 1 August 1938, NBC 63/6.

(56.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to R.R. Beal, 20 October 1938, NBC 6316.

(57.) Engineering Department Report, May 1939, NBC 206/19. Also see Orrin E. Dunlap, Ceremony is

carried by television as industry makes its formal bow, New York Times. I May 1939, p. 8; Visitors rake part

in television show, New York Times, 4 May 1939, p. 19; Lenox, R. Lohr, Memo to Sarnoff, 1 June 1939,

NBC 79/20.

(58.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to R. R Beal, 20 October 1938, NBC Archives 63/6.

(59.) In the 1940 season, GM and RCA would join efforts to demonstrate a working prototype of a 'telephone

of tomorrow' which joined television technology with phone service. The presentation was widely covered

and closely tied to military purposes. One of the most touted applications would be for government use at

times of crisis. Fears generated by Nazi success in deceiving Allied forces in the North Sea with fake

messages made the idea of a visual link attractive. GM stated that the demonstration showed 'how television

may in the future be used for utilitarian as well as entertainment purposes'-- a comment that suggests how

television was otherwise being promoted at the Fair. Milton Bracker, Television phone shown, New York

Times, 18 June 1940, p. 28.

(60.) See Warren Susman, pp. 211-229.

(61.) Press clipping, Television trucks set up at the Fair, New York Times, 18 November 1938, NBC 102/22.
Just days later, scenes of murals and statues from the Fair were sent the seven and a half miles to the NBC

studio at Radio City. Spectators reportedly described the 'telepictures' as very good. The engineers were
equally pleased with the transmission, since it was raining and the cameras had to work with relatively poor
light.

(62.) Two 'firsts' marked up by the World's Fair, New York Times, 28 February 1939, p. 1.
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(63.) Other participants in the dedication ceremony included James G. Harbord, chairman of the board of

RCA: Neville Miller, president of the NAB; and Vladimir Zworykin; Dedication of RCA seen on television,

New York Times, 21 April 1939, p. 21.

(64.) Throughout the spring NBC had been offering programming like the RCA dedication, boxing, and other

studio produced shows, but regular programming officially started with the Fair.

(65.) The opening day telecast kicked off 'television week' in New York, during which NBC broadcast 25

hours of programming, Dunlap, 1 May 1939, p. 8.

(66.) Ibid., p. 8.

(67.) Observers from the BBC were amazed by 'the nerve' of NBC to use only one camera. The fear of

technical difficulties alone would have convinced them to use multiple cameras. The problem of close ups

was precipitated by the Secret Service's refusal to allow television cameras close to the podium while the

president spoke. See ibid., p. 8, Orrin E. Dunlap. Act I reviewed, New York Times, 7 May 1939, p. 12; Gerald

Cock, My impressions of American television, Television and Short Wave World, August 1939, p. 453.

(68) Dunlap, 7 May 1939, p. 12.

(69.) Dunlap, 1 May 1939, p. 8; When NBC camera crews returned to cover the 1940 re-opening for the Fair

they did have more cameras, and close ups. See Radio will carry opening ceremony, New York Times 5 May

1940, p. 46.

(70.) Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to Sarnoff, 1 June 1939, NBC 79/20, p. 5. Exhibits like this one were, Lohr

argued, 'the best known methods in motivated visual presentations to the ultimate consumer as conceived by

industry'.

(71.) See Robert Rosenblum Remembrance of Fairs past, in the Queens Museum (ed.), Remembering the

Future the New York World's Fair from 1939 to 1964, (New York, 1989), p. 15.

(72.) Internal memos also suggest that RCA examined how the exhibit could promote improved relationships

with dealers, distributors and sales organizations. See Lenox R. Lohr, Memo to Sarnoff, 1 June 1939, NBC

79/20, p. 1.

(73.) Dedication of RCA seen on television, New York Times, 21 April 1939, p. 16.

(74.) Kihlstedt, p. 111.

(75.) An advertisement for RCA's World's Fair exhibit, for example, uses Rip Van Winkle as a narrative

device to tell 'The story of the services of RCA!' A modem day Van Winkle falls asleep in 1901 and awakens

to suddenly find himself in 1939. The ad's readers then follow Van Winkle as he explores the strange new

world of his future (their present) and discovers the marvelous inventions RCA has given society. In the final

frame, Van Winkle encounters television--the latest innovation from RCA. Suddenly Van Winkle's future and

that of the 1939 readers merge in the today of RCA's exhibit at the 1939 World's Fair. An adventure in

discovery, advertisement by Radio Corporation of America, New York Times, 5 March 1939, World's Fair

Section, pp. 36-37.
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(76.) Several articles about television played with the same tension. A New Yorker article copies the strategy

of GM's Futurama as it is written from the perspective of 1965. Instead of a world where television has

blossomed, the writer gives a mock historical look at the rise and fall of television. The history reports on the

dramatic changes television made to the American landscape and way of life. According to this history, the

television industry ended in the aftermath of a televised Orson Wells expletive. The article offers a fascinating

example of how television's introduction was negotiated through the tension between today and tomorrow.

Russell Maloney, The age of television, New Yorker, 27 July 1940, pp. 22-23. Also see Waldemar

Kaempffert, Look what's ahead, American Magazine, May 1939, pp. 14-15+. According to the article's

introduction, Kaempffert's forward-looking discussion of television 'has that rare quality of imagination which

makes the miracles of tomorrow live today' (p. 14). Kaempffert p aints a picture of a future in which, among

many fanciful things, television serves as a virtual-reality-like means of communication by which two people

across the globe from each other will be able to 'shake hands electronically' (p. 81).

(77.) Television causes traffic problem, p. 20. GE workers were reportedly embarrassed, for while sets were

currently being manufactured, they hadn't yet arrived in stores and prices were still under discussion.

(78.) Harry Gordon, Letter to Frank E. Mullin, 10 January 1941, NBC 103/21.

(79.) The questionnaire used in the 1940 survey and its results are provided in the 10 January 1941 letter to

Frank Mullin. While I did not find a copy of the first survey, the 8-page memo systematically compares the

results of the two.

(80.) See What shows pulled at the Fair?, Business Week, 4 November 1939, p. 22; Susman, p. 21; Gelernter,

p. 159.

(81.) Television Report, 30 October 1939, NBC 103/17; Susman, p.22. Also see What's television doing

now?, Business Week, 12 August 1939, pp. 24-25.

(82.) Orrin E. Dunlap, Act I Scene I, New York Times, 19 March 1939, pp. XI. 12.

(83.) Television, Life, 20 February 1939, p. 45.

(84.) See Irving Fiske, Where does television belong, Harper's Magazine, February 1949, pp. 265-269; Alva

Johnston, Now what can we do with television, Saturday Evening Post, 30 May 1939, pp. 20-21 +; Denver

Lindley, Before your very eyes, Collier's, 18 March 1939, pp. 12-13 +; Television: a $13,000,000 'if, Fortune,

April 1939, pp. 52-59 +: Too early for television? Time, 15 April 1939, p. 81; Francis X. Welch, The

economic birth pangs of television, Nation's Business, June 1940, pp. 20-21 +.
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The first commissioners shall be appointed for the terms of two, three, four, five, and six years, respectively,
from the date of the taking effect of this Act, the term of each to be designated by the President, but their
successors shall be appointed for terms of six years, except that any person chosen to fill a vacancy shall be
appointed only for the unexpired term of the commissioner whom he shall succeed.

The first meeting of the commission shall be held in the city of Washington at such time and place as the
chairman of the commission may fix. The commission shall convene thereafter at such times and places as a
majority of the commission may determine, or upon call of the chairman thereof.

The commission may appoint a secretary, and such clerks, special counsel, experts, examiners, and other 
employees as it may from time to time find necessary for the proper performance of its duties and as from time
to time may be appropriated for by Congress.

The commission shall have an official seal and shall annually make a full report of its operations to the
Congress.

The members of the commission shall receive a compensation of $10,000 for the first year of their service, said
year to date from the first meeting of said commission, and thereafter a compensation of $30 per day for each
day's attendance upon sessions of the commission or while engaged upon work of the commission and while
traveling to and from such sessions, and also their necessary traveling expenses.

SEC. 4. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the commission, from time to time, as public convenience,
interest, or necessity requires, shall--

(a) Classify radio stations;

(b) Prescribe the nature of the service to be rendered by each class of licensed stations and each station within
any class;

(c) Assign bands of frequencies or wave lengths to the various classes of stations, and assign frequencies or
wave lengths for each individual station and determine the power which each station shall use and the time
during which it may operate;

(d) Determine the location of classes of stations or individual stations;

(e) Regulate the kind of apparatus to be used with respect to its external effects and the purity and sharpness of
the emissions from each station and from the apparatus therein;

(0 Make such regulations not inconsistent with law as it may deem necessary to prevent interference between
stations and to carry out the provisions of this Act: Provided, however, That changes in the wave lengths,
authorized power, in the character of emitted signals, or in the times of operation of any station, shall not be
made without the consent of the station licensee unless, in the judgment of the commission, such changes will
promote public convenience or interest or will serve public necessity or the provisions of this Act will be more
fully complied with;



(g) Have authority to establish areas or zones to be served by any station;

(h) Have authority to make special regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting;

(i) Have authority to make general rules and regulations requiring stations to keep such records of programs,
transmissions of energy, communications, or signals as it may deem desirable;

(j) Have authority to exclude from the requirements of any regulations in whole or in part any radio station upon
railroad rolling stock, or to modify such regulations in its discretion;

(k) Have authority to hold hearings, summon witnesses, administer oaths, compel the production of books,
documents, and papers and to make such investigations as may be necessary in the performance of its duties.
The commission may make such expenditures (including expenditures for rent and personal services at the seat
of government and elsewhere, for law books, periodicals, and books of reference, and for printing and binding)
as may be necessary for the execution of the functions vested in the commission and, as from time to time may
be appropriated for by Congress. All expenditures of the commission shall be allowed and paid upon the
presentation of itemized vouchers therefor approved by the chairman.

SEC. 5. From and after one year after the first meeting of the commission created by this Act, all the powers
and authority vested in the commission under the terms of this Act, except as to the revocation of licenses, shall
be vested in and exercised by the Secretary of commerce; except that thereafter the commission stall have
power and jurisdiction to act upon and determine any and all matters brought before it under the terms of this
section.

It shall also be the duty of the Secretary of Commerce--

(A) For and during a period of one year from the first meeting of the commission created by this Act, to
immediately refer to the commission all applications for station licenses or for the renewal or modification of
existing station licenses.

(B) From and after one year from the first meeting of the commission created by this Act, to refer to the
commission for its action any application for a station license or for the renewal or modification of any existing
station license as to the granting of which dispute, controversy, or conflict arises or against the granting of
which protest is filed within ten days after the date of filing said application by any party in interest and any
application as to which such reference is requested by the applicant at the time of filing said application.

(C) To prescribe the qualifications of station operators, to classify them according to the duties to be performed,
to fix the forms of such licenses, and to issue them to such persons as he finds qualified.

(D) To suspend the license of any operator for a period not exceeding two years upon proof sufficient to satisfy
him that the licensee (a) has violated any provision of any Act or treaty binding on the United States which the
Secretary of commerce or the commission is authorized by this Act to administer or by any regulation made by
the commission or the Secretary of Commerce under any such Act or treaty; or (b) has failed to carry out the
lawful orders of the master of the vessel on which he is employed; or (c) has willfully damaged or permitted
radio apparatus to be damaged; or (d) has transmitted superfluous radio communications or signals or radio
communications containing profane or obscene words or language; or (e) has willfully or maliciously



interfered with any other radio communications or signals.

(E) To inspect all transmitting apparatus to ascertain whether in construction and operation it conforms to the
requirements of this Act, the rules and regulations of the licensing authority, and the license under which it is
constructed or operated.

(F) To report to the commission from time to time any violations of this Act, the rules, regulations, or orders of
the commission, or of the terms or conditions of any license.

(G) To designate call letters of all stations.

(H) To cause to be published such call letters and such other announcements and data as in his judgment may be
required for the efficient operation of radio stations subject to the jurisdiction of the United States and for the
proper enforcement of this Act.

The Secretary may refer to the commission at any time any matter the determination of which is vested in him
by the terms of this Act.

Any person, firm, company, or corporation, any State or political division thereof aggrieved or whose interests
are adversely affected by any decision, determination, or regulation of the Secretary of Commerce may appeal
therefrom to the commission by filing with the Secretary of Commerce notice of such appeal within thirty days
after such decision or determination or promulgation of such regulation. All papers, documents, and other

records pertaining to such application on file with the Secretary shall thereupon be transferred by him to the
commission. The commission shall hear such appeal de novo under such rules and regulations as it may

determine.

Decisions by the commission as to matters so appealed and as to all other matters over which it has jurisdiction
shall be final, subject to the right of appeal herein given.

No station license shall be granted by the commission or the Secretary of Commerce until the applicant therefor
shall have signed a waiver of any claim to the use of any particular frequency or wave length or of the ether as
against the regulatory powers of the United States because of the previous use of the same, whether by license
or otherwise.

SEC. 6. Radio stations belonging to and operated by the United States shall not be subject to the provisions of
sections 1, 4, and 5 of this Act. All such Government stations shall use such frequencies or wave lengths as
shall be assigned to each or to each class by the President. All such stations, except stations on board naval and
other Government vessels while at sea or beyond the limits of the continental United States, when transmitting
any radio communication or signal other than a communication or signal relating to Government business shall
conform to such rules and regulations designed to prevent interference with other radio stations and the rights of
others as the licensing authority may prescribe. Upon proclamation by the President that there exists war or a
threat of war or a state of public peril or disaster or other national emergency, or in order to preserve the
neutrality of the United States, the President may suspend or amend, for such time as he may see fit, the rules
and regulations applicable to any or all stations within the jurisdiction of the United States as prescribed by the
licensing authority, and may cause the closing of any station for radio communication and the removal
therefrom of its apparatus and equipment, or he may authorize the use of control of any such station and/or its



apparatus and equipment by any department of the Government under such regulations as he may prescribe,
upon just compensation to the owners. Radio stations on board vessels of the United States Shipping Board or
the United States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation or the Inland and Coastwise Waterways Service
shall be subject to the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 7. The President shall ascertain the just compensation for such use or control and certify the amount
ascertained to Congress for appropriation and payment to the person entitled thereto. If the amount so certified
is unsatisfactory to the person entitled thereto, such person shall be paid only 75 per centum of the amount and
shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover such further sum as added to such payment of 75 per centum
which will make such amount as will be just compensation for the use and control. Such suit shall be brought in
the manner provided by paragraph 20 of section 24, or by section 145 of the Judicial Code, as amended.

SEC. 8. All stations owned and operated by the United States, except mobile stations of the Army of the
United States, and all other stations on land and sea, shall have special call letters designated by the Secretary of
Commerce.

Section 1 of this Act shall not apply to any person, firm, company, or corporation sending radio
communications or signals on a foreign ship while the same is within the jurisdiction of the United States, but
such communications or signals shall be transmitted only in accordance with such regulations designed to
prevent interference as may be promulgated under the authority of this Act.

SEC. 9. The licensing authority, if public convenience interest, or necessity will be served thereby, subject to
the limitations of this Act, shall grant to any applicant therefor a station license provided for by this Act.

In considering applications for licenses and renewals of licenses, when and in so far as there is a demand for the
same, the licensing authority shall make such a distribution of licenses, bands of frequency of wave lengths,
periods of time for operation, and of power among the different States and communities as to give fair, efficient,
and equitable radio service to each of the same.

No license granted for the operation of a broadcasting station shall be for a longer term than three years and no
license so granted for any other class of station shall be for a longer term than five years, and any license
granted may be revoked as hereinafter provided. Upon the expiration of any license, upon application therefor, a
renewal of such license may be granted from time to time for a term of not to exceed three years in the case of

broadcasting licenses and not to exceed five years in the case of other licenses.

No renewal of an existing station license shall be granted more than thirty days prior to the expiration of the
original license.

SEC. 10. The licensing authority may grant station licenses only upon written application therefor addressed to
it. All applications shall be filed with the Secretary of Commerce. All such applications shall set forth such facts
as the licensing authority by regulation may prescribe as to the citizenship, character, and financial, technical,
and other qualifications of the applicant to operate the station; the ownership and location of the proposed
station and of the stations, if any, with which it is proposed to communicate; the frequencies or wave lengths
and the power desired to be used; the hours of the day or other periods of time during which it is proposed to
operate the station; the purposes for which the station is to be used; and such other information as it may
require. The licensing authority at any time after the filing of such original application and during the term of
any such license may require from an applicant or licensee further written statements of fact to enable it to
determine whether such original application should be granted or denied or such license revoked. Such
application and/or such statement of fact shall be signed by the applicant and/or licensee under oath or



affirmation.

The licensing authority in granting any license for a station intended or used for commercial communication
between the United States or any Territory or possession, continental or insular, subject to the jurisdiction of the
United States, and any foreign country, may impose any terms, conditions, or restrictions authorized to be
imposed with respect to submarine-cable licenses by section 2 of an Act entitled "An Act relating to the landing
and the operation of submarine cables in the United States," approved May 24, 1921.

SEC. 11. If upon examination of any application for a station license or for the renewal or modification of a
station license the licensing authority shall determine that public interest, convenience, or necessity would be
served by the granting thereof, it shall authorize the issuance, renewal, or modification thereof in accordance
with said finding. In the event the licensing authority upon examination of any such application does not reach
such decision with respect thereto, it shall notify the applicant thereof, shall fix and give notice of a time and
place for hearing thereon, and shall afford such applicant an opportunity to be heard under such rules and
regulations as it may prescribe.

Such station licenses as the licensing authority may grant shall be in such general form as it may prescribe, but
each license shall contain, in addition to other provisions, a statement of the following conditions to which such
license shall be subject:

(A) The station license shall not vest in the licensee any right to operate the station nor any right in the use of
the frequencies or wave length designated in the license beyond the term thereof nor in any other manner than
authorized therein.

(B) Neither the license nor the right granted thereunder shall be assigned or otherwise transferred in violation of
this Act.

(C) Every license issued under this Act shall be subject in terms to the right of use or control conferred by
section 6 hereof.

In cases of emergency arising during the period of one year from and after the first meeting of the commission
created hereby, or on applications filed during said time for temporary changes in terms of licenses when the
commission is not in session and prompt action is deemed necessary, the Secretary of Commerce shall have
authority to exercise the powers and duties of the commission, except as to revocation of licenses, but all such
exercise of powers shall be promptly reported to the members of the commission, and any action by the
Secretary authorized under this paragraph shall continue in force and have effect only until such time as the
commission shall act thereon.

SEC. 12 Any station license shall be revocable by the commission for false after the granting thereof such

license shall not be transferred in any manner, either voluntarily or involuntarily, to (a) any alien or the
representative of any alien; (b) to any foreign government, or the representative thereof; (c) to any company,
corporation, or association organized under the laws of any foreign government; (d) to any company,
corporation, or association of which any officer or director is an alien, or of which more than one-fifth of the
capital stock may be voted by aliens or their representatives or by a foreign government or representative
thereof, or by any company, corporation, or association organized under the laws of a foreign country.

The station license required hereby, the frequencies or wave length or lengths authorized to be used by the
licensee, and the rights therein granted shall not be transferred, assigned, or in any manner, either voluntarily or
involuntarily, disposed of to any person, firm, company, or corporation without the consent in writing of the



licensing authority.

SEC. 13 The licensing authority is hereby directed to refuse a station license and/or the permit hereinafter

required for the construction of a station to any person, firm, company, or corporation, or any subsidiary
thereof, which has been finally adjudged guilty by a Federal court of unlawfully monopolizing or attempting
unlawfully to monopolize, after this Act takes effect, radio communication, directly or indirectly, through the
control of the manufacture or sale of radio apparatus, through exclusive traffic arrangements, or by any other
means or to have been using unfair methods of competition. The granting of a license shall not estop the United
States or any person aggrieved from proceeding against such person, firm, company, or corporation for
violating the law against unfair methods of competition or for a violation of the law against unlawful restraints
and monopolies and/or combinations, contracts, or agreements in restraint of trade, or from instituting
proceedings for the dissolution of such firm, company, or corporation.

SEC. 14. Any station license shall be revocable by the commission for false statements either in the
application or in the statement of fact which may be required by section 10 hereof, or because of conditions
revealed by such statements of fact as may be required from time to time which would warrant the licensing
authority in refusing to grant a license on an original application, or for failure to operate substantially as set

forth in the license, for violation of or failure to observe any of the restrictions and conditions of this Act, or of

any regulation of the licensing authority authorized by this Act or by a treaty ratified by the United States, or

whenever the Interstate Commerce Commission, or any other Federal body in the exercise of authority

conferred upon it by law, shall find and shall certify to the commission that any licensee bound so to do, has

failed to provide reasonable facilities for the transmission of radio communications, or that any licensee has

made any unjust and unreasonable charge, or has been guilty of any discrimination, either as to charge or as to
service or has made or prescribed any unjust and unreasonable classification, regulation, or practice with respect
to the transmission of radio communications or service: Provided, That no such order of revocation shall take
effect until thirty days' notice in writing thereof, stating the cause for the proposed revocation, has been given to
the parties known by the commission to be interested in such license. Any person in interest aggrieved by said
order may make written application to the commission at any time within said thirty days for a hearing upon
such order, and upon the filing of such written application said order of revocation shall stand suspended until
the conclusion of the hearing herein directed. Notice in writing of said hearing shall be given by the commission
to all the parties known to it to be interested in such license twenty days prior to the time of said hearing. Said
hearing shall be conducted under such rules and in such manner as the commission may prescribe. Upon the

conclusion hereof the commission may affirm, modify, or revoke said orders of revocation.

SEC. 15 All laws of the United States relating to unlawful restraints and monopolies and to combinations,
contracts, or agreements in restraint of trade are hereby declared to be applicable to the manufacture and sale of
and to trade in radio apparatus and devices entering into or affecting interstate or foreign commerce and to

interstate or foreign radio communications. Whenever in any suit, action, or proceeding, civil or criminal,
brought under the provisions of any of said laws or in any proceedings brought to enforce or to review findings
and orders of the Federal Trade Commission or other governmental agency in respect of any matters as to which
said commission or other governmental agency is by law authorized to act, any licensee shall be found guilty of
the violation of the provisions of such laws or any of them, the court, in addition to the penalties imposed by
said laws, may adjudge, order, and/or decree that the license of such licensee shall, as of the date the decree or
judgment becomes finally effective or as of such other date as the said decree shall fix, be revoked and that all
rights under such license shall thereupon cease: Provided, however, That such licensee shall have the same right
of appeal or review as is provided by law in respect of other decrees and judgments of said court.

SEC. 16 Any applicant for a construction permit, for a station license, or for the renewal or modification of an
existing station license whose application is refused by the licensing authority shall have the right to appeal
from said decision to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia; and any licensee whose license is



revoked by the commission shall have the right to appeal from such decision of revocation to said Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia or to the district court of the United States in which the apparatus licensed
is operated, by filing with said court, within twenty days after the decision complained of is effective, notice in
writing of said appeal and of the reasons therefor.

The licensing authority from whose decision an appeal is taken shall be notified of said appeal by service upon
it, prior to the filing thereof, of a certified copy of said appeal and of the reasons therefor. Within twenty days
after the filing of said appeal the licensing authority shall file with the court the originals or certified copies of
all papers and evidence presented to it upon the original application for a permit or license or in the hearing
upon said order of revocation, and also a like copy of its decision thereon and a full statement in writing of the
facts and the grounds for its decision as found and given by it. Within twenty days after the filing of said
statement by the licensing authority either party may give notice to the court of his desire to adduce additional
evidence. Said notice shall be in the form of a verified petition stating the stating the nature and character of
said additional evidence, and the court may thereupon order such evidence to be taken in such manner and upon
such terms and conditions as it may deem proper.

At the earliest convenient time the court shall hear, review, and determine the appeal upon said record and
evidence, and may alter or revise the decision appealed from and enter such judgment as to it may seem just.
The revision by the court shall be confined to the points set forth in the reasons of appeal.

SEC. 17. After the passage of this Act no person, firm, company, or corporation now or hereafter directly or
indirectly through any subsidiary, associated, or affiliated person, firm, corporation, or agent, or otherwise, in
the business of transmitting and/or receiving for hire energy, communications, or signals by radio in accordance
with the terms of the license issued under this Act, shall by purchase, lease, construction, or otherwise, directly
or indirectly, acquire, own, control, or operate any cable or wire telegraph or telephone line or system between
any place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any
place in any foreign country, or shall acquire, own, or control any part of the stock or other assets of any such
cable, wire, telegraph, or telephone line or system, if in either case the purpose is and/or the effect thereof may
be to substantially lessen competition or to restrain commerce between any place in any State, Territory, or
possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia and any place in any foreign country, or
unlawfully to create monopoly in any line of commerce; nor shall any person, firm, company, or corporation
now or hereafter engaged directly or indirectly through any subsidiary, associated, or affiliated person,
company, corporation, or agent, or otherwise, in the business of transmitting and/or receiving for hire messages
by any cable, wire, telegraph, or telephone line or system (a) between any place in any State Territory, or
possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any place in any other State, Territory, or
possession of the United States, or the District of Columbia, and any place in any foreign country, by purchase,
lease, construction, or otherwise, directly or indirectly acquire, own, control, or operate any station or the
apparatus therein, or any system for transmitting and/or receiving radio communications or signals between any
place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any place in
any foreign country, or shall acquire, own, or control any part of the stock or other capital share or any interest
in the physical property and/or other assets of any such radio station, apparatus, or system, if in either case the
purpose is and/or the effect thereof may be to substantially lessen competition or to restrain commerce between
any place in any State, Territory, or possession of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and any
place in any foreign country, or unlawfully to create monopoly in any line of commerce.

SEC. 18. If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally qualified candidate for any public office to
use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office in the
use of such broadcasting station, and the licensing authority shall make rules and regulations to carry this
provision into effect: Provided, That such licensee shall have no power of censorship over the material
broadcast under the provisions of this paragraph. No obligation is hereby imposed upon any licensee to allow



the use of its station by any such candidate.

SEC. 19. All matter broadcast by any radio station for which service, money, or any other valuable
consideration is directly or indirectly paid, or promised to or charged or accepted by, the station so
broadcasting, from any person, firm, company, or corporation, shall, at the time the same is so broadcast, be
announced as paid for or furnished, as the case may be, by such person, firm, company, or corporation.

SEC. 20. The actual operation of all transmitting apparatus in any radio station for which a station license is
required by this Act shall be carried on only by a person holding an operator's license issued hereunder. No
person shall operate any such apparatus in such station except under and in accordance with an operator's
license issued to him by the Secretary of Commerce.

SEC. 21. No license shall be issued under the authority of this Act for the operation of any station the
construction of which is begun or is continued after this Act takes effect, unless a permit for its construction has
been granted by the licensing authority upon written application therefor. The licensing authority may grant
such permit if public convenience, interest, or necessity will be served by the construction of the station. This
application shall set forth such facts as the licensing authority by regulation may prescribe as to the citizenship,
character, and the financial, technical, and other ability of the applicant to construct and operate the station, the
ownership and location of the proposed station and of the station or stations with which it is proposed to
communicate, the frequencies and wave length or wave lengths desired to be used, the hours of the day or other
periods of time during which it is proposed to operate the station, the purpose for which the station is to be used,
the type of transmitting apparatus to be used, the power to be used, the date upon which the station is expected
to be completed and in operation, and such other information as the licensing authority may require. Such
application shall be signed by the applicant under oath or affirmation.

Such permit for construction shall show specifically the earliest and latest dates between which the actual
operation of such station is expected to begin, and shall provide that said permit will be automatically forfeited
if the station is not ready for operation within the time specified or within such further time as the licensing
authority may allow, unless prevented by causes not under the control of the grantee. The rights under any such
permit shall not be assigned or otherwise transferred to any person, firm, company, or corporation without the
approval of the licensing authority. A permit for construction shall not be required for Government stations,
amateur stations, or stations upon mobile vessels, railroad rolling stock, or aircraft. Upon the completion of any
station for the construction or continued construction for which a permit has been granted, and upon it being
made to appear to the licensing authority that all the terms, conditions, and obligations set forth in the
application and permit have been fully met, and that no cause or circumstance arising or first coming to the
knowledge of the licensing authority since the granting of the permit would, in the judgment of the licensing
authority, make the operation of such station against the public interest, the licensing authority shall issue a
license to the lawful holder of said permit for the operation of said station. Said license shall conform generally
to the terms of said permit.

SEC. 22. The licensing authority is authorized to designate from time to time radio stations the
communications or signals or which, in its opinion, are liable to interfere with the transmission or reception of
distress signals of ships. Such stations are required to keep a licensed radio operator listening in on the wave
lengths designated for signals of distress and radio communications relating thereto during the entire period the
transmitter of said station is in operation.

SEC. 23. Every radio station on shipboard shall be equipped to transmit radio communications or signals of
distress on the frequency or wave length specified by the licensing authority, with apparatus capable of
transmitting and receiving messages over a distance of at least one hundred miles by day or night. When
sending radio communications or signals of distress and radio communications relating thereto the transmitting



set may be adjusted in such a manner as to produce a maximum of radiation irrespective of the amount of
interference which may thus be cause.

All radio stations, including Government stations and stations on board foreign vessels when within the 
territorial waters of the United States, shall give absolute priority to radio communications or signals relating to
ships in distress, shall cease all sending on frequencies or wave lengths which will interfere with hearing a radio
communication or signal of distress, and, except when engaged in answering or aiding the ship in distress, shall
refrain from sending any radio communications or signals until there is assurance that no interference will be
caused with the radio communications or signals relating thereto, and shall assist the vessel in distress, so far as
possible, by complying with its instructions.

SEC. 24. Every shore station open to general public service between the coast and vessels at sea shall be
bound to exchange radio communications or signals with any ship station without distinction as to radio systems
or instruments adopted by such stains, respectively, and each station on shipboard shall be bound to exchange
radio communications or signals with any other station on shipboard without distinction as to radio systems or
instruments adopted by each station.

SEC. 25 At all places where Government and private or commercial radio stations on land operate in such
close proximity than interference with the work of Government stations can not be avoided when they are
operating simultaneously such private or commercial stations as do interfere with the transmission or reception
of radio communications or signals by the Government stations concerned shall not use their transmitters during
the first fifteen minutes of each hour, local standard time.

The Government stations for which the above-mentioned division of time is established shall transmit radio
communications or signals only during the first fifteen minutes of each hour, local standard time, except in case
of signals or radio communications relating to vessels in distress and vessel requests for information as to
course, location, or compass direction.

SEC. 26. In all circumstances, except in the case of radio communications or signals relating to vessels in
distress, all radio stations, including those owned and operated by the United States, shall use the minimum
amount of power necessary to carry out the communication desired.

SEC. 27. No person receiving or assisting in receiving any radio communication shall divulge or publish the
contents, substance, purport, effect, or meaning thereof except through authorized channels of transmission or
reception to any person other than the addressee, his agent, or attorney, or to a telephone, telegraph, cable, or
radio station employed or authorized to forward such radio communication to its destination, or to proper
accounting or distributing officers of the various communicating centers over which the radio communication
may be passed, or to the master of a ship under whom he is serving, or in response to a subpoena issued by a
court of competent jurisdiction, or on demand of other lawful authority; and no person not being authorized by
the sender shall intercept any message and divulge or publish the contents, substance, purport, effect, or
meaning of such intercepted message to any person; and no person not being entitled thereto shall receive or
assist in receiving any radio communication and use the same or any information therein contained for his own
benefit or for the benefit of another not entitled thereto; and no person having received such intercepted radio
communication or having become acquainted with the contents, substance, purport, effect, or meaning of the
same or any part thereof, or use the same or any information therein contained for his own benefit or for the
benefit of another not entitled thereto: Provided, That this section shall not apply to the receiving, divulging,
publishing, or utilizing the contents of any radio communication broadcasted or transmitted by amateurs or
others for the use of the general public or relating to ships in distress.



SEC. 28. No person, firm, company, or corporation within the jurisdiction of the United States shall knowingly
utter or transmit, or cause to be uttered or transmitted, any false or fraudulent signal of distress, or
communication relating thereto, nor shall any broadcasting station rebroadcast the program or any part thereof
of another broadcasting station without the express authority of the originating station.

SEC. 29. Nothing in this Act shall be understood or construed to give the licensing authority the power of
censorship over the radio communications or signals transmitted by any radio station, and no regulation or
condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the licensing authority which shall interfere with the right of free
speech by means of radio communications. No person within the jurisdiction of the United States shall utter any
obscene, indecent, or profane language by means of radio communications.

SEC. 30. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized unless restrained by international agreement, under
the terms and conditions and at rates prescribed by him, which rates shall be just and reasonable, and which
upon complaint, shall be subject to review and revision by the Interstate Commerce Commission, to use all
radio stations and apparatus, wherever located, owned by the United States and under the control of the Navy
Department (a) for the reception and transmission of press messages offered by any newspaper published in the
United States, its Territories or possessions, or published by citizens of the United States in foreign countries, or
by any press association of the United States, and (b) for the reception and transmission of private commercial
messages between ships, between ship and shore, between localities in Alaska and between Alaska and the
continental United States: Provided, That the rates fixed for the reception and transmission of all such
messages, other than press messages between the Pacific coast of the United States, Hawaii, Alaska, the
Philippine Islands, and the Orient, and between the United States and the Virgin Islands, shall not be less than
the rates charged by privately owned and operated stations for like messages and service: Provided further, That
the right to use such stations for any of the purposes named in this section shall terminate and cease as between
any countries or localities or between any locality and privately operated ships whenever privately owned and
operated stations are capable of meeting the normal communication requirements between such countries or
localities or between any locality and privately operated ships, and the licensing authority shall have notified the
Secretary of the Navy thereof.

SEC. 31. The expression "radio communication" or "radio communications" wherever used in this Act means
any intelligence, message, signal, power, pictures, or communication of any nature transferred by electrical
energy from one point to another without the aid of any wire connecting the points from and at which the
electrical energy is sent or received and any system by means of which such transfer of energy is effected.

SEC. 32. Any person, firm, company, or corporation failing or refiising to observe or violating any rule,
regulation, restriction, or condition made or imposed by the licensing authority under the authority of this Act or
of any international radio convention or treaty ratified or adhered to by the United States, in addition to any
other penalties provided by law, upon conviction thereof by a court of competent jurisdiction, shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $500 for each and every offense.

SEC. 33. Any person, firm, company, or corporation who shall violate any provision of this Act, or shall
knowingly make any false oath or affirmation in any affidavit required or authorized by this Act, or shall
knowingly swear falsely to a material matter in any hearing authorized by this Act, upon conviction thereof in
any court of competent jurisdiction shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprisonment for
a term of not more than five years or both for each and every such offense.

SEC. 34. The trial of any offense under this Act shall be in the district in which it is committed; or if the
offense is committed upon the high seas, or out of the jurisdiction of any particular State or district, the trial
shall be in the district where the offender may be found or into which he shall be first brought.



SEC. 35. This Act shall not apply to the Philippine Islands or to the Canal Zone. In international radio matters
the Philippine Islands and the Canal Zone shall be represented by the Secretary of State.

SEC. 36. The licensing authority is authorized to designate any officer or employee of any other department of

the Government on duty in any Territory or possession of the United States other than the Philippine Islands and

the Canal Zone, to render therein such services in connection with the administration of the radio laws of the

United States as such authority may prescribe: Provided, That such designation shall be approved by the head of

the department in which such person is employed.

SEC. 37. The unexpended balance of the moneys appropriated in the item for "wireless communication laws,"
under the caption "Bureau of Navigation" in Title III of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the
Departments of State and Justice and for the judiciary, and for the Departments of Commerce and Labor, for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1927, and for other purposes," approved April 29, 1926, and the appropriation for
the same purposes for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, shall be available both for expenditures incurred in
the administration of this Act and for expenditures for the purposes specified in such items. There is hereby
authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year such sums as may be necessary for the administration of this
Act and for the purposes specified in such item.

SEC. 38. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person, firm, company, or corporation,
or to any circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application of such provision to other
persons, firms, companies, or corporations, or to other circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.

SEC. 39. The Act entitled "An Act to regulate radio communication," approved August 13, 1912, the joint
resolution to authorize the operation of Government-owned radio stations for the general public, and for other
purposes, approved June 5, 1920, as amended, and the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution limiting the
time for which licenses for radio transmission may be granted, and for other purposes," approved December 8,
1926, are hereby repealed.

Such repeal, however, shall not affect any act done or any right accrued or any suit or proceeding had or
commenced in any civil cause prior to said repeal, but all liabilities under said laws shall continue and may be
enforced in the same manner as if committed; and all penalties, forfeitures, or liabilities incurred prior to taking
effect hereof, under any law embraced in, changed, modified, or repealed by this Act, may be prosecuted and
punished in the same manner and with the same effect as if this Act had not been passed.

Nothing in this section shall be construed as authorizing any person using or operating any apparatus for the

transmission of radio energy or radio communications or signals to continue such use except under and in
accordance with this Act and with a license granted in accordance with the authority hereinbefore contained.

SEC. 40. This Act shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and approval, except that for and during a
period of sixty days after such approval no holder of a license or an extension thereof issued by the Secretary of
Commerce under said Act of August 13, 1912, shall be subject to the penalties provided herein for operating a
station without the license herein required.

SEC. 41. This Act may be referred to and cited as the Radio Act of 1927.

Approved, February 23, 1927.

Source: Barnouw, Erik: "A Tower in Babel", New York, Oxford University Press, 1966.
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Note to SEC. 12: There appears to be an error in the Barnouw book used as the source for this document: In
the original, this section is headed "SEC. 14", and the first line, ending with "for false", appears to be the
wrong beginning for this section. It is the first line of section 14. It is shown here as in Barnouw, except that it
is numbered as section 12.
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OVERVIEW OF THE CONTROVERSY
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Interference plagued radio's developed all through the mid-1920s. The various bills pending in
Congress before the passage of the Radio Act of 1927 contained language designed to reduce
interference for the listener, particularly the listener who was located more than about 20 miles from
the transmitter.

The Air Law Committee of the American Bar Association made an analysis of the provisions of the
proposed legislation prior to the passage of the 1927 Act. In 1926, the Committee wrote:

..."neither the Dill bill nor the White bill deals adequately with the difficult problem of reducing interference,
therby securing better reception of the better programs, and that both bills should therefore be amended 'so as to
provide for closing up the superfluous stations..." (ABA Journal 12(12)(1926)).

The first requirement for equalization of service among the various geographical regions of the U.S.
was included in section 9 of the Radio Act of 1927:

In considering applications for licenses and renewal of licenses, when and in so far as there is a demand for the
same, the licensing authority shall make such a distribution of licenses, bands of frequencies or wave lengths,
periods of time for operation, and of power among the different States and communities as to give fair, efficient
and equitable radio service to each of the same (44 Stat. 1166 (1927))."

Though the FRC worked to reduce interference during that first year, reception remained difficult for
many people, particularly in the South and West. As a result Congress decided to specifiy the
meaning of their intent with the Davis Amendment.

The Davis Amendment, passed on March 28th, 1928, as part of the continuing authorization of the
Federal Radio Commission called upon the Commission to establish equality of radio service to all of
the regions of the United States. The Amendment was unpopular with members of the FRC and with
engineers who felt that strict adherence to numerical parity created other more significant problems in
the attempt to eliminate heterdyne interference.

THE DAVIS AMENDMENT - From the Dictionary of American Radio

111111 Comments or Questions?  email:messere@oswego.edu
© by Fritz Messere 1996.

http://www.oswego.edu/—messere/FRCdavis.html 1/5/04
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The Federal Radio Commission was created as a result of the passage of the Radio Act of 1927 (PL
632, 69th Congress, 2nd.) approved February 23, 1927 and signed by President Coolidge on February
23. The Act was created to bring order to the chaotic situation that developed as a result of the

breakdown of earlier wireless acts passed during the formative years of wireless radio

communication.

The Act created a five member commission with each member representing a different geographic
region of the country. Members' terms overlapped and ran six years. The FRC was given licensing

authority for only one year, after which licensing authority was to revert back to the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor. The Commission's primary duty was to solve the interference problem which

developed after the Radio Act of 1912 became unenforceable.

In the first Annual Report of the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) the commissioners wrote:

The passage of the radio act of 1927 presented a situation without parallel in the history of American executive

departments. A wholly new Federal body was called into being to deal with a condition which had become almost

hopelessly involved during the months following July 3, 1926, when it had become clear that the Department of

Commerce had no authority under the 1912 radio law to allocate frequencies, withhold radio licenses, or regulate
power or hours of transmission. The new law itself was, of course, totally untested, and the Federal Radio Commission
was called upon to administer it with no clear knowledge as to the limitations which might be created by subsequent
court action.

In Stayed Tuned broadcast historians Christopher Sterling and John Kittross note that there were
several key assumptions underlying the 1927 Act. Among them were:

• Equality of transmission facilities, reception, and service as a political goal of Congress
• The 'Public' at large owned the radio spectrum but individuals could be licensed to use it
• Because the number of users seeking licenses exceeded the number of channels available some

means of determining who should receive a license had to be implemented. The Congress
chose criteria based on the "public interest, convenience and/or necessity."

• The broadcaster was responsible for his operation and government should not interfere unless
the operator failed to met the public interest standard

• Although channels were scarce, radio as a form of expression was protected by the First
Amendment and the Radio Act of 1927

http://www.oswego.edu/—messere/FRCpage.html 1/5/04
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These pages have been set up to help students of broadcasting, telecommunications, and public policy
study the documents associated with the creation of the electronic media in the United States. The
Subdirectory will allow you to link to various documents related to the licensing and authorization
process that occupied the FRC's attention during its first few years.

SU1D1RECTORY OF FEDERAL RADIO COMMISSION MATERIAL

From this site you can also link to information about telecommunications, how to do research on telecommunications
policy, and other subjects related to telecommunications and mass communications.
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CURATORS

We believe that discovery sparks imagination.
The American Museum of Radio is the creation of its two Curators, Jonathan Winter and John Jenkins.
Acquired over 40 years by them, the objects presented by the American Museum of Radio have immense
cultural, historical, aesthetic, and educational significance. Here, in their own words, they describe their
collections and interests:

It is our hope that the American Museum of
Radio will fire the curiosity and imaginations of
visitors, particularly youngsters, and inspire
them with the desire to learn more about their
world We hope they will want to go to the
library and open a book, or use the Internet as
a tool to find the answers to questions they
hadn't thought of before. We want them to
experience the thrill of discovery, something
that is in short supply in our throwaway society
during this digital age.

The children of today are by and large set
apart from how the objects they use actually
work. They see reality through a television
screen or a computer monitor, and their hands manipulate buttons on remote controls, or keyboards. They just
touch a panel to turn something on. While that's convenient, it doesn't teach much about how and why things do
what they do. A youngster can disassemble a cell phone without learning anything about what makes a
telephone work. The child taking apart a digital watch is unlikely to learn about time, or ratios or bearings or
metal, much less the mechanical power of the spring. We've lost our connection to moving parts, and we tend
to forget how important they are.

At the Museum, visitors will enter a world that existed before the transistor. We want them to experience what it
was like to tune in a station on a radio built in the 1920s and hear the programs as they were heard then. We
want them to see how things work and begin to understand the process and the underlying scientific principles.

Visitors to the Museum will be able to see and touch and operate items that used to be very
common--phonographs, radios, wire recorders, movie projectors and cameras, as well as early telephones,
generators, and static electricity devices. We'll give them the opportunity to explore the analog age from
beginning to end. And everyone who visits the Museum, young and old, will leave with a new comprehension
and a greater sense of wonder about the science--and yes, the moving parts-of our world today.

From Jonathan Winter...

I was born in Santa Barbara, California, in 1943, when radio ruled the airwaves. Some of my earliest memories
are of listening to Sergeant Preston of the Yukon, the Cisco Kid, the Lone Ranger, Amos 'n Andy, Red Skelton,
and the habituEs of Allen's Alley. I loved the voices and the stories and the many kinds of music that came out
of the "magic box."

The beauty of radios--the wonderful materials, beautiful tubes, and all of the other intriguing parts--also
captivated me. I can remember the seemingly endless hours I spent taking old abandoned sets apart and using
the pieces to build models of spaceships and devices to communicate with distant planets. My imagination was
fired up by the possibilities

Soon I wanted to know how radios worked. Sometimes I could manipulate the wires and parts and bring a
broken-down, discarded receiver back to life. These activities fed my inquiring mind, brought me wonderful

words of praise from my elders, and put me in touch with a series of unforgettable mentors who liked to tinker,

too. I felt empowered, and I wanted to learn more. I was hooked.

By the time I was twelve I must have had ten or fifteen old battery radios in various stages of repair. Over the

years I accumulated more of them, along with parts and manuals and radio accessories. Most of this growing

collection remained in storage while I went on with my life, attending several colleges and succeeding at
different trades, from making fine jewelry to building satellite dishes. Always my vocations involved creating

beautiful and useful things, and always I was motivated by the desire to learn more. Knowledge of what makes
things work, how and why objects do what they do, continues to be important to me, and I've acquired it through
several different kinds of education, much of it provided by life

Finally I settled in Bellingham and was able to bring my collection of radios and related paraphernalia out of
storage. More than 1,000 objects illustrate the history of radio from the first crystal sets to the largest and most
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sophisticated receivers of the Golden Age. I have collected static electricity machines and early phonographs,
as well as many examples of radio broadcasting technology. There are rare tubes of great beauty, speakers,
microphones, and thousands of books, magazines, technical manuals, Edison cylinders, 78 rpm records, and
recordings of popular radio programs.

I shared this collection with others through what was first known as the Bellingham Antique Radio Museum and
now has become--with the addition of John Jenkins' collection--the American Museum of Radio.

From John Jenkins...

I was born in 1953 in Bellingham, Washington. I joined Hewlett-Packard as an
engineer in 1974 and held various technical and sales positions there during the next
twelve years In 1986 I moved to Microsoft, where I worked for fifteen years, most
recently as General Manager of worldwide OEM sales and marketing. I retired from

Microsoft in February 2001.

My interest in electricity started when I was very young. My father was an industrial
electrician and with two older brothers, I was "exposed" to electricity projects and

experiments from the time I was in diapers. Those projects quickly switched to radio
when I discovered my great-uncle's long-abandoned radio correspondence course
gathering dust in the basement. Before long I was making weekly trips to the local

dump to find discarded radios that I could either repair or cannibalize for parts. When
I was thirteen, I built a local telephone network to connect the houses of my friends,
using modified table radios as amplifiers. By that time I also had a small
neighborhood radio repair business, operating it from that same dusty corner of my parents' basement.

About that time, I discovered a 1927 radio in my grandmother's basement. I got it to work and from that
moment, I was hooked on antique radios and other interesting objects related to the history of electricity. During
the next forty years, I collected more than 1,500 pieces that depict the scientific exploration of electricity from
1600 forward, as well as the early years of radio. There are many artifacts from the laboratories of the early
pioneers of electricity, plus rare radios, speakers, and related apparatus from the beginnings of the broadcast
era. Among the most exciting components of my collection are original books and scientific papers that
chronicle crucial milestones in the development of radio and electricity, by authors such as Gilbert, Galileo,
Benjamin Franklin, Volta, Hertz, and Marconi.

Visit John Jenkins' personal web site
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The Davis Amendment and The Federal Radio Act of 1927:

Evaluating External Pressures in Policymaking

In March 1927, the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) undertook the task of sorting out the interference problems

and setting a regulatory agenda which would shape the nascent broadcasting business in the United States, a

business that was less than seven years old. Conceived by Congress as a hurried solution to the interference

problems of 1926, the Federal Radio Commission undertook the unenviable task of creating a new agency without

any resources allocated to it. Additionally, the full membership of the Commission was not ratified by the Senate

and it lost two of its members within the first year. It is not surprising to discover, therefore, that the work of the

Commission met with dissatisfaction among members of Congress, distrust by the public, and attempts to rifle

specific agendas through by large broadcasting and radio manufacturing interests.

The original legislation creating the Federal Radio Commission called for a one-year tenure for the agency, subject

to reauthorization by Congress. During the reauthorization hearings, Representative Ewin Davis (R) of Tennessee

charged the FRC was doing the bidding of the large broadcast interests and that the agency had failed to meet its

mandate to create service for all Americans.

Davis introduced an amendment to the reauthorization bill that declared all Americans were entitled to equality of

radio broadcasting service, both of transmission and reception. The amendment called for equitable allocation of

licenses, wavelengths, time, and station power to each of the states according to population within each zone. The

purpose of the amendment was to make the intentions of Congress clear to the members of the Federal Radio

Commission.

Before and after amendment's adoption, public relations campaigns both for and against the implementation of the

amendment's provisions heightened public awareness of both the Federal Radio Commission and the problems that

it faced. Posturing about the difficulty involved in trying to implement the equality of service provisions led the

Federal Radio Commission to become reactive to the influence of various members of Congress, to the pressures of

the electronics industry, and to the needs of smaller regional broadcasters. The reactive stance helped set the mode

of operation and the public posture for the Commission for the first years of its existence. The outcome of the

Commission's work between the years 1927 and 1933 resulted in the creation of a local/ regional broadcasting

service that relied heavily on a system of large and small broadcast stations that carried network provided,

commercially oriented radio programs designed primarily for commercial entertainment.

A reading of the trials and tribulations of an upstart federal bureaucracy might make for an interesting, even

nostalgic look at the birth of radio regulation, but one could question the importance of studying the adoption and
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implementation of the Davis Amendment now. Broadcasting historian Susan Douglas reminds us that we can look

at "old articles about radio fever as fanciful and misguided stories of little consequence, or we can take them

seriously, and analyze the connections they reveal between technology and ideology." As the Federal Radio

Commission was being created there were powerful institutional forces seeking to influence the decisionmaking

process. Their roots were political, economic, technological, and social, and the interaction between those

influences produced a situation calling out for regulatory control. Congress responded with compromise legislation,

written broadly, allowing independent commissioners the freedom to develop a new systematic paradigm for

regulating broadcasting in the United States. However, In the End of Liberalism, Theodore Lowi writes that

compromise legislation which marked the beginnings of many regulatory agencies often called for unclear,

contradictory goals. Lowi found many regulatory statutes were void of meaningful guidelines beyond the abstract

requirements to serve the 'public interest.° Did the vague, compromised language that created the Federal Radio

Commission make it impossible for a new structure of broadcasting to develop? Would the FRC Commissioners

have the ability to separate their regulatory responsibilities from their political responsibilities? Were the technical

limitations of the medium destined to define the solutions possible to the equalization clause?

Through an examination of the issues and problems that compelled the Federal Radio Commission to adopt certain

policy decisions that met the legislative requirements of the Davis Amendment, I hope to illuminate some of the

unintended consequences of deliberate legislative acts. The FRC began the regulation of wireless communication,

and today's industry is still bound in some ways to the regulatory stances carved out during these early days. For

example, the Federal Communications Commission is still bound by the regulatory procedures started by the FRC.

Could a study of the initial controversies illuminate our knowledge about the commission's expectations for

structuring the industry, along with the resultant outcomes for reducing interference? As a corollary, can we

discover any insights regarding the industry's expectations from the commission?

Karl Popper suggests that the study of linkages between intentions and outcomes can produce insights into why the

actions of historical actors who set out to accomplish one set of goals might produce unanticipated or contrary

results.' Popper's suggestion holds promise for the study of broadcast regulation. For example, did the

Commission's desire to create a quick solution to meet the rigid requirements of the Davis Amendment contribute

to the notable reduction of nonprofit broadcast stations?4 Was there a concern by the FRC or consulting engineers

that the new technical plan described in General Order 40 could only be met by commercial stations able to buy

expensive new equipment to meet a set of more stringent technical regulations? Such a proposition, though not

definitively accepted in the current literature, is not without possibility.s Still, such a proposition opens a

speculative, but viable set of explanations as to why commercial broadcasting emerged during the earliest days of

radio and why a more public service orientation in radio did not surface until the creation of the FM band.
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Surprisingly, while some scholars have focused on either the history or the workings of the Federal Radio

Commission, few have focused on the significance of the external pressures on the Commission that may have

prevented it from resolving the interference and technical problems in its own way and within its own time frame.6

If we examine the interests, motivations, and behaviors in the institutional setting of the Federal Radio

Commission against the interdependent interests and motivations of Congress, the large broadcast trust, and the

National Association of Broadcasters, we may gain insights into the decisions and the decisionmaking process?

This paper will briefly outline the events that occurred before, during, and after the passage of the Davis

amendment, look at the interaction among the various players, and identify the interests they sought to further.

Finally, I will examine the decisionmaking process of the Commission in deciding how to implement the equality

of service requirements of the Davis Amendment.

I. The Federal Radio Commission. The First Year

According to the first Annual Report of the Federal Radio Commission, "a wholly new Federal body was called

into being to deal with a condition which had become almost hopelessly involved during the months following

July 3, 1926.'17 Congress had failed to create proper legislative oversight earlier in 1912 when it gave supervisory

responsibility to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor. This failure to provide proper regulatory oversight came

back to haunt Congress a decade later when Secretary Hoover found he lacked the authority to revoke station

licenses, assign power levels or times of operation.8 Radio's growth was explosive.

Congress needed to do something fast; the question was 'what to do?' Lowi reminds us that regulation is only one

of several ways governments seek to control society and individual conduct. And since there are some specific

purposes that are best pursued through regulatory techniques, we should be able to observe a distinct set of political-

process consequences associated with this kind of government commitment.9 Scholars disagree as to why

legislators wanted an independent commission. There may have been some reluctance to trust the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor since Hoover was seen as closely aligned with large broadcast interests.m After consideration,

perhaps Congress decided that an independent regulatory commission could best deal with the seemingly intractable

interference problems that had developed as a result of the breakdown of the Radio Act of 1912.11 Or, perhaps

Congress was reluctant to adopt any of the earlier bills retaining the supervision of the Secretary of Commerce since

they failed to gain partisan support in Congress. However, when Attorney General Donovan declared the existing

regulation unconstitutional, the mounting interference crisis made radio reception almost impossible in many parts

of the country. Amid mounting complaints from the rapidly growing broadcasting industry and local constituents

who were eager to listen, legislators moved to create emergency legislation:2
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Representative Wallace H. White (R- Maine) sponsored a bill in the sixty-ninth Congress giving authority to the

Secretary of Commerce to grant licenses, assign wave lengths, and allot time to broadcasters while Clearance C.

Dill (D-Washington) sponsored a bill in the Senate that created an independent five member commission to have

almost total control over broadcasting. Though both bills passed in their respective houses, the conference

committee was unable to reconcile the difference before adjournment of the first legislative session."

Continuing public outcry about the deteriorating listening situation around the country forced legislators into

action. A compromise was reached early in the new year; the Radio Act of 1927 passed and was signed into law by

the President on February 23, 1927. The Act incorporated parts of both house and senate bills by creating a the

five-member commission on a temporary one-year basis to assign broadcast license and bring order to the chaos of

the airwaves. After the initial one-year period, licensing authority would revert back to the Secretary of Commerce,

while the FRC would act as a sort of Court of Appeals for broadcasters. According to the Act, certain non-policy

functions were to remain with the Commerce Department."

The Radio Act of 1927 gave the Commission authority to grant or deny licenses as would best serve the public

interest, assign frequencies, times of operation, and power output. Section 9 of the Act instructed the Commission

to remove inequalities in geographic distribution of broadcast facilities that had developed prior to the Act.

Congress succeeded in appointing three of the five commissioners, and The Outlook, a news magazine of the period,

claims that politics played a part in preventing several of the commissioners from gaining confirmation. At the end

of the legislative session the Federal Radio Commission was only partly filled and had no appropriations budget.

Other government agencies assisted with personnel and space as the Commission struggled to begin the task of

creating a new federal agency without resources:5

Documents of the early days of the Federal Radio Commission show that one of the first issues discussed was a

plan for frequency allocation and a timetable for implementation. This was necessary because section one of the act

automatically terminated all existing licenses:6 Following a precedent set by Secretary of Commerce Hoover, the

FRC held hearings in late March to solicit opinions from broadcasters. The focus of these discussions centered on

the issues of allocation and the engineering concerns surrounding the interference problem. McChessney notes that

these sessions were dominated by testimony of corporate-affiliated radio engineers:7

The outcomes of these discussions are reflected in the actions of the Commission and a plan they begin to

implement. For example, General Order 11(amended by General Order 13) issued on May 21, 1927 terminated all

licenses, required all stations to file applications concerning their current status, and made radio stations subject to

the provisions of the Radio Act of 1927. Included in the minutes for the meeting of May 21 is a statement that

recognizes that "no scheme of reallocation which does not at the very outset eliminate at least four hundred

broadcast stations can possibly put an end to interference."" This early declaration by the Commission suggests
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that the FRC recognized the need to clear broadcasting interference through attrition of stations, reallocation of

assignments, and reauthorization of power outputs. However, the actions of the FRC during this first year illustrate

a much more conservative body.'9 It may be that given the tenuous nature of the commissioners' appointments and

the lack of funding, the newly formed agency did not want to rock the boat. It may be that coercive actions from

Congress or industry made the Commission tread lightly, but during the first year few station licenses were

revoked.

Throughout much of 1927, the FRC acted less like a regulatory body and more like a technical agency. Documents

indicate the FRC moved congested stations to less congested spots (frequency assignments) on the radio dial rather

than reducing the number of licenses. A series of channel assignment changes made during this period helped

some; however, the overall problem of overcrowding and interference was not eliminated!° These early orders

moved various stations from one allocation to another to alleviate interference problems among 'local listeners.'

However, as the winter approached, rural areas still suffered from significant interference. General Order 19 provided

for the large scale transfer of station assignments to clear all frequencies between 600 KHZ and 1000 KHZ from

'heterodynes' (sic) and other interference!' However, the intention of the Commission was to hold the industry in

status quo while the agency sought recognition and money from Congress to execute its charge. Testifying to an

oversight committee of the House, Commissioner Skyes stated,

(W)e concluded it was our responsibility under the law to first give a fair trial and see if it were possible to

let all of these stations live....(I)f we had denied 150 or 200 station licenses at that time, in my judgment

and in the judgment of the commission, we would have had so many law suits and possibly temporary

injunctions granted against us that practically the whole of the broadcast band would have been tied up... 
22

Analysis of FRC General Orders and Minutes during its first year indicates that the Commission attempted to

resolve the various interference problems on an ad hoc basis!' These attempts produced mixed results in the

various regions of the country. FRC rulings seemed to ignore their responsibilities under Section 9 of the Act and

instead ensconced commercial broadcast interests, particularly the large chain broadcasting stations and affiliates!'

Members of Congress charged the Commission with favoring large broadcasters from the East while discriminating

against the listeners in the South and West! Commissioners vigorously denied the charges but when the new

Congress convened, oversight hearings and newspaper accounts of public reaction to the Federal Radio Commission

indicate that it had not succeeded in fulfilling its goals!' A House report reflected the displeasure of its members:

The set-up in the broadcasting field which it was believed at the time the radio act was passed could be

worked out in a year's time had not been effected. We are confronted with the dilemma of continuing the

commission in authority for another year during which it is hoped the situation may be improved!'
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In hindsight, it appears that the Federal Radio Commission did not see that political problems would develop as a

result of its policy of maintaining the status quo in broadcasting while trying to resolve most interference questions

on a case-by-case basis. One could argue that without the legislative mandate of proper funding and a fully

confirmed commission, the FRC lacked the political clout to resolve the technical problems it was created to fix;

thus the commission argued that it tried to avoid legal challenges which might further prevent implementation of

the Act.28 Congress, on the other hand, recognized the dissatisfaction among its constituents very clearly and

sought to rectify the situation during the Commission's reauthorization process. Led by members from the south

and the west, Congress amended the FRC's reauthorization bill to correct broadcasting's geographical imbalance.

H. The Fight Over the Davis Amendment

The Seventieth Congress took no pity on its stepchild. Rosen says the two members most responsible for the

creation of the FRC fiercely attacked its lack of accomplishments. Clarence Dill chided the 'cowards and dullards'

for their inability to develop a plan to reduce broadcast stations while allowing themselves to succumb to the

influence of the radio trust. Representative White complained that the FRC policies had complicated the situation.

Both White and Dill echoed their colleagues by insisting that the only solution to the interference problem was the

elimination of some broadcast stations. Led by Representative Davis, Congressmen from under-represented regions

of the country protested that the FRC had failed to distribute facilities equally among the states.29

During an oversight hearing, Representative Davis served notice to Commissioner Sykes that he intended to change

language in the Act to remove any vagueness about the Commission's responsibility.

Mr. Kading: ....do you not think it would be very important to act upon the suggestion of the chairman of

preparing an amendment to be introduced in Congress clarifying the matter (interpreting equally of

service)?

Commissioner Sykes: Personally, I would be glad, of course, if Congress would clarify it. I would not

like to have to undertake to draw the amendment, though; I would have to leave that to you gentlemen.

Mr. Davis: In other words, your opinion is, naturally, even from the point of view of the commission

itself, it is highly important for whatever statutory provisions are enacted for your guidance to be

unambiguous and about which there can be no controversy or conflict of opinion.

Commissioner Sykes: I would be delighted, Judge, to see it at my rest.

Mr. Davis: I want to state I am in thorough accord with that and, so far as I am concerned, will undertake

to effect that result."

With the introduction of the Davis Amendment to section 9 of the Act's reauthorization bill, a political debate

ensued over the precise meaning of the 'equality of service clause' and whether passage of the reauthorization with its
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inclusion would create a better radio service or hamstring the Commission in its work. Depending on what

interests one held, the amendment was designed to either destroy broadcasting or save it. There seemed to be little

middle ground. For example, Senator Dill said the language of the new bill made it unworkable and impracticable

and blamed the FRC for disregarding the equitable service provisions of the 1927 law.31

Industry leaders lobbied heavily against the amendment provisions. David Sarnoff, Vice-President of Radio

Corporation of America, stated, "(I)t is my hope that Congress will not pass a bill, the technical provisions of

which, to my mind cannot be of help either to the listening public or to broadcasting stations."32 Even members of

the Federal Radio Commission got into the fray. Commissioner Caldwell stated that the "rider would wreck our

present wonderful radio broadcasting structure" and claimed the amendment" is not practical and must be discarded

in the search for a way to reduce the number of stations." Meanwhile the New York Times speculated, "(W)ill the

Ides of March in 1928 go down in history as a turning point in 'radio'?"33

The heated debate crossed party lines making it difficult to assess relative support for the bill. Support for the bill

appeared to be tied to supporting regional constituent desires for either more radio service or for maintaining the

status quo. For example, Representative White, a powerful Republican from Maine aligned himself with

Representative Davis, a Democrat from Tennessee. House Democrat McKeon from Oklahoma stated that if the

"house failed to adopt the 'equitable distribution' provision he would offer a resolution call for an investigation of

the (radio) 'trust'." 34 All of these congressmen had constituents who desired better local service. But, House

Democrat Emanuel Cellar from New York said, "the amendment which the committee made to the Senate bill, to

my mind, will put radio art into a straitjacket."35 During February the FRC undertook several measures to appease

southern supporters of the Davis Amendment. 36

Outside organizations with an interest in radio also lobbied Congress against adoption of the Amendment. The

New York Times covered the reauthorization bill extensively. At one point it described the political maneuvering in

Congress as if it were describing a battle scene:

Honors are even in the radio war being waged in Congress. Commissioner Caldwell opened the hostilities

with an attack on the Watson bill. A few days later Senator Dill raided the Commissioner's position.

Reinforcements in the form of Representative Davis, Tennessee, came to the Senator's aid. Just when it

seemed the Commissioner might be forced to beat a strategic retreat, the National Association of

Broadcasters, Inc. hurled its shock troops in the breach caused by Davis' flank attack on the

Commissioner's left while Senator Dill was hammering his front. It appears radio is in politics!37
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Despite the best efforts of the NAB, the radio 'trust' and members who opposed it, the reauthorization which

included the Davis Amendment's 'equitable distribution' requirements passed by a large margin on March 28,

1928.38 The clause amended Section 2 of the Radio Act to read:

....that the people of all zones..., are entitled to equality of radio broadcasting service, both of transmission

and of reception, and in order to provide said equality the licensing authority shall as nearly as possible

make and maintain an equal allocation of broadcasting licenses, of bands of frequency or wave lengths, of

periods of time for operation, and of station power, to each of said zones when and in so far as there are

applications therefor: and shall make a fair and equitable allocation of licenses, wave lengths, time for

operation, and station power to each of the States, The District of Columbia, the Territories and

possessions of the United States within each zone, according to population.39

The FRC was directed to carry out the equality of service requirement "by granting or refusing licenses or renewals

of licenses." As if to make it clear that the Commission should do its bidding, Congress set all the

Commissioners' terms for expiration on February 23, 1929. The message from Congress seemed to be 'get it done

in a year or we'll get new commissioners.'

With all of the apparent opposition to the Davis Amendment why did this version of the reauthorization bill emerge

from committee and pass? Rosen suggests that it passed to appease Southerners who threatened to delay a vote on

the reauthorization legislation. It may be that some members worried that a defunct FRC would mean that the

United States would plunge into further broadcasting chaos without a regulatory body. Legislators did not want to

face that eventuality and since the Commission's authority had already expired, this appeasement may have been the

expedient political accommodation necessary to reinstate the FRC. Other members of Congress were concerned that

without passage of the reauthorization, administration of radio would revert back into the hands of the Department

of Commerce.°

The Davis Amendment and the Allocation Plan

With the passage of the amendment, the Commission members now faced the problem of implementing a plan they

had publicly criticized. However, faced with the reality of the situation, the Commission had to formulate a plan to

meet the specific requirements of the amendment. Louis Caldwell, Chief Counsel of the Federal Radio

Commission, wrote, "(I)t would be hard to conceive of a more baffling problem than the one which Congress

imposed upon the Federal Radio Commission by the so-called Davis Amendment."'" Caldwell complained that

before the amendment the Act allowed the Commission a certain latitude in making its license distribution among

the different states; the flexibility was now gone because of the rigid requirements set forth by the new language.
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Nevertheless, faced with the specific requirements of the Davis Amendment, the FRC undertook steps to devise an

allocation policy that would bring station assignments into compliance with the newly amended Radio Act. There

was disagreement among the Commissioners as to the precise meaning of the amendment. The majority of the

commission construed it as requiring immediate reallocation of the broadcast band while Commissioner Robinson

claimed the amendment required the Commission to adopt a policy to be followed in the future where equalization

would be attained where ever possible. The commission also grappled with the question of whether the amendment

required an equality of the number of licensed stations without regard to division of time or whether two or more

stations dividing time could be balanced against one full time station in another zone." Each interpretation created a

problem for the FRC since each interpretation called for a different engineering calculus.

At the end of March a working group from the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) submitted a memorandum to the

Commission describing a plan for classifying the 90 broadcast channels into three groups of licenses. The plan

called for the creation of national, regional and local broadcasting services. Under this scheme licensees would be

apportioned equally to all five zones." The study was reported out on April 6, 1928, when the Commission asked

radio engineers, under the supervision of Dr. J. H. Dellinger of the U. S. Bureau of Standards for their

recommendations to implement the allocation plan."

Also during this time the Federal Radio Commission began to solicit the expert opinion from members of the

Institute of Radio Engineers such as L. E. Whittemore, in addition to using experts at the U. S. Bureau of

Standards, Captain Guy Hill from the Army Signal Corps. and the other engineers from consultative or technical

groups.° The obvious complications of the equalization clause required the Commission to attempt to become

more sophisticated in its approach to solving the radio interference problem. But, now the Commission found

itself facing increasing pressure from Congress."

By April 1928, the initial plan proposed by the Institute of Radio Engineers was fleshed out. Briefly, the plan

created a zone-based allotment scheme for the 90 channels available in the standard broadcast band. It called for the

creation of 50 high powered stations that would operate on 'cleared channels.' Ten stations were to be assigned to

each zone of the country. Because these stations were assigned the sole use of the channel (clear channel) during the

nighttime, no heterodyne interference would occur and reception of these high powered stations would reach into the

furthest sections of rural America. The remaining 36 channels would be divided between stations that served the

regional and local needs of the various zones. Each zone would receive 10 of these secondary channels. Because

these secondary stations were lower in power, engineers believed it would be possible to assign more than one

station to each region of the country. 47

The Institute of Radio Engineer's plan did not meet with widespread approval from either Congress or the

broadcasting industry. There were two major problems with the plan. First, it called for a maximum of 340
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stations, a reduction of nearly 350 stations from the current allocation. Secondly, new higher powered clear channel

stations did not fit into the scheme envisioned by members of Congress seeking to appease their constituents.

Ewin Davis, author of the equalization amendment, lamented "the tentative plan is overloaded with so-called

national stations...." Later that April the National Association of Broadcasters, the Federal Radio Trades

Association and the Radio Manufacturers' Association proposed a wholly different interpretation of the Davis

Amendment. The NAB, fearing a reduction in the number of licenses, offered a plan that attempted to maintain the

status quo of assignments as much as possible. The National Electric Manufacturers' Association and other

broadcasting station groups also submitted various allocation plans to the Commission." No one plan seemed to

meet the specific requirements of the equal allocation clause. While the IRE's plan seemed to have the inside track

because it had the support of J. H. Dellinger, the New York Times reported members of the National Association of

Broadcasters were disenchanted with the proposal, calling it too theoretical. The NAB and NEMA also called for an

investigation of the agreements made by members of the radio trust."

Why was a logically designed plan, incorporating some of the best engineering theory of the day, unacceptable to

those with political or industry influence? There were major obstacles to implementing the engineers' proposed

solution. First, equalization would require the Commission either to target zones with more stations and reduce the

number of licenses in those zones, or increase the number of licenses in the zones that were under served thereby

increasing the number of stations and the interference level overall. The former plan would rile Congress by

eliminating many constituent radio stations. And, while the latter plan might be a political expedient, it would not

eliminate the interference problems that the FRC was created to resolve. In either case, there was also some concern

that whatever plan was adopted, the plan would permanently freeze the number of broadcasting stations.

Similarly, the equalization clause required making the number of licenses allotted to the various zones proportional

to the populations of the states within each zone. Thus it was possible that even though a zone may have the

correct number of licenses, once the FRC decided whether to increase or decrease the number of licenses, the zones

would have to redistribute those licenses among the states if their number did not reflect the correct population

ratios. Further, while the engineer group's scheme began to address one of the equalization requirements of the

Davis Amendment, the division of power allocations among the zones, their plan also needed to address station

power and time division within the zone and among the states based on population."

The FRC felt obligated to start the process of reducing the number of licenses in order to implement the new

allotment scheme.5` General Order No. 32, issued on May 25, 1928 asked for 164 broadcasting stations to show

cause why they should continue to be licensed. Most of these stations were located in highly populated states in

the East and Mid-West. No stations from the South were included in the Order. Over the summer a number of

licenses were disposed and other stations included in this group had their hours of operation or power sharply

curtailed.52 While the engineering staff under J. H. Dellinger grappled with the difficult problems posed by the
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equalization clause, the Commission provided an outwardly visible demonstration that it was dealing with the

questions of allocation and division of service by eliminating small and marginal broadcasters." Ready to avoid

controversy for its actions, the FRC issued two lengthy documents on August 23 and September 1, 1928 describing

the Commission's application of a vague public interest standard in reviewing the stations examined in General

Order 32.54

Hugh Slotten contends that the engineers' view became dominant because key members of the commission believed

that rancorous political debate would be avoided if the solution was based primarily on the use of technical reason.

Engineers interpreted the "public interest" standard as one that provided the best possible service based on

engineering standards and technical efficiency." Since Congress failed to define the meaning of public interest, the

technical definition could be construed as easily as any other definition. Supporting this thesis is the fact that some

Commission members argued that equalization and reallocation were fundamentally technical problems demanding

technological solutions. 56

Slotten's thesis is enticing but not wholly supported by the engineering facts reported out in the Federal Radio

Commission's Annual Reports for 1928 through 1931. For example, the broadcast section of the FRC's annual

reports of 1930 and 1931 under C. B. Joilleff and V. Ford Greaves detail a much more complex matrix of

engineering data than previously included under J. H. Dellinger in General Order 40. Also, the Commission

abandoned the quota system that it applied in 1928. Starting with General Order No. 92 issued June 17, 1930, a

'unit system' of evaluation to determine equalization compliance was adopted that included information about type

of channel, power, hours of operation, and other considerations. The unit system provided a richer data set for

analysis, but it also provided some indication that true equalization would never be achieved.”

IV. General Order 40 - Making Lemonade out of a Lemon

On August 30, 1928 the Federal Radio Commission issued General Order 40, a plan outlining a quota system for

the reallocation of broadcasting stations. Immediately the Commission began a public relations offensive to

convince politicians, broadcasters, and the public alike that the scheme was the best possible solution to meet the

equalization requirements specified in the Amendment." On September 4, 1928, Chief Engineer J. H. Dellinger

submitted a memorandum to engineers detailing the principles of the allocation plan. Three days later Dellinger

issued a second engineering analysis of the plan. The second analysis, made by John V. L. Hogan a well known

radio consulting engineer, supported Dellinger's engineering assertions. Hogan states, "I feel you and your

Commissioners are to be congratulated upon having withstood criticism until this time when you are prepared to

rearrange the broadcasters with the least possible disturbance of established services and the greatest improvement of

the status of listeners, consistent with the law."59
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Dellinger's memoranda and the supporting engineering opinions are significant for several reasons. First, they were

meant to reassure those broadcasters who survived the earlier round of cuts that the status quo would be maintained

as much as possible by providing a permanent, definite basis of station assignments for each zone and locality.

Thus, any station that survived the license hearings of the past summer would find an allocation on the allotment

table under General Order 40.60 Secondly, Dellinger outlined a strategy for implementing 40 high powered stations

on clear channels, a plan meant to bring greater listening choice to rural America while further entrenching the

interests of the radio trust. Third, the plan placed several blocks of regional and local services on different parts of

the dial to minimize inter-channel interference. This reallocation allowed larger metropolitan areas to have more

station assignments. Finally by using the 'borrowing' clause of the Davis Amendment, some Commissioners

hoped to keep licenses for stations in zones that were currently over quota by borrowing those frequencies from

other states in the same zone that were under quota. This maneuver was meant to placate broadcasters and audiences

in metropolitan areas who were used to having a diverse number of stations to choose from.61

While the plan implemented guidelines specified in the report of the Institute of Radio Engineers generally, General

Order 40 specifically acknowledged the importance of meeting its political obligations as well adhering to the

Commission's earlier decision that no existing stations would be abolished as a result of the new allocation. To

reinforce the notion it was meeting its responsibilities as a regulatory arm of Congress, the FRC in its Second

Annual Report specifically outlined the outcome of license reductions as part of its attempt to meet the requirements

of the Davis Amendment. Documents of the Commission show that this strategy was developed in August before

the actual announcement of General Order 40.62

In implementing the equalization plan, the FRC needed to meet specific regulatory requirements in the Act allowing

stations an opportunity to appeal the frequency assignment change if they were displeased by their new frequency.

Such a move would reduce litigation and possible court challenges to the allocation scheme. The Commission

stated it would give stations an opportunity to examine the new assignments and challenge the potential changes,

thus all station licenses were extended until November 11,1928. The details of the plan were sent to broadcast

licensees on September 11th. In that memorandum, Acting Chairman Sykes tried to assure broadcasters that the

Order was a starting point, not a final solution. "(1)t is the desire of the Commission that any broadcasting station

which is dissatisfied with its assignment under the reallocation should have an opportunity to be heard and to

demonstrate that public interest, convenience or necessity would be served by a better assignment," he notes.° In

addition to proffering good will for the new plan and hoping to head off a court challenge, the Commission wanted

to examine the effects of the reallocation which up to this point were only theorized on paper. A second temporary

licensing period was established to allow the engineering staff time to fix unforeseen problems after the stations

moved to their new frequency assignment. 64
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The Commission used several strategies to disseminate positive information about the equalization plan to the

general public. For example, the October issue of Congressional Digest was given over entirely to a discussion of

the problems of radio reallocation. On the day of the reallocation, Commissioner Orestes Caldwell issued a lengthy

statement to the public stressing several previously mentioned points that: I) engineering experts created the plan,

2) small town and remote listeners would benefit greatly, 3) dissatisfied broadcasters could challenge the

assignment, and 4) some time would be required to evaluate the effects of the change.° At the same time,

Dellinger issued a press release attempting to explain the benefits of the plan to both general and technically

sophisticated readers. In the New York Herald Tribune, Dellinger suggested that listeners would find it helpful to

make lists of the old and new dial assignments side-by-side for easy comparison while in the Journal of the

Institute for Radio Engineers he analyzed the allocation scheme for the technically minded.66

Outwardly the Commission appeared pleased with the response to reallocation although almost immediately

following the announcement of General Order 40, numerous complaints were filed with the Commission. Boasting

about the benefits of the new allocation scheme under General Order 40, Commissioner 0. H. Caldwell stated:

"Congress handed us a lemon and we have proceeded to make lemonade out of it." 67 Immediately following the

issuance of the Commission's reallocation scheme, broadcasting stations began to protest the plan. Many

complained that the plan did not constitute an equalization as required by the Davis Amendment. The Commission

had to set several hundred cases for hearing. Meanwhile political pressure mounted in Congress at the same time

as various interest groups expressed displeasure with General Order 40. On November 22, 1928, a resolution passed

requiring the FRC to report back to the Senate on or before December 15, 1929 detailing the number of licenses,

power allocations, number of frequencies, and periods of time for operation among all five zones."

V. After Equalization: Analysis of the Commission's Choices

Analysis of the implementation of General Order 40 poses several problems for broadcast historians, and legal,

science or political policy analysts. Mark Gilderhaus reminds us that the historian displays a bias through the mere

choice of subject matter and Carl Becker observes that since the actual past is gone, the world of historical analysis

is an intangible world.69 What the historian chooses reflects what she/he thinks is important. Yet, public interest

theory, the basis upon which we provide assessment of regulatory success or failure, is predicated precisely on those

fault lines, e.g. on interpretive views of the events, legislative histories, the people circumscribing the agencies, and

the specific laws analyzed during specific time periods. Robert Brett Horwitz notes that within this perspective, the

public interest is assessed as either a theoretical standard or as a historical fact of the regulatory agency's birth.7°

The Federal Radio Commission's birth was a difficult one. It was the result of rancorous debate, inadequate

funding, and political manipulation. The Commission was created to deal with immediate and long-term structural
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problems. Thus, given the circumstances of the Commission's birth, the amazing growth of radio as a means of

communication and as a social institution, and the powerful lobbying interests of the radio trust and the NAB, the

implementation of the Davis Amendment provides significant material to analyze. Several different theoretical

frameworks provide potential for conceptualizing the importance of the events, for analyzing their long-term

significance, and for explaining the behavior of the regulating agency!' Public interest theory provides us with the

opportunity to view the events surrounding the implementation of the Davis Amendment as one of the resolution

between the conflict of the needs of private corporations and the needs of the general public. We could deduce this

based on the above stated history surrounding the passage of the Davis Amendment.

While applying public interest theory would allow the reader a historical understanding of those events, the

application of such an analysis fails to provide a richness of detail in defining the various influences played upon

the commission. For example, the growth of the radio industry during this period seems to fail to conform to the

mold of the small, individual producer as embodied in the Jeffersonian idealism of public interest theory. During

this time, radio was largely controlled by large industrialized companies such as RCA, Westinghouse, AT&T and

General Electric.

The application of the 'progressive' phase of public interest theory reflects the altered economic conditions created by

large corporations, situations not unlike the growth of radio during the period leading up to the formation of the

FRC, but the technical interference problems and the 'equalization' requirements of the Davis Amendment

effectively remove this means of analysis as a viable explanation for the promulgation of regulatory policy as

embodied in General Order 40. On the face of it, the specific actions of the FRC generally seem to support the

large radio interests as opposed to reflecting the work of an interventionist-type commission designed to protect

powerless consumers.72 Thus, the FRC does not seem to act like the Federal Trade Commission. or other similar

regulatory agencies.

In "Four Systems of Policy, Politics and Choice," Theodore J. Lowi defines a model of capture theory that details

likely policy outcomes based on the influences and types of coercion applied in given circumstances. This kind of

analysis is useful because it allows one to look at the behavior of the actors and apply a schema to explain the

events or outcomes as a result of the application of coercion, policy directives and/ or politics upon the regulating

body. Figure 1.0 describes the four potential policies (and their political effects) that could be adopted by an

independent commission such as the Federal Radio Commission as a result of the various potential influences.

Under such a schema, if you looked at the policy it would be possible to guage the immediate influences upon that

policy or upon trying to change that policy. For instance distributive policy would be likely to influence individual

conduct as opposed the the environment of conduct throughout a whole segment of an industry or industrial sector.
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To apply this schema to the Federal Radio Commission, one could analyze the nature of radio licensing and assess

its potential benefit to the licensee. After doing so, it is possible to deduce the type of policies being applied to the

broadcasting industry. For example, one could analyze the effects of the application of federal policy with the onset

of radio licensing starting about 1912. The Wireless Act of 1912 provided for little regulatory oversight. Licensing

was primarily a record keeping function assigned to the Commerce Department. As can be seen in figure 1.0, early

licensing would be considered 'Distributive'. In this case government is giving away (or licensing) a property right.

The determinations made for a distributive policy type generally depends on individual conduct (e.g. is the

applicant a suitable license holder?). One would conclude that the likelihood of coercion upon the policymaker, the

giver of the license, is as remote as the likelihood of coercion by the government upon the licensee. Since the

Secretary of Commerce essentially granted radio licenses when the individual or party applied for one, we can see
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that in real life little coercion would have been applied. Why? Because no test was required for licensing and the

license was not a limited resource in 1912, little coercion would occur.

Using this schema to look at changes in the types of policy illustrates that the Federal Radio Commission actions

do not fall into the regulatory policy arena as easily as do other governmental agencies policies such as the Federal

Trade Commission or the Interstate Commerce Commission. Both the FTC and ICC were created to use

'regulatory policy' to eliminate unfair practices or reduce the problematic of poorly made or unsafe goods. Clearly

the FTC could apply coercion to firms through the use of 'cease and desist orders' and 'consent degrees'. Similarly,

the trust-busting ability of the FTC could move to decentralize and disaggregate large trusts.74 Applying Lowi's

schema illustrates the fact that there is a great likelihood of pressure or coercion applied to the regulatory agency

when large trusts attempt to maintain the status quo.

The plight of the Radio Commission appears somewhat different from traditional regulatory agencies, though, when

we attempt to plot the influences on it within this schema. The 1927 Federal Radio Commission found itself in a

different situation than the Secretary of Commerce did in 1912. For example, if the FRC attempted to use

'Regulatory' policy to break up the increasingly powerful radio trust, it was likely to face the threat of immediate

coercion from considerable lobby efforts of the powerful corporations involved in the radio trust. Worse yet,

because the FRC was not a permanently established independent regulatory commission, it found itself heavily

influenced by various 'Constituent' policy initiatives of Congress because it faced a yearly renewal. Many in

Congress were looking for the FRC to reapportion frequencies favorable to them; a bit of redistributive policy with

a constituent interest bent, Conversely other members of Congress from the East and Midwest looked to

maintaining the status quo. Still others looked for the agency to develop policies that would permit local stations

to transmit without the interference problems that plagued radio after 1926. There appeared to be no clear cut

constituent decision that would please the majority of Congress possible for the Commission to adopt. And,

educational leaders were interested in having the FRC develop redistributive policies that would create the necessary

conditions for the long-term growth of radio for educational and informational purposes. Other special interest

groups wanted to affect policy, too. Commercial interests wanted to maintain the current system of broadcasting

ensuring the growth of powerful radio networks.

The divergent set of interests provided too many countervailing pressures on the infant, unstable Federal Radio

Commission. As noted earlier, it was necessary for the Commission to respond to party pressures and interest

group pressures of various Congressional constituents, mindful that Congress had (1) failed to confirm several

commissioners who were friendly to Hoover, (2) failed to provide funds for the agency's operation, and (3)

anticipated that the commission would expire at the end of its term of appointment. A look at figure 1.1

illustrates some potential policy outcomes that might occur as a result of choosing specific goals or favoring the

influences of certain politics.
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Within the framework of this redrawn policy schema one can conclude that the Federal Radio Commission of 1927

is caught between several different factions. The traditional congressional needs versus special interests needs are

obvious. On one hand some congressional members, such as Ewin Davis from the South, are applying constituent

coercion on the commissioners and would like to see the Commission equalize the number of radio licenses

between the northern U. S. cities and southern cities. The pressures put on the Commission by the congressional

membership follows traditional logrolling behavior. Adoption of the Davis Amendment's equalization language

requires the FRC to act to meet the regional needs of the South and the West. Other congressmen, such as

Congressman Dill, wanted the Commission to redistribute the radio spectrum for special interests such as

alternative and educational users. One can see that different interests groups apply various forms of lobbying

pressure would try to force the Commission to move in a specific direction on this chart. In choosing a political

(4)
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solution, the Federal Radio Commission would be forced to favor one interest group at the expense of another

regardless of the decision it chooses.

The FRC was faced with potential influences outside of Congress as well. The radio trust and some members of

the NAB were at odds over potential regulatory policies for radio broadcasting. RCA, for example, was anxious to

contain the application of FRC policy that could hamper the sales of radio receivers since it held the patents on the

devices or circuits needed to build radios. Licensing fees as a means of paying for programs, such as those imposed

by Great Britain, were seen as a deterrent to the sale of radio receivers. And by 1927, the members of the radio trust

held the most powerful radio stations, developed chain broadcasting, and had the engineering expertise to improve

these stations quickly and dramatically.75 RCA opposed policies which disfavored large stations and its radio

network. Obversely smaller broadcasters were afraid the of the potential and power of the RCA trust. These

smaller National Association of Broadcasters members needed substantial revenues from advertising sales to build

and expand their program offerings and broadcast facilities. These different factions attempted to coerce the FRC

into adopting favorable policies to local or affiliated stations. While RCA would have favored a regulatory

commission to ensure high engineering standards and the elimination of smaller nuisance stations, smaller NAB

members would have favored a redistributive policy which required the delivery of programming at the local level.

The FRC tried to avoid upsetting the large station interests of the broadcasters and also tried to please the party or

regional constituents' interests of Congress at the same time!' This strategy can be seen in the allocation scheme

devised for General Order 40. The best channels favored large broadcast interests through the creation of 'clear

channel' station allotments while the less powerful regional and local channel allotments could mollify many

listeners concerned about their favorite local affiliated stations." Given those countervailing forces, the strategy for

implementing General Order 32 can be seen clearly. General Order 32 essentially reduced or eliminated marginal

stations, including educational and special interest or 'propaganda' stations as the FRC referred to them. As a result

of the FRC's general policies and the implementation of General Order 32, these stations found their power levels

slashed and their hours of operation sharply curtailed. Clearly the actions of the commission are traced along the

regulatory and redistributive trajectory; by reducing the influences of special interest groups such as educators and

religious groups, the commission eliminated some of the complexity and pressure of resolving the equalization

problem that faced them.

Lowi's taxonomy provides a useful way for using the historical record to assess the normative and empirical

implications of radio regulation. This analysis contradicts the notion that implementation of the Davis Amendment

would be best served using the very best engineering principles available. Looking at the outcomes, the

implementation of the equalization principles becomes an amalgamation of both constituent and redistributive

policies. For example, the intention to provide equalization of services to all regions of the country cuts across

constituent boundaries, as previously noted in section 3 of this paper. However, Davis' criticism of the radio
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commission for failing to reallocate power and frequency assignments of the large radio monopolies suggests the

FRC should respond to Congress' desire to apply constituent policies while Dill's criticism that the FRC had not

acted boldly enough suggests redistributive policies. Similarly Congress' refusal to confirm Commissioners

Caldwell and Bellows suggests that members of Congress were uneasy with the close relationship between those

two nominees and the powerful radio industry that was closely aligned with Herbert Hoover. These policy

assumptions indicate normative policy goals Congress would have considered in voting the legislation for

equalization up or down. However, along with normative assumptions were there Congressional concerns about

formative outcomes, too? Did members of Congress assume that the likelihood of coercion on these

Commissioners would be so great that they would do the bidding of the radio trust? Such a fear demonstrates one

of the classic problems associated with the public interest capture theory.

In capture theory any institution with sufficient political influence will attempt to manipulate the policies of the

agency. This may be too simplistic an explanation to understand the decisionmaking processes of the FRC. Any

specific policy the FRC developed to help only one segment of the industry, say the large radio trusts, would meet

the disapproval of those Congressmen who supported a different constituency, such as small, local stations.

Again, Lowi's model provides illustrations of how external influences can be drawn along policy lines. The Federal

Radio Commission was being pulled along several paths simultaneously. At the end of the first year, the

influences upon the commission did not diminish. With the addition of specific equalization requirements in the

Davis Amendment, the task that lay before the Commission was more complex politically and technically than

ever. The Federal Radio Commission needed to develop an initiative that would free it from the constraints of

developing a strategy for meeting the needs of just one of the four traditional sets of influences that are illustrated in

figure 1. 1. Instead, the Commission decided to focus on a technological solution to the administrative dilemma of

having too many political interests clamoring for different policy solutions.

VI. General Order 40: Mixing Technology With Politics

Capture theory can be applied to scientific assessments as well as political influence peddling. Sheila Jasanoff

states that bias in scientific assessment is commonly the result of conscious deception by 'experts' or of uncritical

acceptance of the industry's viewpoint by agency officials:78 Whatever regulations the Federal Radio Commission

decided to effect regarding the interference problem, it was faced with the reality that broadcasting had established an

important place in the social consciousness of America. McMahon notes that by the time Congress established the

Commission in 1927, advertising had become the dominant mode of financing despite listener preferences for

alternative ways to support radio programming." Clearly the broadcasting networks had programming that the

public wanted to listen to, and two members of the Commission had industry ties. But, it is the recommendations

of the Institute of Radio Engineers that essentially assured the continuance of the large broadcasters by setting up

the allocation scheme of several large, powerful clear channel stations in each zone of the country. In many cases

411,
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these large stations were already owned or affiliated with the broadcasting networks, either NBC or the newly

formed Columbia Broadcasting System.

The decisionmaking process, at first blush, was seemingly based on engineering principles, but it appears to be

influenced by political and economic decisions, as well as engineering requirements. For example, during the first

years of the FRC, Alfred Goldsmith was both president of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the chief broadcast

engineer of RCA. Thus, the recommendations of the radio engineers presented to the Commission must have

reflected, at least to some degree, the beliefs of how to best deal with the interference problem from the perspective

of the special committee and RCA's chief engineer.w Other members of the IRE committee set up to study the

implementation of the Davis Amendment included C. W. Horn of Westinghouse Electric, R. H. Marriot of

International News Corp., and L. E. Whittemore of the Bureau of Standards.

Several members of the Commission spoke against the acceptance of the recommendations of the engineers. On

August 17, 1928, Louis Caldwell, General Counsel, notes in a memorandum to the Commissioners,g1

3 a. The small stations are not being treated well under the proposed reallocation: it is

foolish to think that they will be fooled into believing the contrary....

5. One manifest injustice in the proposed reallocation is the fact that on the whole all

the so-called trust stations receive the very best treatment (in some cases the same corporation

preserves two or three full-time assignments on the best channels) while the big independent

stations in the Middle West are forced to divide time.

7. As a matter of fact, even the proposed reallocation does not come anywhere near

complying with the Davis Amendment, under the heading of equality in number of stations.

Also taking issue with the engineers' report, Commissioner Sam Pickard, of Zone 4, wrote, "I feel it is unfortunate

that my views on that subject (using the borrowing clause under equalization) are not shared by a majority of the

Commission.... My apprehension is that the present effort to approach the ideal.... abruptly limits the facilities of

this zone to a margin where stations, previously recognized as rendering worth while service by this Commission,

cannot exist. "82

Representative Ewin Davis, author of the amendment, also took exception to the engineers' allocation scheme

writing, "....even from the standpoint of getting the National Broadcasting Company chain programs to the various

sections of the country, there is no occasion for granting to such stations a monopoly of power or desirable and

cleared channels, not to speak of the fact that such an allocation would deprive stations broadcasting independent

programs of the share to which they are entitled...""
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Even after adoption of the allocation scheme various influential people spoke out about the adoption of a

commercially based systems as mapped out by the IRE and adopted by the Commission. Speaking to the

American Academy of Air Law in April, 1931, Bethuel Webster, Jr. former General Counsel to the Federal Radio

Commission stated":

One may praise many of the performances of the National Broadcasting, the Columbia

Broadcasting System, and originated by some of the chain and a few of the unaffiliated

stations, and at the same time deprecate legislative policy and administrative weakness

that permit the use of the ether under federal franchise for self-advertising stunts, for the

sale of quack medicine, and the exposition of religious or social creeds in which the

public generally has no interest.

Whether or not the recommendations of the Institute of Radio Engineers represented the very best solution to the

equalization clause conundrum embodied in the Davis Amendment is open to interpretation. Many debated the

implementation and the outcomes until the Commission finally abandoned enforcement of the Amendment in 1932.

The final outcome, an allotment scheme that provided radio stations of varying powers to serve the United States

worked substantially well until after the heyday of AM radio. What is at issue is whether the Federal Radio

Commission exercised due diligence in accepting the policy recommendations of a body that was biased in favor of

the industry that created it. One could argue that the FRC did not have the ability to proceed in such a technical

task since it did not establish its own engineering department until after the recommendations of the Institute of

Radio Engineers on August 17, 1928. But that criticism would not reflect the reality that John Dellinger, who

was chief engineer at the Bureau of Standards, oversaw the Commission's technical needs during the interim period

and ultimately became the chief engineer for the Commission. While Dellinger's title changed, his work

responsibilities did not.

Perhaps of greater importance are the questions that revolve around the way the Commission solicited and accepted

scientific advice. Members of the scientific community use a variety of boundary-defining strategies to establish

their authority and enhance their stature within scientific area and their professional circle. This behavior can be

traced in the relatively new, rapidly expanding field of electrical engineering. Engineers of the Institute of Radio

Engineers did this by building professional communities, defining and excluding nonmembers, competing for and

asserting primacy of knowledge, and asserting their authority against those who held divergent opinions. For

example, between 1915 and 1920 the Institute of Radio Engineers Board, under its secretary David Sarnoff,

attempted to influence policymakers to keep radio in the hands of private capital. That effort continued as RCA's

chief engineer Alfred Goldsmith succeeded Sarnoff as secretary and then as president of the IRE. McMahon states

that IRE's pronouncements confidently stated that "government interference always impedes technological creativity.

The Board's assertions left no room for exceptions."" Thus the IRE's policy pronouncements from 1915 through

1930 seemed to reinforce the agenda for corporate entities that ultimately became part of the RCA 'radio trust.'
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During the 1930's historian Charles Beard notes":

Few indeed are the duties of government in this age which can be discharged with the mere

equipment of historic morals and commonsense. Whenever, with respect to any significant

matter, Congress legislates, the Court interprets, and the President executes, they must have

something more than good intentions; they must command technical competence.

In this case, the building of a national broadcasting system really required significant regulation before the technical

knowledge existed on how to best build it and how best to regulate it. Perhaps McMahon provides the best

overview of the significance of the Institute of Radio Engineers' role in the technical decisionmaking process when

he concludes that in addition to participating in the invention and development of radio, engineers made it feasible

for corporate leaders to achieve vast organizational and physical systems. They shaped both the bureaucratic context

in which they worked and, in part, the social uses of the technology they helped create."

Does the analysis of the political and technological implications of the Davis Amendment hold significance and

meaning for regulators and policymakers of today, particularly in areas where technology is rapidly changing the

environment to be regulated? In The Fifth Branch, Jasanoff says the notion that the scientific component of

decisionmaking can be separated from the political and entrusted to independent experts has been discredited. To

prove useful, those making regulatory decisions need to be informed by an accurate knowledge of the internal

dynamics of both science and regulation. She cautions that however rhetorically appealing it may be, no simple

formula exists to allow for injecting expert opinion into public policy debate." This caution should be inscribed

for future communication policymakers to remember. Today, the pace of innovation of technology again calls to

question the ability of regulators to make adequate decisions about which technologies hold promise for consumers

and at what cost, what effects the implementation of new technology might be, and what impact these choices will

have on current broadcast and telecommunications institutions.

Regulation restricts users' choice of activities and outcomes through the institutional consolidation of legislative,

executive and judicial power in the single apparatus of independent commission. The mode of action can be

informal through the companion use of consultative bodies, the adjudication is flexible on a case-by-case basis, and

the rulemaking procedures can be formal defining the way participation in a proceeding will occur. Given the

ability of the institution to set rules, the complex interaction of influences on the regulatory process and the flexible

authority of the independent commission, scholars and consumers alike would be well advised to understand the

contingent and socially constructed character of regulatory decisionmaking.
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